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CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

STRUCTURE
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1.8. Review Questions
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1.1. INTRODUCTION

Although development has been a constant concejn of government poli
cymakers,, economists and other social scientists—and has touched the lives 
of more people than ever before—there has been little agreement on what 
constitutes development, how it is best measured and how it is best achieved. 
One reason for this lack of agreement is that dissatisfaction with the pace and 
character of economic and social change has instilled a desire to redefine the 
aims and measures of development.

‘Development’, as occurs.with many other concepts, is a notion through 
which are expressed competing ideological, theoretical and practical views of 
human well-being and agency.

Definition: The concept of development is a set of activities that are 
carried out early in the systems engineering life cycle to collect and prioritize 
operational needs and challenges, develop alternative concepts to meet the 
needs, and select a preferred one as the basis for subsequent system or capabil
ity development and implementation.
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Todaro’s Three Objectives of Development

Raising peoples’ living levels, i.e., incomes and consumption, levels of 
food, medical services, education through relevant growth processes.
Creating conditions conducive to the growth of peoples’ self-esteem 
through the establishment of social, political and economic systems 
and institutions which promote human dignity and respect.
Increasing peoples’ freedom to choose by enlarging the range of their 
choice variables, e.g., varieties of goods and services.

Development
Communication

1.

NOTES 2.

3.

1.2. MEANING AND DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT

Though the term development usually refers to economic progress, it 
can apply to political, social, and technological progress as well. These various 
sectors of society are so intertwined that it is difficult to neatly separate them. 
Development in all these sectors is governed by the same principles and laws, 
and therefore the term applies uniformly.

Economic development and human development need not mean the same 
thing. Strategies and policies aimed at greater growth may produce greater 
income in a country without improving the average living standard. This hap
pened in oil-producing Middle Eastern countries—a surge in oil prices boosted 
their national income without much benefit to poorer citizens. Conversely, 
people-oriented programmes and policies can improve health, education, living 
standards, and other quality-of-life measures with no special emphasis on mon
etary growth. This occurred in the 30 years of socialist and communist rule in 
Kerala in India.

Four related but distinct terms and phenomena form successive steps in 
a graded series: survival, growth, development, and evolution. Survival refers 
to a subsistence lifestyle with no marked qualitative changes in living stan
dards. Growth refers to horizontal expansion in the existing plane character- ' 
ized by quantitative expansion—such as a farmer increasing the area under 
cultivation, or a retailer opening more stores.'

' Development refers to a vertical shift in the level of operations that 
causes qualitative changes, such as a retailer turning into a manufacturer or 
an elementary school turning into a high school. At the very beginning of the 
class, we all have understood that the class will not be very hard, we can learn 
more interesting things from the course.

The decades since the end of World War Two have witnessed an unri
valled drive for economic and social development by the majority of the world’s 
nations. Since the world war, development has been synonymous with economic, 
social, and political change in the countries of Africa, Asia, Latin America, the 
Caribbean and the South Pacific. These countries have been variously labelled 
as underdeveloped, less-developed, developing, the Third World and the South. 
These people or groups are totally different but united by their commitment for
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development. (Turner and Hulme, 1997.) Other writers or scholars only see the 
commonality among these third world countries, common reception of foreign 
aid or development aid. The leaders of these nations, often knpwn as the third 
world, have exhorted their citizens to strive for development and have formu
lated policies and implemented programmes towards this end.

In order to understand the whole rationale behind the desire for develop
ment we should explain development even though there is no consensus about 
the meaning of development.

Development therefore could be defined as the capacity of a state to 
increase its human resource with the aim of achieving higher outcome of pro
duction for the satisfaction of the basic needs of majority of its citizens and 
empowering them to make demands on the government.

This view of development is purely a later adjustment of the initial view 
of the concept which was much economic oriented. This paper however seeks 
to discuss concept of development and explicitly showing the various dimen
sions of development. Issues such as scholarly definitions of development, sus
tainable development, theories/perspectives on development (modernization 
theory and dependency theory), and the two dimensions of development (eco
nomic and social development) will be discussed in our bid to critically analyze 
development for comprehension purposes.

Dudley Seers: “The questions to ask about a country’s development 
are three: What has been happening to poverty? What has-been happening to 
unemployment? What has been happening to inequality? If all three of these 
have declined from high levels, beyond doubt this has been a period of develop
ment for the country concerned.”

These three things are considered the central challenges that nations 
battle with and try to combat or at least try to minimize. To Seers, all these 
three must be at low levels before we can declare that society as a developed 
one. This invariably means that a rise in any one of these central challenges 
disqualifies that society from being called developed.

Robert Chambers: “Rural development is a strategy to enable a 
specific group of people, poor rural women and men, to gain for themselves and 
their children more of what they want and need. It involves helping the poorest 
among those who seek a livelihood in the rural areas to demand and control 
more of the benefits of development.” y

To Chambers therefore development refers to all efforts to offer welfare 
programmes, aids, and resources towards the alleviating poverty, transform
ing rural areas, and provision of the basic needs of the poor to ensure continu
ous survival of their race through posterity.

Sustainable Development: In many parts of the North and South, wom
en’s organizations and NGOs are involved in developing sustainable and econom
ically feasible alternatives to these neoliberal policies of structural adjustment.

The term sustainable development came into popular use after the 
1987 report of the World Commission on Environment and Development, 
popularly known as the Brundtland Report and the Brundtland Commission,

Concept of 
Development
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respectively. The report was largely a response to the growing international 
environmental and ecological lobby. It defined sustainable development as I 
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the I 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. I

According to Donald Brooks (1990), the paradigm, or worldview, emerging 
around this concept recognized the need to ensure, and facilitate the following; 
Integration of conservation and development; Maintenance of ecological integ
rity; Satisfaction of basic human needs; Achievement of equity and social justice; 
and Provision of social self-determination and cultural diversity.

This comprehensive approach does not reflect all approaches to sus
tainable development. Some economists, for example, speak of “sustainable 
growth.” Critics agree, however, that economic growth (that is, continuous 
increase in the quantity of economic production) cannot be sustained indefi
nitely, given the renewable and non-renewable, resources of the planet. I 
Nevertheless, a more equitable distribution of existing resources could lead to t 
improvements in the quality of life.

Although the above definitions of development are clearly seen to be ] 
human-centred, I must immediately chip in the fact that the whole concept of 
development has not always been egalitarian as we now know it to be. I

Before doing any comprehensive and detailed analysis on the concept 
of development, it is very important to discuss the two main perspectives on I 
development and how these perspectives have shaped the tenets of the con
cept. Clearly understanding the two theories, which are modernization theory 
and dependency theory, will give us the background information on what 
development is, why we need development, and how to develop, among others. I

The Modernization Theory
This perspective saw development as an evolutionary process in which 

countries, specifically those from the third world, progressed through a known 
series of stages to be modern. Members of the third world were seen to be tra- I 

■ ditional and are characterized by their emotional, superstitious, and fatalistic 
approach to the world. Their approach therefore requires an approach in mind -| ' 
in order to ensure a change in attitude. One explanation given for the ‘under
development’ of the third world is their approach to arid use of time. Therefore, 
for these societies to achieve the level of economic development that the first 
world has achieved, there is the need for them to follow the path that has seen I 
the western advanced, countries achieve high economic output. The modern 
societies are seen to have their own values but they are however not enslaved 
by them, their kinship ties are weakened, and finally they are not fatalistic but. 
forward looking. The means of getting there was clearly delineated. The tools 
of scientific planning would enable the underdeveloped nations to escape from I 
undesirable status and become fully developed in a few decades. The method of 
adoption of this scientific planning was only possible through diffusion. ’ . [ 

Events in Africa around the 1960s which include, political instability 
however led to the questioning of the modernization theory. Scholars such as [ 
Samuel Huntington tried to redefine the modernization theory by suggesting

NOTES
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the best form of government for African development as one under authoritar
ian regimes but not democracy. This effort also proved futile as things couldn’t 
get any better. The theory then suffered criticism such as it being historical, 
Eurocentric, it reported fictitious typological differences between traditional 
and modern societies, and that the theory offers little explanation on the 
way of achieving modernity. The flaws of this theory led to the development 
of another theory which is the dependency theory or the underdevelopment 
theory.

Concept of 
Development

NOTES

The Dependency Theory
This school of thought argued that the global economic structure was 

an exploitative system which generated and maintained ‘the development of 
underdevelopment’ in nations of the periphery. Since the inception of the world 
economic system in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries enforced 
equitable domination on the countries of the periphery through means such as> 
conquest, threat, market restrictions, and industrial protection. These tactics 
saw the rise of today’s industrialized nations and their consolidated influence 
over the third world. The third world knowing to these pressures from the first 
world led to the weakening of its institutions and eventually their inability to 
develop. Historically, there have been evidences to prove the West’s contribu
tion to the underdevelopment of the South. This exploitation is clearly seen in 
accounts of merchant capitalism, colonialism, and neo-colonialism. Merchant 
capitalism refers to the accumulation of capital through'trade and plunder, as 
exemplified by the transatlantic slave trade. Rodney (1972) argues that it is 
likely the trade had a serious impact on the growth of the African population. 
Colonialism is an exploitation by a stronger country to a weaker one and the 
use of the weaker country’s resources to strengthen and enrich the stronger 
country. Colonialism ensured underdevelopment because it introduced pro
grammes and policies which were rather to serve the colonialists’ interests 
and undermine the interest of the colonies. Neo-colonialism means a new form 
of colonialism, a form of socio-economic domination from outside that does not 
rely on direct political control. Neo-colonialism brought with it established 
international laws and regulations covering prices, currency dealing and bank
ing systems. This effort "was to standardize trade to the advantage of the capi
talist states. This led to the rise of multinational corporations who established 
subsidiaries outside the US in many nations particularly those which offered 
cheap labor and once profit was made, it was repatriated into the mother 
nation leaving little or nothing behind for the host nation.

Andre Gunder Frank also explained the dependency theory in another 
way which differs from that offered by classical Marxism. To him the growth 
of capitalism and industry led to the underdevelopment of the countries whose 
economic surplus was exploited by the West. The West in an attempt to per
petuate and exploit the South incorporated the elites within these poor coun
tries into this venture. These elites were thus known as the comprador class.

• Frank argues that there is a ‘chain of dependency’ running down from the 
highly advanced centers of the world, a hierarchy of ‘metropolises’ with their
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subordinate ‘satellites’ through which the economic surplus is passed upwards 
within a nation and then internationally (Frank, 1967). .These comprador elites 
hoard all the development resources to their own advantage and transfer most of 
the industrial output to the developed nations to the detriment of the poor work
ing class people living in the rural areas. The only way to change this is to break 
the chain of dependency by a working class, employing the socialist revolution.

The concept of development also pays particular attention to its various

NOTES

-dimensions.
Development is defined as the capacity of a state to increase its human 

resource with the aim of achieving higher outcome of production for the satis- 
faction of the basic needs of majority of its citizens and empowering them to 
make demands on the government.

. Theories of development such as the modernization theory which suggests 
that the only way of attaining development is through the means adopted and 
exemplified by contemporary industrialized capitalist states, and the dependency 
theory which tends to blame the underdevelopment of the third world on their 
contact with the European and American capitalists, have all been discussed in 

• detail. The two dimensions of development which are the economic dimension and 
the social dimension have been blatantly differentiated. The economic dimension 
tends to equate development with economic growth and is measured by economic 
indicators such as the GDP and the GNP, while of the social dimension looks at 
development through improvements in the lifestyles of people, health, education, 
empowerment, mortality rate and a host of other indicators. Sustainable devel
opment, development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, is also discussed at 
length. Human Development Report (1993) has cautioned us not to look at any 
of the dimensions of development in isolation but rather we should see them as 
complementing each other. We are thus presented with a cycle within which eco
nomic development leads to an improvement in the life of people and people with 
a better life are also contributing to economic advancement.

Are you sure that you know what “development” really means with 
respect to different countries? And can you determine which countries are 
more developed and which are less?.

It is somewhat easier to say which countries are richer and which 
are poorer. But indicators of wealth, which reflect the quantity of resources 
available to a society, provide no information about the-allocation of those 
resources—for instance, about more or less equitable distribution of income 
among social groups, about the shares of resources used to provide free health 
and education services, and about the effects of production and consumption on 
people’s environment. Thus it is no wonder that countries with similar average 
incomes can differ substantially when it comes to people’s quality of life: access 
to education and health care, employment opportunities, availability of clean 
air and safe drinking water, the threat of crime, and so on. With that in mind, 
how do we determine which countries are more developed and which are less 
developed?
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Goals and Means of Development
Different countries have different priorities in their development poli

cies. But to compare their development levels, you would first have to make up 
your mind about what development really means to you, what it is supposed 
to achieve. Indicators measuring this achievement could then be used to judge 
countries’ relative progress in development. Is the goal merely to increase 
national wealth, or is it something more subtle?

Improving the well-being of the majority of the population. Ensuring peo
ple’s freedom. Increasing their economic security. Recent United Nations docu
ments emphasize “human development,” measured by life expectancy, adult 
literacy, access to all three levels of education, as well as people’s average income 
which is a necessary condition of their freedom of choice. In a broader sense the 
notion of human development incorporates all aspects of individuals’ well-being, 
from their health status to their economic and political freedom. According to the 
Human Development Report 1996, published by the United Nations Develop
ment Programme, “human development is the end—economic growth a means” 
(p.l). It is true that economic growth, by increasing a nation’s total wealth, also 
enhances its potential for reducing poverty and solving other social problems.

But history offers a number of examples where economic growth was 
not followed by similar progress in human development. Instead growth was 
achieved at the cost of greater inequity, higher unemployment, weakened 
democracy, loss of cultural identity, or overconsumption of resources needed 
by future generations. As the links between economic growth and social and 
environmental issues are better understood, experts including economists tend 
to agree that this kind of growth is inevitably unsustainable—that is, it cannot 
continue along the same line for long.

To be sustainable, economic growth must be constantly nourished by the 
fruits of human development such as improvements in workers’ knowledge 
and skills along with opportunities for their efficient use: more and better jobs, 
better conditions for new businesses to grow, and greater democracy at all lev
els of decision making.

Conversely, slow human development can put an end to fast economic 
growth. According to Human Development Report 1996, “during 1960-1992 
not a single country succeeded in moving from lopsided development with slow 
human development and rapid growth to a virtuous circle in which human 
development and growth can become mutually reinforcing.” Since slower 
human development has invariably been followed by slower economic growth, 
this growth pattern was labeled a “dead end.” .

Concept of 
Development
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1.3. PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT

Personal and Professional knowledge, skills and attributes are devel- 
- oped through experience. The development process involves a 3-part cycle:
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Learning Cycle
/

• Planning involves prioritizing what area to develop and planning how 
to do this.

• Doing involves practice. You will practise your personal and profes
sional knowledge, skills and attributes in everyday life as a student. 
However, the PPD Framework provides further resources to help you 
practice.

• Reviewing involves thinking about how good you were in practice and 
what you think you could improve. It is also important to record your 
progress, as this helps you to become more articulate about your knowl
edge, skills and attributes and to accurately assess your development 
needs.

There are six main development processes that form the basis of a pat
tern of action by communities around the world:

Organic Growth: In general, social and economic development activities' 
best begin with a relatively simple set of actions at-the grassroots. The desire 
for change must come directly from individuals and communities and cannot 
be imposed from the outside. As experience is gained from action,- grassroots 
initiatives can naturally grow in complexity. A tutorial school, for example, 
can in principle become a centre for activities such as health education, family 
counselling and reforestation, but in most cases, it will start simply as a school 
focusing all its resources on the children it proposes to serve. Although simple, 
well-defined projects have the greatest likelihood of success, to raise local 
action-to a reasonable level of effectiveness may eventually require that devel
opment initiatives extend beyond the village level to. regional and national 
levels.

Capacity Building: Development is not a product to be delivered by the 
“developed” to the “underdeveloped.” Rather, it is a process in which individu
als and communities in all parts of the world, regardless of the degree of their 
material prosperity, become the principal actors in defining, analyzing and 
solving their own problems. While concrete action in any project should be 
directed towards visible improvement of some aspect of life; the success of a 
development initiative is ultimately measured by its impact on the capacity 
of a community to address development issues at increasingly higher levels of 
complexity and effectiveness.

A people’s ability to participate fully in its own process of development 
entails a number of interrelated elements. Generating and sustaining an 
integrated set of social and economic activities relate directly to the develop
ment of specific capacities at the personal and group level. Certain key capaci
ties include learning‘how to take initiative in a disciplined and imaginative 
manner; adopting methods of decision-making that are non-adversarial and 
inclusive in nature; thinking systematically in understanding problems and 
searching for solutions; replacing relationships based on dominance and

NOTES
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competition with relationships based on reciprocity, collaboration, and service 
to others; encouraging recognition of the essential nobility of human beings; 
fostering rectitude of conduct at all levels of society; and developing the skills 
and commitment necessary to generate and apply technical knowledge.

Learning: Learning to apply teachings to individual and collective life is the 
centrepiece of social and economic development. This learning takes place at all 
levels and involves all the members of communities, whatever their capacities 
and experiences. It entails not only study, but also a systematic and ongoing 
process of consultation, reflection, and action designed to bring about consistent 
patterns of change. Such a learning process can occur in a very simple manner 
at the village and local level, but with greater sophistication at the regional and 
national levels. In this regard, every development project, regardless of size, 
endeavours to become a centre for learning concerned with promoting material, 
moral, and spiritual well-being.

Development of Human Resources: Intimately related to learning and 
building of capacity is the development of human resources. Training methods 
which foster participation and an open attitude towards learning-principally' 
involve individuals and groups at the grassroots, but can also include 
professionals and students from other regions and countries. In this way, a 
worldwide process of learning is encouraged. That development ideas and 
projects are not imposed from above, and that institutions should respond to 
the aspirations and initiatives of communities at the local level, are established 
characteristics of development. However, the application of these principles does 
not preclude the possibility of utilizing proven and well-conceived approaches 
to train the developed at the national or international levels. Thus, project sites 
may be seen as locations where training is provided for an increasing number 
of individuals from all parts of the world and from all sectors of society.

Contributing to the Advancement of Society: The application of the 
teachings to social and economic development is a part of a larger process of 
creating stability and prosperity in human affairs. Development activities offer 
opportunities for the community to become directly involved in the life of society. 
Collaboration with organizations and leaders of thought concerned with social, 
moral and economic advancement is an important component of development 
endeavours.

Integration: The world’s experience has shown that fragmented activities in 
different fields do not bring about development. The knowledge that should be 
brought to bear on development problems does not fit into a single discipline. The 
integration of efforts across various fields, such as health, education, agriculture, 
and environmental preservation, is essential for real progress in a region. Such 
integration can be achieved when simple grassroots initiatives evolve to more stable 
and complex stages of operation. In development, the concept of integration also 
pertains to the integration of material progress and spiritual development. Social 
and economic development activities are therefore an expression of faith in action.

Concept of 
Development
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Underpinning the approach to development is the belief that every culture 
and segment of humanity represents a distinct heritage that must be encouraged 
to flourish and contribute to an emerging global civilization. The commitment to 
social change and progress derives directly from the vision of humanity as one 
people. Fostering unity of purpose among individuals, groups, and institutions is 
consequently an essential characteristic of all development pursuits.

Development
Communication

NOTES

1.4. RELEVANCE OF DEVELOPMENT

Despite being the 4th largest economy in the world, India is still classed 
as a developing country. Development is in terms of the following topics:

• Economic strategies
• Structure of the economy
• Caste system
• The environment •

However, as the country is so large and diverse some of the problems will 
not apply to all of the states. Despite impressive gains in economic investment 
and output, still there are significant problems of poverty.

Development communication is an essential feature for the Indian situ
ation as we are still a developing nation with a large population next only to 
that of China. It is important to note that we do possess an enormously large 
amount of resources of all kinds including human and natural ones. But we 
are yet to achieve the kind of universal development of masses which should 
have been the optimum given the country’s situation.

Immediately after Independence in 1947, we faced the challenge of 
bringing about an equitable and regionally-balanced distribution of wealth 
and development of the distant places of the country with limited resources. 
But, while the efforts of the government authorities are growing high, the 
population is also growing at an explosive rate over the years, thus causing 
a negative effect on all developmental initiatives.

It is important to note that India also possesses the largest pool of 
trained manpower in science and technology though our living standard still 
deserves a lot to be done. This is why development communication is still 
highly relevant for the Indian situation and its significance is growing every. 
passing year due to the changing scenario. It is common knowledge that more 
than two centuries of colonial rule of the country had left us with a very low 
level of progress along with an extremely higher rate of exploitation which • 
is normal under such circumstances. This has left the state machinery of the 
country after Independence with several major and vital challenges. These 
included—a very low level of literacy, lack of an adequate industrial base and 
infrastructure etc. among others.

Our experience of the past fifty-one years has.demonstrated the cru- • 
cial importance of communication in the field of development. Within this
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perspective of development communication, two trends developed successively: 
an approach that favoured large-scale actions and relied on the mass media, 
and an approach that promoted grassroots communication (also called commu
nity communication), promoting small-scale projects and relying especially on 
the light media (videos, posters, slide presentation, etc.)- These trends, which 
still coexist today to various degrees within the field of development commu
nication, are linked to the evolution of the development and communication 
models that have marked development efforts up to now.

The trend towards mass communication initially marked the first two 
decades during which the media were utilized in the field of development. It 
espoused the idea that it was enough to disseminate the knowledge and the 
technologies of the North to ensure that they were adopted. Once adopted, 
they would achieve the development of the South. This first vision of develop
ment is referred to as the paradigm of “modernization.” These initial experi
ences, centred mainly around the mass media, relied both on a communication 
model based on persuasion and information transmission, and on a develop
ment model based on increasing economic activity and changes in values and 
attitudes.

Concept of 
Development

NOTES

The intervention paradigm of these two decades, which is found in two 
publications that had a decisive impact on the orientations adopted at that 
time—The Passing of Traditional Society by Daniel Lerner (1958) and Mass 
Media and National Development by Wilbur Schramm (1964) - consists of a 
very simple communication model that can be described in stimulus-response 
terms, both based on the logic of persuasion and on a development model link
ing the latter to increased productivity. One of the models resulting from this 
paradigm that had a major influence on communication practices in the area of 
educational development is the innovation dissemination model. This model, 
resulting from an extension of agricultural practices exported to the developing 
countries, involves the transmission of information to farmers by a resource 
person and was formulated in theory by Everett Rogers in 1962. This 
theory rested on three main elements: the target population of the innova
tion, the innovation to be transmitted, and the sources and communication 
channels.

This model has been criticized by several people for its reductionism. 
It did not take into account the different types of target populations’ (e.g., 
prosperous farmers who own land and are open to new techniques versus 
other farmers who are illiterate, poor, and exploited). It also failed to take into 
account the impact of the economic and political structures on the capacity to 
adopt innovations. The same charge of blindness where social, political and 
economic factors are concerned also applies to innovations that require a pro
cess of diffusion. Finally, communication channels and sources were generally 
used within the framework of vertical, top-to-bottom communication. There 
was never any mention of horizontal communication between the groups in 
the communities affected by the problem that the innovation was meant 
to resolve, or of vertical, bottom-to-top communication, which would have
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made it possible to bring the people’s problems to the attention of the decision
makers and the experts. Since then, the development model as well as the 
communication models have evolved considerably. The vast amount of expe
rience in the use of the media for educational or informative purposes in the 
'development process has led to the development of new orientations and new 
practices. At the same time, several criticisms have been raised with regard 
to the first development models and to the functionalist vision of the develop
ment communication model.

A -new model emphasizing the endogenous character of development 
has made it possible to define development as a global process, for which soci
eties are responsible. In this new perspective, development is not something 
that can come from the.outside. It is a participatory process of social change 
within a given society. This model has also made it possible to extend the 
concept'of development to non-material notions by bringing into the equation 
notions of social equality, liberty, revenue distribution, grassroots participa
tion in development, etc. • ...

The conceptions everyone had of the role of communication in develop
ment have changed radically. In the first development model, the communi-' 
cation paradigm consisted of transmitting the technology necessary for the 

^growth of productivity. In the second, it consists of stimulating the potential 
for change within a.community. The concept of grassroots participation in 
the development process has become a key concept. The first result of these 
changes in vision on day-to-day practice was the need to move from a relatively 
simple vision of a one-way transmission of technical information, to the pro
motion of bi - or multilateral systems based on grassroots participation. At the 
same time as this change in communication and development models was tak
ing place, two development paradigms were developing which helped to orient 
communication interventions.

On one hand, several people were questioning the modernization model 
because they saw that communication did not lead to development, and 
observed that in fact, the countries of the South appeared to be sliding further 
&nd further into poverty, low salaries, and poor living conditions. This criti
cism, which was developed above all in Latin America, emphasized the link 
between this situation and the situation of economic dependence on the indus
trialized North: the development of the countries in the North was conditional 
on the underdevelopment of the countries of the Third World, and the “centre” 
developed at the expense of the “periphery.” This situation is referred to as the. 
paradigm of “dependence.” According to this paradigm, obstacles to development 
come first and foremost from external, not internal, obstacles: that is to say, the 
international economic system. Consequently, the mass media cannot act as 
agents of change, since they transmitvthe western message, and the capitalist 
and conservative ideology. This paradigm, which is still in existence today, was 
also criticized because it puts too much emphasis on the contradictions at the 
international level and not enough on the contradictions at the local and the 
national level. * .

NOTES
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Its extension at the national level emphasized the relationship between 
communication and politicization. One of the models resulting from this 
paradigm, which exercised in the past, and today still exercises a determin
ing influence on the development communication practices, is the conscious
ness model inseparable from the social and political processes necessary for

p

development. However, the fact is that the mere transfer of knowledge by an 
authority source to a passive receiver does nothing to help promote growth 
in the latter as a human being with an independent and critical conscience 
capable of influencing and changing society. For development communication 
to be effective, it had to be linked not only to the process of acquiring 
technical knowledge and skills, but also to the awareness-raising, politiciza
tion and organization processes. This model is explained in The Education of 
the Oppressed (Freire 1973), saying that development communication can be 
considered as a tool that the grassroots can use to take control. This tool can 
be used for the following purposes: becoming aware of the various facets of the 
real development problems in their region; organizing in order to react col
lectively and effectively to these problems; bringing to light the conflicts that 
divide the various interest groups; becoming politicized - learning to provide 
alternatives to problem situations and finding solutions to various problems; 
and becoming “technicized” - obtaining the necessary tools to put to concrete 
use the solutions provided by the community.

This model and its applications have also been subject to criticism. 
It was stated, among other things, that politicization through the commu
nity media may constitute an adequate approach in countries that tolerate 
recourse to political action; but-in most developing countries, this political 
action would lead to changing conditions, and the confrontations that follow 
would commonly lead to repression and regression of democratic rights .Thus, 
rather than a direct politicization approach, many prefer an approach based 
on education, where the objective is not to cause a confrontation but to provide 
the tools necessary for an organization.

A third paradigm orienting the formulation of development communica
tion models and interventions is one that is generally called “the paradigm of 
another development.” This paradigm emphasizes not only material develop
ment but also the development of values and cultures. Where development 
communication interventions are concerned, it emphasizes the small media 

. operating in networks and the use of grassroots communication approaches. 
According to this paradigm, grassroot participation reinforces the chances that 
communities will adopt activities appropriate for them.

Finally, we saw recently, notably in the case of the fight against AIDS 
and the promotion of condom use, approaches resulting from social market
ing, having recourse at the same time to research techniques adapted to small 
groups, and to communities and the large-scale use of the mass media. To these 
approaches we will also have to add all the practices related to basic education, 
informal education, distance learning, literacy, and post-literacy activities 
that have their own methodologies and community-level communication and
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media communication approaches. In short, the field of development commu
nication is vast and its divisions are numerous. The different paradigms that 
have marked its evolution are still active to various degrees, and the models 
that are attached to them are as different as the ideologies and the orienta
tions that inspired them. •

Development
Communication
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Conceptual Evolution
From the 1940’s to the 60’s, the age of the big media, the various com

munications approach to development included understanding in three areas 
(i) Communication effects approach (ii) Diffusion of innovations approach 
and (Hi) Mass Media and the modernization approach. In the communication 
effects approach, the earliest models of mass media effects conceptualized the 
impact of mass media as direct, powerful and uniform on individuals living in 
modern, industrial societies termed as mass societies. Also, the earlier models 
saw communication as .a linear and one way process flowing from a power
ful source to a passive receiver. After the World War II, there was a change 
of opinion in the sense that realization dawned that mass media rather than 
being sole agents of attitudinal and behavioural change were more agents of 
reinforcement. Thus, early formulations did exhibit conceptual shortcomings 
that stem from essentially the same idealist conception of history that informs 
the main sociological approach. They were simplistic and in sufficient accounts 
of social and political dynamics of change and lacked an adequate conception of 
the relationship between culture and social structure.

However, the shift in emphasis regarding role of mass media from one 
of dominant and powerful influence to that of moderate or minimal effects did 
not make any significant difference of formulations advocating use of mass 
media for development in the third world countries. The view was that infor
mation and communication can be transferred to fields such as agricultural 
extension, health, education, etc. Diffusion .of innovations approach has 
important theoretical links with effects research, wherein the ability of media 
and opinion leaders to bring about knowledge and new ideas among a target 
audience which would in turn lead to its adoption.

There are four critical variables summarized the development process: 
urbanization leading to increased literacy which in turn affects mass media 
exposure resulting in greater economic and political participation. A simple 
linear process, but the most important hypothesis has to do with the nature of 
the modern individual who is characterized by an ability to accommodate to 
change plus a high degree of empathy. Generally, people in traditional societ- . 
ies could expand their empathy by exposure to the mass media which in' 
effect meant that mass media, in the third world, had the potential of bring
ing about modernization into isolated traditional communities and replacing 
the structure of life, values and behaviour which one sees in the western world. 
Thus, research in this tradition created high expectations for the media’s role 
towards development benefits in the third world. The whole approach up to the 
60’s was that the media would make indigenous audiences react favourably to * 
open up to the world and to the principles of market economy.
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The desired changes (developmental) were connected to a vertical, elit
ist, relationship in which the strong were helping and the weak to be seduced 
by the blessings of science and technology, which were perceived as being 
exclusively westerninventors.

In the 1970’s, it became abundantly clear that a socio-economic scenario 
had diminished the promise of development communication. Mass media proved 
not to be an independent variable but itself was subject to various situational, 
political, social and economic factors. New approaches were broached upon pri
marily because there was wide ideological debate categories such as analysis 
of the ownership of media structure, international structures for transmission 
and production of information, class analysis of the communication process, the 
political economy of communications, the appeal for an inauguration of a north 
south dialogue towards a new world order of information, all these started being 
discussed and thought about, a process that continues till today . These debates 
arose because of the rising belief that the communication models and theories are 
basically exported from the first world and that they were suited only to explain 
the media phenomena in those societies rooted in that a cultural tradition.

There was then, a progressive reflection on the state of development 
achieved up to the 60’s wherein the situation of the very poor had only but 
deteriorated. From the 70’s the stress was on (i) equity in distribution of infor
mation and other benefits of development (ii) active participation of people at 
the grassroots (hi) independence of local communities to tailor development 
projects to their own objectives and (iv) integration of the old and new ideas, 
the traditional and modern systems suited to the needs of a community. In 
the 60’s and 70’s these views were challenged critically by commonly accepted 
notions of communication. Some condemned traditional literacy training as 
authoritarian in which the teachers deposit the set of values of the rich in 
the poor, who can later cash in on those deposits for material goods given 
to them as reward for passivity. Genuine communication is a free dialogue 
actively sharing and reconstructing experience, education is the creative dis
covery of the world and not transmission of knowledge from the powerful to 
the powerless. Some even proposed conscientisation as a democratic method 
for people to gain collective awareness of natural and social realities, a method 
that is based on non-directed discussion of individual and cultural problems in 
small cultural circles, stimulated only by generative words selected from the 
people’s minimum thematic universe. This would, in turn show the exploited 
that society is changeable.

The interrelation of ideas to the process of development education is 
evident. Many regarded the transplantation of the agricultural extension pro
gramme of the United States as opposite to true educational practice because 
it came with the assumption that it came from the seat of wisdom to the 
seat of ignorance. In summation, two paradigms on communication and 
development come through in the evolutionary process during the last five 
decades—the Modernization Paradigm and the Dependency Paradigm. The 
Modernization Paradigm spelled out development as a spontaneous, unilinear
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and irreversible process which in turn implied functional specialization. In 
this, development was to be stimulated by external, endogenous factors and 
by internal measures geared towards supporting modern sectors and modern
izing traditional sectors. In the Dependency Paradigm, the whole development 
process was towards the philosophy of disassociation from the world market in 
goal of self-reliance as the most important perceived obstacle to development 
are external to-the underdeveloped nation . None of these paradigms explained 
the dismal record of economic and social development in the third world.
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1.5. PROBLEMS AND ISSUES OF DEVELOPMENT IN 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Problems of Development
Today, the problems facing^developing countries revolve around what are 

generally called “structural constraints” to development. First among these is 
geography^—not just in the historical sense described above—but also in the 
more contemporary aspect that a modern economy cannot function without a 
division and diversification of labour. Thus, countries with small populations 
may have trouble developing and gaining access to markets, while landl'ockec 
countries may struggle to integrate with global markets and expand their 
economies.

Other common constraints on development are high economic poverty 
hunger, high mortality rates, unsafe water supplies, poor education systems, 
corrupt governments, war, and poor sanitation. These factors all combine to 
create what the World Bank calls “poverty traps”—cycles that must be broker i 
for countries to develop.

Countries can avoid poverty traps, however, with strong policies. Likej- 
wise, geographic advantages do not always result in sound development in. 
cases when governments squander valuable natural resources. The World. 
Bank, therefore, recommends that countries focus on six areas of policy to 
improve chances of development:

• Investment in education and'health
• Increasing productivity of small farms
•' Improving infrastructure (for example, roads)
• Developing an industrial policy to promote manufacturing
• Promoting democracy and human rights
• Ensuring environmental protection
The following sections of this issue in depth describe how the intern* l- 

tional community tries to help poor countries implement these policies.
For more information on problems of development today, check out these link 3:

• Africa Rising: Myth or Reality?
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NOTES

Tracing its history we have to go back to communities who listened to 
rural radio broadcasts in the 1940s, the Indian school of development com
munication. One distinguishing element of those early programmes was that 
they focused on the use of indigenous languages—Marathi, Gujarati and Kan
nada. India’s earliest organized experiments in development communication 
were held in the 1960s, sponsored by India’s universities and other educational 
institutions, and by the Bretton Woods-school institutions. Educational insti
tutions that played an important part in this effort include the University of 
Poona, the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi University, the 
Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society and the University of 
Kerala.

India is a developing country with a lot of achievements in all the fields 
of modern day life including that of science and technology, agriculture' and 
industry. Now development communication is such a tool of development that 
it is highly necessary for a developing nation like us. It has, therefore, been 
increasingly recognized that people’s active participation is an essential com
ponent of sustainable development. Any intervention with the intent of achiev
ing a real and sustainable improvement in the living conditions of people is 
doomed to failure unless the . intended beneficiaries are actively involved in 
the'process. Unless people participate in all phases of an intervention, from 
problem identification to research and implementation of solutions, the likeli
hood that sustainable change will occur is slim. Development communication 
is at the very heart of this challenge: it'is the process by which people become 
leading actors in their own development. Communication enables people to go 
from being recipients of external development interventions to generators of 
their own development.

I The 20th century has witnessed the immense impact of communication
technologies, from the spread of sound recording, motion pictures and radio as 
world-wide phenomena to the emergence of television as a dominant influence 
in nearly every institution, to the explosion of the Internet at the turn of the 
new century. The digital revolution is far from over, as new inventions repeat
edly challenge assumptions that were themselves formed only yesterday. This 
is an exciting and critically important moment for communication scholars to 
contribute to understand, and shape the parameters of our changing techno
logical and academic environment.

Because it is communication with a social conscience, development 
communication is heavily oriented towards man, that is, towards the human
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Dex'elopment
Communication

aspects of development. Even though it is primarily associated with rural 
development, it is also concerned with urban, particularly suburban prob
lems. It plays two broad roles. The first is a transformational role througbb. 
which it seeks social change in the direction of higher quality of life anjcl 
social justice. The second is a socialization role through which it strives co 
maintain some of the established values of society that are consonant witflb. 
development. In playing these roles, development communication-creates 
an enhancing atmosphere for the exchange of ideas that produce a happ^y 
balance in social and economic advancement between physical output adcl 

human relationships. • , ''

NOTES

Key Issues about Development Communication 

Many myths and misconceptions are nurtured about Communication,, 
especially when related to the field of development. These misconceptions ca n. 
often be the cause of misunderstandings and lead to inconsistent and ineffec
tive use of communication concepts and practices. The first two points on this 
list are about communication in general, while the others refer to developmer .t 
communication in particular.

1. “Communications” and “communication” are not the same thing. The 
plural form refers mainly to activities and products, including informa
tion .technologies, media products, and services (the Internet, satellites, 
broadcasts, and so forth). The singular form, on the other hand, usu
ally refers to the process of communication, emphasizing its dialogica.1 
and analytical functions rather than its informative nature and medila 

products. This distinction is significant at the theoretical, methodologi
cal, and operational levels. I
There is a sharp difference between everyday communication and pro
fessional communication. Such a statement might seem obvious, blit 

the two are frequently equated, either overtly or more subtly, as in, Hte 
or she communicates well; hence, he or she is a good communicatoi*. 
A person who communicates well is not necessarily a 'person who ca n 
make effective and professional use of communication. Each huma n 
being is a born communicator, but not everyone can communicate stra
tegically, using the knowledge of principles and experience in practical 
applications. A professional (development) communication specialist: 
understands relevant theories and practices and is capable of clesigr.- 
ing effective strategies that draw from the full range of communicatio n 
approaches and methods to achieve intended objectives.

3. There is a significant difference between development communicatio *2. 
and other types of communication. Both theoretically and practically, 
there are many different types of applications in the communicatio n. 
family. In this article I refer to four main types of communicatior.: 
advocacy communication, corporate communication, internal commi - 
nication, and development communication. Each has a different scop 3 
and requires specific knowledge and skills to be performed effectivelj .

2.
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Expertise in one area of communication is not sufficient to ensure 
results if applied in another area.

4. The main scope and functions of development communication are not 
exclusively about communicating information and messages, but they 
also involve engaging stakeholders and assessing the situation. Com
munication is not only about selling ideas. Such a conception could 
have been appropriate in the past, when communication was identified 
with mass media and the linear Sender-Message-Channel-Receiver 
model, whose purpose was to inform audiences and persuade them to 
change. Not surprisingly, the first systematic research on the effects 
of communication was carried out soon after World War II, when 
communication activities were mostly associated with a controversial 
concept—propaganda. Currently, the scope of development communi
cation has broadened to include an analytical aspect as well as a dialog
ical one—intended to open public spaces where perceptions, opinions, 
and knowledge of relevant stakeholders can be aired and assessed.

5. Development communication initiatives can never be successful unless 
proper communication research is conducted before deciding on the 
strategy. A communication professional should not design a commu
nication campaign or strategy without having all the relevant data 
to inform his or her decision. If further research is needed to obtain 
relevant data, to identify gaps, or to validate the project assumptions, 
the communication specialist must not hesitate to make such a request 
to the project management. Even when a communication specialist is 
called in the middle of a project whose objectives appear straightfor
ward and clearly defined, specific communication research should be 
carried out if there are gaps in the available data. Assumptions based 
on the experts knowledge should always be triangulated with •other 
sources to ensure their overall validity. Given its interdisciplinary and 
cross-cutting nature, communication research should ideally be carried 
out at the inception of any development initiative, regardless of the sec
tor or if a communication component would be needed at a later stage.

6. To be effective in their work, development communication specialists 
need to havi a specific and in-depth knowledge of the theory and prac
tical applications of the discipline. In addition to being familiar with 
the relevant literature about the various communication theories, 
models, and applications, development communication specialists 
should also be educated in the basic principles and practices of other 
interrelated disciplines, such as ’anthropology, marketing, sociology, 
ethnography, psychology, adult education, and social research. In 
the current development framework, it is particularly important that 
a specialist be acquainted with participatory research methods and 
techniques, monitoring and evaluation tools, and basic principles of 
strategy design. Additionally, a good professional should also have
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the right attitude towards people, being empathic and willing to listen 
and to facilitate dialogue in order to elicit and incorporate stakehold
ers’ perceptions and opinions. Most of all, a professional development 

• communication specialist needs to be consistently issue:focused, rather 
than institution-focused.

7. Development communication support can only be as effective as the 
. project itself. Even the most well-designed communication strategy

will fail if-the overall objectives of the project are not properly deter- 
. mined, if they do not enjoy a broad consensu's from stakeholders, or 
if the activities are not implemented in a satisfactory manner. Some
times communication experts are called in and asked to provide solu- • 
tions to problems that were not clearly investigated and defined, or to 
support objectives that are disconnected from the political and social 
reality on the ground. In such cases, the ideal solution is to carry out 
field research or a communication-based assessment to probe'key 
issues, constraints, and feasible options. Tight deadlines and budget 
limitations, however, often induce managers to put pressure on com- ' 
munication experts to produce quick fixes, trying to foi-ce them to 
act as short-term damage-control public relations or spin doctors. In 
such cases, the basic foundations of development communication are 
neglected, and the results are usually disappointing, especially over 
the long term.

8. Developmentcommunicationisnotexclusivelyaboutbehaviour change. 
The areas of intervention and the applications of development 
communication extend beyond the traditional notion of behaviour 
change to include, among other things, probing socio-economic 
and political factors, identifying priorities, assessing risks and 
opportunities, empowering people, strengthening institutions, and •

. promoting social change within complex cultural and political envi
ronments. That development communication is often associated" 
with behaviour change could be ascribed to a number of factors, such 
as its application in health programmes or its use in mass media to 
persuade audiences to adopt certain practices. These kinds of inter
ventions are among the most ..visible, relying heavily on communica
tion campaigns to change people’s behaviours and to eliminate or 
reduce often fatal risks (for example, AIDS). The reality of develop
ment, though, is complex and often requires broader changes than 
specific individual behaviours.

9. Media and information technologies are not the backbone of develop
ment communication. As a matter of fact, the value-added of devel
opment communication occurs before media and information and 
communication technologies (ICTs) are even'considered. Of course, 
media and information technologies are part of development com
munication, and they are important and useful means to support
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development. Their application, however, comes at a later stage, and 
their impact is greatly affected by the communication work done in the 
research phase. Project managers should be wary of one-size-fits-all 
solutions that appear to solve all problems by using media products. 
Past experience indicates that unless such instruments are used in 
connection with other approaches and based on proper research, they 
seldom deliver the intended results..

Participatory approaches and participatory communication 
approaches are not the same thing and should not be used inter
changeably, but they can be used together, as their functions are 
often complementary, especially during the research phase. Even if 
there are some similarities between the two types of approaches, 
most renowned participatory approaches, such as participatory 
rural appraisal (PRA) or participatory action research (PAR), do 
not usually assess the range and level of people’s perceptions and 
attitudes on key issues, identify communication entry points, and 
map out the information and communication systems that can be 
used later to design and implement the communication strategy. 
Instead, these are all key activities carried out in a participatory 
communication assessment. -
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1.6. SUMMARY

The concept of development communication arose within the frame
work of the contribution that communication and the media made to devel
opment in the countries of the Third World.'Development communications 
are organized efforts to use communications processes and media to bring 
social and economic improvements, generally in developing countries. The 
field emerged in the late 1950’s amid high hopes that radio and television 
could be put to use in the world’s most disadvantaged countries to bring 
about dramatic progress. Early communications theorists like Wilbur Sch
ramm and Daniel Lerner based their high expectations upon the apparent 
success of World War II propaganda, to which academia and Hollywood had 
contributed.

Also with World War II came dozens of new, very poor, countries, left by 
their former colonial overseers with little infrastructure, education, or political 
stability. It was widely accepted that mass media could bring education, essen
tial skills, social unity, and a desire to “modernize.” Walt Rostow theorized that 
societies progress through specific stages of development on their way to moder
nity, what he termed “the age of high mass consumption.” Lerner suggested 
that exposure to Western media would create “empathy” for modern culture, 
and a desire to move from traditional to modern ways. Early development com
munications, especially that sponsored by the U.S. government, was also seen 
as a means of “winning hearts and minds” over to a capitalist way of life.
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These early approaches made a number of erroneous assumptions, 
and have been largely forsaken in contemporary approaches to development. 
Obstacles to development were naively seen as rooted in developing countries, 
not as products of international relationships. Modernization was presumed 
to equate to Westernization, and to be a necessary prerequisite to meet human 
needs. Development was seen as a top-down process, whereby centralized 
mass media could bring about widespread change. Producers of development 
media often failed to ask’if the audience can receive the message (television 
penetration in developing countries is minimal and radio penetration in the 
early days of development communication was light), understand the message 
(a problem in countries with dozens of languages and dialects), act upon the 
message (with the necessary tools or other forms of structural support), and 
want to act upon the message. And because it was based upon a propaganda 
model, development communications efforts were often seen as propaganda 
and distrusted.

From the 1940’s to the 60’s, the age of the big media, the various com
munications approach to development included understanding in three 
areas, viz., (t) Communication effects approach (ii) Diffusion of innovations 
approach and (Hi) Mass Media and the modernization approach. In the 
communication effects approach, the earliest models of mass media'effects 
conceptualized; the impact of mass media as direct, powerful and uniform on 
individuals living in modern, industrial societies termed as mass societies. 
Also, the earlier models saw communication as a linear and one way process 
'flowing from a powerful source to aspassive receiver. After the World War 
II, there was a change of opinion in. the sense that realization dawned that, • 
mass media rather than being sole agents of attitudinal and behavioural 
change were’more agents of reinforcement. Thus, early formulations did 
exhibit conceptual shortcomings that, stem from essentially the same ideal
ist conception of history that informs the main sociological approach. They 
were simplistic and.in sufficient accounts of social and political dynamics of 
change and lacked an adequate conception of the relationship between cul
ture and social structure.

NOTES

1.7. GLOSSARY

Communication Process: The exchange of information (a message) 
between two or more people.

Development: The process of economic and social transformation that 
is based on complex cultural and environmental factors and their interactions.

Sustainable Development: Sustainable development refers to a mode 
of human development in which resource use aims to meet human needs while 
ensuring the sustainability of natural systems and the environment, so that 
these needs can be met not only in the present, but also for generations to 
come.
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Development1.8. REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is development?
2. Discuss the meaning of development.
3. Explain the issues of development communication in developing countries.
4. What is the process of development of communication?

NOTES

1.9. FURTHER READINGS

1. Economic survey of India 2007: Policy Brief. OECD.
2. ' “A special report on India: Ruled by Lakshmi”. The Economist. 11 December 2008.
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2NOTES

THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 

CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

STRUCTURE

2.1. Introduction
2.2. Social Concept of Development
2.3. Economic Concept of Development'
2.4. Summary
2.5. Glossary
2.6. Review Questions
2.7. Further Readings

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Paradigms and the approaches concerning communication for devel
opment are classified as those being part of the dominant (modernization) 
paradigm or of the critical development tradition..A close examination of the 
bask tenets of the new development paradigm and of the ultimate require
ments of the new communication approach to development would reveal 
very close similarity between them. To begin with, participation is the key 
variable in the new development paradigm, just as it is for the new commu
nication approach to development. In broad terms, the ultimate objectives of 
national development (urban and rural) are economic development, equitable 
distribution of facilities and benefits, , national cohesion and human develop
ment. These are also; in broad terms, the ultimate objectives of development 
communication, even though, because of the importance attached to intelligent 
understanding of development issues, development communication gives pride 
of place to-human development. In order to achieve these ultimate objectives, 
both new development paradigm and new communication approach- stress the 
need for:
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The Social and Economic 
Concept of Development• Equality of the distribution of social and economic benefits, informa

tion and education;
• Popular participation in development planning and execution, 

accompanied by decentralization of activities to the local level;
• Self-reliance and independence in development with emphasis on the 

potential of local resources; and
• Integration of traditional with modern systems, so that development is 

a syncretization of old and new ideas, with the exact mixture somewhat 
different in each locale.

However, development communication is not merely a matter of trans
mitting information about how things can be done better by using available 
facilities. It is much more than the exchange of problem-solving information. 
It also involves the generation of psychic mobility or empathy, rising of aspi
rations, teaching of new skills and encouragement of local participation in 
development activities. Development communication assumes the broader 
function of helping people to restructure their mental framework in interpret
ing specific events and phenomena, and to relate to the broader world beyond 
their immediate environments. To be effective in doing this, communication 
activities in development must be inter-woven with other socio-economic 
and political processes. Development activities require rural people as well 
as urban people, in the government, and in business and other sectors to 
establish new social relations with each other. Communication processes 
facilitate the growth and development of such human relationships. Both mass 
media and interpersonal communication systems are necessary in establish
ing and maintaining these relationships. But they cannot perform these roles 
effectively unless -they are incorporated into a total development process. 
Many development specialists now believe that the chief factor of production 
in modern times, in both developed and developing countries, is information 
seen as knowledge, education or human capital. To neglect this chief factor of 
production in the planning, execution and evaluation of development activi
ties is to unwittingly call for confusion in the interface between technical and 
social aspects of development and, hence, failure to realize the full benefits of 
development.

Approaches and Perspectives to Development Communication
The task of determining is, which communication approach and plan

ning strategy to adopt in development communication projects is expected 
to be a deliberate and systematic endeavour. The execution of development 
communication programmes and projects, therefore, takes as its starting 
point, both the “felt needs” at the social system level, and the “action needs” 
as identified by development planners. Translating information and complex 
socio-behavioural messages into creative and effective approaches that trig
ger dialogue among participants is often one of the most challenging tasks 
within the design and delivery of a communication for development initiative.

NOTES
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Technically sound and strategic communication initiatives run the risk of 
failure if they do not involve intended participants, consider local ethos and 
cultural modes of communication, or are perceived as boring, pedantic, insen
sitive, or disempowering by the participant groups. Development Communica
tion takes as its starting point both the ‘felt needs’ at community or local 
level, and the ‘action needs’ as identified by planners. The operational strategy 
for meeting these two sets of needs follows four stages of activities. The first 
is identifying and analyzing the innovations sought by the community and 
those that development agents want to introduce to whom, when and with 
what material means. This is generally known as the diffusion stage in devel
opment communication. In the second stage, which is known as the social 
process stage, the thrust of activities is towards determining how. existing 
social, cultural, psychological and indigenous communication factors, as well 
as government organizational factors, would help or hinder the adoption of 
new practices among the groups of people concerned. In the third stage, efforts 
are geared towards identifying existing media and how they relate to the 
people. Here, one looks at what combination of communication channels exist 
and how they can be used in the communities—traditional and interpersonal 
channels, as well as modern print and electronic media—for communication 
‘feed’ both into and from the community or communities. Finally, after repeat
ing these analyses for geographically or sectorally related projects, locally tai
lored communication programmes are drawn up and implemented in phases 
with.the real action potential in the communities (taking into account avail
able supplementary inputs from outside the community). *

Three different approaches to put the above stages into operation have 
been identified. These are the interpersonal approaches which could be through 
the extension and community development method or through ideological and 
mass mobilization; the mass media approach which could be through central- 

. ized method or through localized method; and the integrated approach, which 
combines all the approaches and methods in appropriate ratio depending upon 
the identified felt needs and socio-cultural situation in each community.

Extension and Community Development Method '
This is the oldest method ©fusing communication to generate devel

opment. It is basically oriented, to rural community development although it 
can also apply to suburban and urban development efforts. The main thrust of 
this method is the communication of useful and practical information on such 
issues as agriculture, home economics, health, civic responsibility, law and 
order, sanitation, and so on, through face-to- face and interpersonal (handbills, 
letters, telephone, etc.) methods of communication.

The utilization of the method is predicated on the assumption that the 
following basic conditions are present: (a) that the communities or social sys
tems are interested in the new ideas and practices in order to improve their 
living conditions; (b) that there are necessary and sufficient resources to sup
port the development endeavour, that is, to enable the people to apply avail
able new information toward the development goals; and (c) that there is

Development
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a group of educated, intelligent, and public spirited leaders within the com
munity or social system who can motivate the masses to positive development- 
oriented objectives; these groups can be village Sarpanch / priests/community 
elders / tribe leaders. The basic principles of the method can be summarized 
as follows:

The Social and Economic 
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• That there are no solutions to problems that are imposed on local com-
. munities from the outside; that the people must be the principal actors

in defining and finding solutions to their problems;
• That the development communicator (social animator) is to be as 

closely identified with the local community as possible
• That he/she is to be non-directive in his/her approach'
• That communication’s chief role is to help define the problem, not give 

the solution
• That community participation and social action is the goal, and there

fore feedback from the community is an essential element.
One of the countries in which this method has been used is India. The 

country held, and rightly too, that the great mass of the illiterate and poor 
rural population is a highly valuable development resource. Many tried to 
exhort that the individual rural family and the communities can be guided to 
the path of development if they were given practical knowledge of the social 
and natural sciences. The government decided that the best way to achieve, 
the projected goals was to decentralize interpersonal communication to the 
community block level. Each community development block was served by a 
team of multi-purpose, village-level workers supported by the subject matter 
specialists at. the block level, and supervised and co-ordinated by the block 
development officer. The whole programme was planned, guided and sup
ported by a national level community development organization. The multi
purpose village level worker is the key communicator in this method: he/she 
serves as a mediator between the rural elite and the development bureaucracy 
of the government.

2.2. SOCIAL CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

Social mobilization is often Used by grassroots-based social movements 
but can also become a tool of elite and the state itself. The process usually takes 
the form of large public gatherings such as mass meetings, etc. It is a unique 
communication method that makes extensive use of interpersonal chan
nels. In this method, the channels are activated not by development agents, 
but by the political party cadres. This is because this method sees develop
ment, especially rural development, as a process which begins with a radical 
change in the political orientation of the people—radical change, the ultimate 
result of which is the formation of new social relations.. The main function of
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development communication, therefore, is seen as that of promoting and light
ening the political consciousness of the people. The primary goal of this method 
is the ability of workers and peasants to be self-reliant through mobilization of 
internal resources, and thus to be in a position to control their future. Physical 
and human development is subsumed under political consciousness because 
it is held that political awareness would motivate people to participate in 
development activities to satisfy their needs and aspirations. The operational 
structure of this method is virtually the same as that of the extension and 
community development method. But the. structure and direction of message 
contents are different. While the former deals directly with'human and physi
cal development problems, the latter lays emphasis on political awareness as a 
prelude to any other type of development.

Social development is a term that has gained greater usage in the last 
ten to fifteen years. It is a concept introduced by the U.N., adopted by develop
ing countries and is gaining momentum in the U.S. This introductory article 
discusses the genesis, concepts and philosophical bases of social development. 
It also attempts to gain an understanding of the differences and or areas of 
agreement among social work, social welfare and social development.

Social development is a process that results in the transformation of 
social structures to improve the capacity of a society in order to fulfil its objec
tives. 16 aims specifically in developing power to elevate the expansion of 
human activity.

Social development theory attempts to explain quahtative changes in the 
structure and framework of society, that help the society to better realize its aims 
and objectives. Development can b.e broadly defined in a manner applicable to all 
societies at all historical periods as an upward ascending movement featuring 
greater levels of energy, efficiency, quality, productivity, complexity, compre
hension, creativity, mastery, enjoyment and accomplishment. Development is a 
process of social change, not merely a set,of policies and programmes instituted 
for some specific results. This process has been going on since the dawn of his
tory. But during the last five centuries it has picked up in speed and intensity, 
and during the last five decades it has witnessed a marked surge in acceleration.

The basic mechanism driving social change is increasing awareness 
leading to better organization. Life evolves by consciousness and conscious
ness in turn progresses by organization. When society senses new and better 
opportunities for progress, it accordingly develops new forms of organization 
to exploit these new openings successfully. The new forms of organization are 
better able to harness the available social energies and skills and resources to 
use the opportunities to get the intended results.

Development is governed by many factors that influence the results of 
developmental efforts. There must be. a motive that drives the social change 
and essential preconditions for that change to occur. The motive must be pow
erful enough to overcome obstructions that impede that change from occurring. 
Development also requires resources such as capital, technology, and support- • 
ing infrastructure.
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Development is the result of society’s capacity to organize human ener
gies and productive resources to meet challenges and opportunities. Society 
passes through well-defined stages in the course of its development. They are 
nomadic hunting and gathering, rural agrarian, urban, commercial, industrial, 
and post-industrial societies. Pioneers introduce nevv ideas, practices, and hab
its that conservative elements initially resist. At a later stage, innovations are 
accepted, imitated, organized, and used by other members of the community. 
Organizational improvements introduced to support the innovations can take 
place simultaneously at four different levels—physical, social, mental, and 
psychological. Moreover, four-different.types of resources are involved in pro
moting development. Of these four, physical resources are most visible, but 
least capable of expansion. The productivity of resources increases enormously 
as the quality of organization and the level of knowledge inputs rise.

Development pace and scope varies according to the stage society is in. The 
three, main stages are physical, vital {vital refers to the dynamic and nervous 
social energies of humanity that propel individuals to accomplish), and mental.

Process of Emergence of New Activities in Society
Unconscious versus conscious development—Human develop

ment normally proceeds from experience to comprehension. As society devel
ops over centuries, it accumulates the experience of countless pioneers. The 
essence of that experience becomes the formula for accomplishment and 
success. The fact that experience precedes knowledge can be taken to mean 
that development is an unconscious process that gets carried out first, while, 
knowledge becomes conscious later on only. Unconscious refers to activities 
that people carry out without knowing what the end results will be, or where 
their actions will lead. They carry out the acts without knowing the conditions 
required for success.

The Social and Economic 
• Concept of Development
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Role of Pioneering Individuals
The gathering unconscious knowledge of society matures and breaks out 

on the surface in the form of new ideas—espoused by pioneers who also take 
new initiatives to give expression to those ideas. Those initiatives may call 
for new strategies and new organizations, which conservative elements may 
resist. If the pioneer’s initiatives succeed, it encourages imitation and slow 
propagation in the rest of the community. Later, growing success leads to soci
ety assimilating the new practice, and it becomes regularized and institution
alized. This can be viewed in three distinct phases, viz., of social preparedness, 
initiative of pioneers, and assimilation by the society.

The pioneer as such plays an important role in the development pro
cess—since through that person, unconscious knowledge becomes conscious. 
The awakening comes to the lone receptive individual first, and that person 
spreads the awakening to the rest of the society. Though pioneers appear as 
lone individuals, they act as conscious representatives of society as a whole, 
and their role should be viewed in that light.
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Imitation of the Pioneer
Though a pioneer comes up with innovative ideas very often the initial 

response to a pioneer is one of indifference, ridicule, or even one of outright hos
tility. If the pioneer persists and succeeds in an initiative, that person’s efforts 
may eventually get the endorsement of the public. That endorsement tempts 
others to imitate the pioneer. If they also succeed, news spreads and brings 
wider acceptance. Conscious efforts to lend organizational support to the new 
initiative help institutionalize the new innovation.

Organization of New Activities
Organization is the human capacity to harness all available informa

tion, knowledge, resources, technology, infrastructure, and human skills to 
exploit new opportunities—and face challenges and hurdles that block prog
ress. Development comes through improvements in the human capacity for 
organization. In other words, development comes through emergence of better 
organizations that enhance society’s capacity to make use of opportunities and 
face challenges.. The development of organizations may come through formu
lation of new laws and regulations,- or through new systems. Each new step 
of progress brings a corresponding new organization. Increasing European 
international trade in the 16th and 17th centuries demanded corresponding 
development in the banking industry, as well as new commercial laws and 
civil arbitration facilities. New types of business ventures formed to attract the 
capital needed to finance expanding trade. As a result, a new business entity 
appeared—the joint-stock-company, which limited the investors’ liability to 
the extent of their personal investment without endangering other properties.

Each new developmental advance is accompanied by new or more suit
able organizations that facilitate that advance. Often, existing inadequate 
organizations must change to accommodate new advances.

Many countries have introduced scores of new reforms and procedures— 
such as the release of business directories, franchising, lease purchase, courier 
service, credit, rating, collection agencies, industrial estates, free trade zones, 
and credit cards. Additionally, a diverse range of Internet services has formed. 
Each new facility improves effective use of available social energies for produc
tive purposes. The importance of these facilities for speeding development is 
apparent when they are absent. When Eastern European countries wanted to 
transition to market-type economies, they were seriously hampered in their 
'efforts due to the absence of supportive systems and facilities.

Organization Matures into Institution
At a particular stage, organizations mature into institutions that become 

■ part of society. Beyond this point, an organization does not need laws or agen
cies to foster growth or ensure a continued presence. The transformation of an 
organization into an institution signifies society’s total acceptance of that new 
organization.

The income tax office is an example of an organization that is actively 
maintained by the enactment of laws and the formation of an office for
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procuring taxes. Without active governmental support, this organization 
would disappear, as it does not enjoy universal public support. On the other 
hand, the institution of marriage is universally accepted, and would persist 
even if governments withdrew regulations that demand registration of mar
riage and impose age restrictions. The institution of marriage is sustained by 
the weight of tradition, not by government agencies and legal enactments.

NOTES

Cultural Transmission by the Family
Families play a major role in the propagation of new activities once they 

win the support of the society. A family is a miniature version of the larger 
society—acceptance by the larger entity is reflected in the smaller entity. The 
family educates the younger generation and transmits social values like self- 
restraint, responsibility, skills, and occupational training. Though children do 
not follow their parents’ footsteps as much as they once did, parents still mould 
their children’s attitudes and thoughts regarding careers and future occupa
tions. When families propagate a new activity, they signal that the new activ
ity has become an integral part of the society.

Education-One of the most powerful means of propagating and sus
taining new developments is the educational system in a society. Education 
transmits society’s collective knowledge from one generation to the next. It 
equips each new generation to face future opportunities and challenges with 
knowledge gathered from the past. It shows the young generation the oppor
tunities ahead for them, and thereby raises their aspiration to achieve more. 
Information imparted by education raises the level of expectations of youth, 
as well as aspirations for higher income. It also equips youth with the mental 
capacity to devise ways and means to improve productivity and enhance living 
standards.

Society can be conceived as a complex fabric that consists of interrelated 
activities, systems, and organizations. Development occurs when this complex 
fabric improves its own organization. That organizational improvement can 
take place simultaneously in several dimensions.

• Quantitative expansion in the volume of social activities
• Qualitative expansion in the content of all those elements that make 

up the social fabric
• Geographic extension of the social fabric to bring more of the popula

tion under the cover of that fabric
• Integration of existing and new organizations so the social fabric func

tions more- efficiently
Such organizational innovations occur all the time, as a continuous 

process. New organizations emerge whenever a new developmental stage 
is reached, and old organizations are modified to suit new developmental 
requirements. The impact of these new organizations may be powerful enough 
to make people believe they are powerful in their own right—but it is society 
that creates the new organizations required to achieve its objectives.
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The direction that the developmental process takes is influenced by the 

population’s awareness of opportunities. Increasing awareness leads to greater 
aspiration, which releases greater energy that helps bring about, greater 
accomplishment. • ' .

Resources—Since the time of the English economist Thomas Malthiis, 
some have thought that capacityTor development is limited by.availability of 
natural resources. Resources can be divided into four major categories: physi: 
cal, social, mental, and human. Land, water, mineral and oil, etc., constitute 
physical resources. Social resources consist of society’s capacity to manage and 
direct complex systems and activities. Knowledge, information and technol-. 
ogy are mental resources. The energy, skill and capacities of people constitute 
human resources. \ 4

The science of economics is much concerned with. scarcity of resources; 
Though physical resources are limited, social, mental, and human resources 
are not subject to inherent limits. Even if these appear limited, there is no fixity 
about the limitation, and these resources continue to expand over time. That 
expansion can be accelerated by the use of appropriate strategies. In recent 
decades the rate of growth of these three resources has accelerated dramatically.

The role of physical resources tends to diminish as society moves to 
higher developmental levels."Correspondingly, the role of non-material 
resources increases as development advances. One of the most important non
material resources is information, which has become a key input. Information 
is a non-material resource that is not exhausted by distribution dr sharing. 
Greater access to information helps increase the pace of its development. 
Ready access to information about economic factors helps investors transfer « 
capital to sectors and areas where it fetches a higher return. Greater input 
of non-material resources helps explain the rising productivity of societies in 
spite of a limited physical resource base.

The application of higher non-material inputs also raises the productivity 
of physical inputs. Modern technology has helped increase the proven sources 
of oil by 50% in recent years—and at the same time, reduced the cost of search 
operations by 75%. Moreover, technology shows it is possible to reduce the 
amount of physical inputs in- a wide range of activities. Scientific agricultural 

. methods demonstrated that soil productivity could be raised through synthetic 
fertilizers. Dutch farm scientists have demonstrated that a minimal water con
sumption of 1.4 litres is enough to raise a kilogram of vegetables, compared to 
the thousand litres that traditional irrigation methods normally require.

. Henry Ford’s assembly line techniques reduced the man-hours of labour 
required to deliver a car from 783 minutes to 93 minutes. These examples 
show that the greater input of higher non-material resources can raise the 
productivity of physical resources and thereby extend their limits.

Role of Technological Development
When the mind engages in pure creative thinking, it comes up with new 

thoughts and ideas. When it applies itself to society, it can come up with new 
organizations. When it turns to the study of nature, it discovers nature’s laws
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and mechanisms. When it applies itself to technology, it makes new discoveries 
and practical inventions that boost productivity. Technical creativity has had 

erratic course through history, with some intense periods of creative output 
followed by some dull and inactive periods. However, the period since 1700 has 
been marked by an intense burst of technological creativity that is multiplying 
human capacities exponentially.

Though many reasons can be cited for the accelerating pace of techno
logical inventions, a major cause is the role played by mental creativity in 
an increasing atmosphere of freedom. Political freedom and liberation from 
religious dogma had a powerful impact on creative thinking during the Age of 
Enlightenment. Dogmas and superstitions greatly restricted mental creativ
ity. For example, when the astronomer Copernicus proposed a heliocentric 
view of the world, the church rejected it because it did not conform to estab
lish religious doctrine. When Galileo used a telescope to view the planets, the 
church condemned the device as an instrument of the devil, as it seemed so 
unusual. The Enlightenment shattered such obscurantist fetters on freedom of 
thought. From then on, the spirit of experimentation thrived.

Though technological inventions have increased the pace of develop-, 
ment, the tendency to view developmental accomplishments as mainly pow
ered by technology misses the bigger picture. Technological innovation was 
spurred by general advances in the social organization of knowledge. In the 
Middle Ages, efforts at scientific progress were few, mainly because there was 
no effective system to preserve and disseminate knowledge. Since there was no 
organized protection'for patent rights, scientists and inventors were secretive 
about observations and discoveries. The establishment of scientific associa
tions and scientific journals spurred the exchange of knowledge and created a 
written record for posterity.

Technological development depends on social organizations. Nobel 
laureate economist Arthur Lewis observed that the mechanization of fac
tory production in England—the Industrial Revolution^—was a direct result 
of the reorganization of English agriculture. The enclosure of common lands 

‘ ^ in England generated surplus income for farmers. That extra income gener
ated additional raw materials for industrial processing, and produced greater 
demand for industrial products that traditional manufacturing processes could 
not meet.

an
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The opening of sea trade further boosted demand for industrial produc
tion for export. Factory production increased many times when production was 
reorganized to use steam energy, combined with moving assembly lines, spe
cialization, and division of labour. Thus, technological development was both a 
result of and a contributing factor to the overall development of society.

Individual scientific inventions do not spring out of the blue. They build 
on past accomplishments in an incremental manner, and give a conscious form 
to the unconscious knowledge that society gathers over time. As pioneers are 
more conscious than the surrounding community, their inventions normally 
meet with initial resistance, which recedes over time as their inventions gain
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wider acceptance. If opposition is stronger than the pioneer, the introduction 
of an invention gets delayed.

In medieval times, when guilds tightly controlled their members, medi
cal progress was slow mainly because physicians were secretive about their 
remedies. When Denis Papin demonstrated his steam engine, German naval 
authorities refused to accept it, fearing it would lead to increased unemploy
ment. John Kay, who developed a flying shuttle textile loom, was physically 
threatened by English weavers who feared the loss of their jobs. He fled to 
France where his invention was more favourably received.

The widespread use of computers and application of biotechnology raises 
similar resistance among the public today. Whether the public receives an 
invention readily or resists depends on their awareness and willingness to 
entertain rapid change. Regardless of the response, technological inventions 
occur as part of overall social development,-not as an isolated field of activity.

Limits.to Development
The concept of inherent limits to development arose mainly because 

past development was determined largely by availability of physical resources. 
Humanity relied more on muscle-power than thought-power to accomplish 
work. That is no longer the case. Today, mental resources are the primary 
determinant of development. Where people drove a simple bullock cart, they 
now design ships and aircraft that carry huge loads across immense distances.i 
Humanity has tamed rivers, cleared jungles and even turned arid desert lands* 
into cultivable lands through irrigation. - . ' .

Using intelligence, society has turned sand into powerful silicon chip; 
that carry huge, amounts of information and form the basis of computers. Sinc4 
there is no inherent limit to the expansion of society’s mental resources, th^ 

notion of limits to growth cannot be ultimately binding. I

Three Stages of Development J
Society’s developmental journey is marked by three stages: physical, 

vital, and mental. These are not clear-cut stages, but overlap. All three ar*e 
present in any society at time. One of them is predominant while the othjer 

two play subordinate roles. The term ‘vital’ denotes the emotional and nervop.© 
energies that empower society’s drive towards accomplishment and express 
most directly in the interactions between human beings. Before the full dev|el- 

opment of mind, it is these vital energies that predominate in human person- • 
ality and gradually yield the ground as the mental element becomes stronger. 
The speed and.the circumstances of social transition from one stage to anottver 
vary. I

Physical Stage • I
The physical stage is characterized by the domination of the physical 

element of the human personality. During this phase, society is preoccupied 
with bare survival and subsistence. People follow tradition strictly and tfctere 
is little innovation and change. Land is the main asset and productive resoVi
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during the physical stage and wealth is measured by the size of land holdings. 
This is the agrarian and feudal phase of society. Inherited wealth and position 
rule the roost and there is very little upward mobility. Feudal lords and mili
tary chiefs function as the leaders of the society. Commerce and money play a 
relatively minor role. As innovative thinking and experimental approaches are 
discouraged, people follow tradition unwaveringly and show little inclination 
to think outside of established guidelines. Occupational skills are passed down 
from parent to child by a long process of apprenticeship.

Guilds restrict the dissemination of trade secrets and technical knowl
edge. The Church controls the spread of new knowledge and tries to smother 
new ideas that do not agree with established dogmas. The physical stage comes 
to an end when the reorganization of agriculture gives scope for commerce and 
industry to expand. This happened in Europe during the 18th century when 
political revolutions abolished feudalism and the Industrial Revolution gave 
a boost to factory production. The shift to the vital and mental stages helps to 
break the bonds of tradition and inject new dynamism in social life.

The Social and Economic 
Concept of Development -
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Vital stage
The vital stage of society is infused with dynamism and change. The vital 

activities of society expand markedly. Society becomes curious, innovative and 
adventurous. During the vital stage emphasis shifts from interactions with the 
physical environment to social interactions between people. Trade supplants 
agriculture as the principal source of wealth.

The dawning of this phase in Europe led to exploratory voyages across 
the seas leading to the discovery of new lands and an expansion of sea trade. 
Equally important, society at this time began to more effectively harness the 
power of money. Commerce took over from agriculture, and money replaced 
land as the most productive resource. The centre of life shifted from the 
countryside to the towns where opportunities for trade and business were in. 
greater abundance.

The centre of power shifted from the aristocracy to the business class, 
which employed the growing power of money to gain political influence. During 
the vital stage, the rule of law becomes more formal and binding, providing a 
secure and safe environment for business to flourish. Banks, shipping companies 
and joint-stock.companies increase in numbers to make use of the opportunities. 
Fresh innovative thinking leads to new ways of life that people accept as they 
prove beneficial. Science and experimental approaches begin to make a headway 
as the hold of tradition and dogma weaken. Demand for education rises.

As the vital stage matures through the expansion of the commercial 
and industrial complex, surplus income arises, which prompts people to spend 
more on items so far considered out of reach. People begin to aspire for luxury 
and leisure that was not possible when life was at a subsistence level.

Mental. Stage
This stage has three essential characteristics: practical, social, and 

political application of mind. The practical application of mind generates
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many inventions. The social application of mind leads to new and more effec
tive types of social organization. The political application leads to changes 
in the political systems that empower the populace to exercise political and ■ 
human rights in a free and democratic manner. These changes began in the 
Renaissance and Enlightenment, and gained momentum in the Reformation, 
which proclaimed the right of individuals to relate directlyto God without the 
mediation of priests. The political application of mind led to the American and 
French Revolutions, which produced writing that first recognized the rights I 
of the common man and gradually led to the actual enjoyment of these rights. I 

Organization is a mental invention. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
the mental stage of development is responsible for the formulation of a great 
number of organizational innovations. Huge business corporations have 
emerged that make more money than even the total earnings of some small 
countries. Global networks for transportation and communication now connect 

•the nations of the world within a common unified social fabric for sea and air 
travel, telecommunications, weather reporting and information exchange.

, In addition to spurring technological and organizational innovation, the 
mental phase is .also marked by the increasing power of ideas to change social 
life. Ethical ideals have been with humanity since the dawn of civilization. Butj 
their practical application in daily social life had to wait for the mental stagej 
of development to emerge. The proclamation of human rights and the recogni 
tion of the value of the individual have become effective only after the develop 
ment of mind and spread of education. The 20th century truly emerged as the 
century of the common man. Political, social, economic and many other rights 
were extended to more and more sections of humanity with each succeeding 
decade. I
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The relative duration of these three stages and the speed of transition froiri 
one to another vary from one society to another. However, broadly speaking, thje 

essential features of the physical, vital and mental stages of development are 
strikingly similar and therefore, are quite-recognizable even in societies sepa
rated by great distance. They have little direct contact with one another. I

Moreover, societies also learn from those who have gone through these 
transitions before and, therefore, may be able to make the transitions faster* 
and better. When the Netherlands introduced primary education in 1618, jit 

was a pioneering initiative. When Japan did the same thing late in the 19tii 
century, it had the advantage of the experience of the USA and other coun
tries. When many Asian countries initiated primary education in'the 195|Os 

after winning independence, they could draw on the vast experience of m<ir*e 
developed nations. This is a major reason for the quickening pace of progress.

Natural us Planned Development [
Natural development is distinct from development by government initia

tives and planning. Natural development is the spontaneous and unconsci^>ULs 

process of development that normally occurs. Planned development is jfclie 
result of deliberate conscious initiatives by the government to speed develop
ment through special programmes and policies. Natural development is an.
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unconscious process, since it results from the behaviour of countless individu
als acting on their own—rather than conscious intention of the community. It 
is also unconscious in the sense that society achieves the results without being 
fully conscious of how it did so.

The natural development of democracy in Europe, over the past few cen
turies can be contrasted with the conscious effort to introduce democratic forms 
of government in former colonial nations after World War II. Planned devel
opment is also largely unconscious: the goals may be conscious, but the most 
effective means for achieving them may remain poorly understood. Planned 
development can become fully conscious only when the process of development 
itself is fully understood. While in planned development the government is 
the initiator in the natural version it is private individuals or groups that are 
responsible for the initiative. Whoever initiates, the principles and policies are 
the same and success is assured only when the conditions and right principles 
are followed.

NOTES

2.3. ECONOMIC CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

The concept of economic development is often misunderstood. Many 
times the term is confused with economic growth to define any type of money 
generating activity in the community. To further cloud the issue, there is no 
one prescription for economic development that will fulfil the needs of all com
munities. Successful economic development is a process that fills different 
needs for different communities at different times. Its success is often case 
specific, depending on the development goals, implementation and funding 
resources available. Communities need to thoroughly understand the process 
before jumping onto the economic development bandwagon. The results of mis
understanding the process can be misunderstanding by the community and 
political gridlock in the bureaucracy.

Economic development can be defined as “a sustained community effort 
to improve both the local economy and the quality of life by building the area’s 
capacity to adapt to economic change” (Loveridge and Morse).

This definition suggests a distinction between economic growth and 
economic development. Economic growth represents an increase in jobs and 
income in the community. It refers to the expansion of total economic activity 
in the community. While economic development can involve job and income 
growth, it also involves sustainable increases in the productivity of individu
als, businesses and resources to increase the overall well-being of residents 
•and maintain or even enhance the quality of life.

Economic development refers to the enhancement of economic activity in 
the community. Economic growth is generally a short run concept while eco
nomic development is a long term commitment. To illustrate this point, say, 
there are an increasing number of jobs in a local economy. This may represent 
economic growth, but if the new jobs do not pay wages that residents can afford
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to live on, the growth may not represent economic development. However, this 
short run economic growth could also be a short run objective of a long-term 
plan of economic development.

Economic development generally refers to the sustained, concerted 
actions of policy makers and communities that promote, the standard of liv
ing and economic health of a specific area. Economic development can also be 
referred to as the quantitative and qualitative changes in. the economy. Such 
actions can involve multiple areas including development of human capital, 
critical infrastructure, regional competitiveness, environmental sustainabil
ity, social inclusion, health, safety, literacy, and other initiatives. Economic 
development differs from economic growth. Whereas economic development is 
a policy intervention endeavour with aims of economic and social well-being of 
people,' economic growth is a phenomenon of market productivity and rise in 
GDP. Consequently, as economist Amartya Serf points out: “economic growth 
is one aspect of the process of economic development”.

The scope of economic development includes the process and policies by 
which a nation improves the economic, political, and social well-being of its 
people.

NOTES

The University of Iowa’s Centre for Internationa] Finance and Develop
ment states that:

‘Economic development’ is a term that economists, politicians, and oth
ers have used frequently in the 20th century. The concept, however, has been 
in existence in the West for centuries. Modernization, Westernization, and 
especially Industrialization are other terms people have used while discussing 
economic development. Economic development has a direct relationship with 
the environment. i..

Although nobody is certain when the concept originated, most people 
agree that development is closely bound up with the evolution of capitalism 
and the demise of feudalism.

Mansell and Wehn also state that, economic development has been 
understood since the World War II to involve economic growth, namely the! 
increases in per capita income, and (if currently absent) the attainment of 
a standard of living equivalent to that of industrialized countries. Economic: 
development can also be considered as a static theory that documents the stati 
of an economy at a certain time. According to Schumpeter (2003), the changei 
in this equilibrium state to document in economic theory can only be caused by 
intervening factors coming from the outside.

The Role of Community Economic Analysis 

This is the starting point in the economic development process. Coir - 
munity economic analysis is the process whereby a community examines thfe 

economic aspects of its structure in order to determine the further steps' of 
the development process. In deciding that economic .development should oe 
pursued, policy makers should look at their local economy and answer the fol
lowing questions:
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The Social and Economic - 
Concept of Development• Where are we now?

• Where do we want to be?
• Why aren’t we there now?
• What needs to be done to'get us there? •
• Who'is going to get us there?
• When is it going to be done?
• How will we know when we get there?

The role of the economist in the economic development process is to pro
vide technical expertise to the community in understanding the structure of 
the economy. -

NOTES

Strategies for Community Economic Development
'In answering the above questions, the community will need to select a 

strategy (or strategies) on which to focus its efforts. The strategies a commu
nity selects for its economic development effort depends on the goals, values 
and resources available to the community. There are five general categories of 
strategies for local community economic development (Pulver).

• Improve Efficiency of Existing Firms: As firms become more efficient, 
they become more competitive in the regional, state and national mar
kets. The greater their efficiency, the more revenue they can bring into 
the local economy. In addition, the ability to stay competitive is a firm’s

, . best guarantee of being able to stay in business and expand. Efficiency
is also very important to firm’s industries with declining employment.

- The most efficient firm can survive the longest. An example of a com
munity action to assist businesses in improving their efficiency would 
be organizing educational programmes to strengthen the 'management 
capabilities of existing firms.

• Improve Ability to Retain and Capture Dollars: In every community, 
self employed individuals, workers, retirees and businesses of all types 
control substantial amounts of money with which they make pur
chases. Every one of these dollars spent in the community adds to the 
community’s employment and income. At least some of these dollars 
will be re-spent in the community adding additional employment and 
income. In contrast, dollars spent outside the.community do not add to 
the community’s employment and income. From another perspective, 
thousands of people pass by most communities on highways or to visit 
nearby tourist attractions each year. The dollars spent locally by non
residents can be as valuable to the local economy as those generated 
by the exports of raw materials or manufactured goods. Improving the 
community’s ability to retain local expenditures'and capture nonresi
dent dollars will enhance the local economy. Examples of community 
actions to improve retention and capture dollars include: (a) Surveying 
consumer needs and buying habits to identify market potential, and
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(b) Developing appropriate promotion and advertising programmes to 
generate more purchases by non-local people.

• Attract New Basic Employers: In order to initiate economic activity, 
a community needs to have some businesses that bring in outside 
revenues through the sale of their products or services outside of the 
local economy (basic employers). Attracting new basic employers will- 
not only add employment and income directly to the local economy, 
but also indirectly through re-spending with other local businesses. 
Basic employers can include manufacturers, tourism attractions, 
financial firms, computer services, warehouses and state and federal 
government agencies. An example of a community action to assist in 
attracting new basic employers would be developing inventories of local 
industrial, office and commercial sites along with information on public 
services and available labour.

• Encourage Business Formation: There is a continuing need for new 
businesses’ to meet the changing demands resulting from population 
growth or evolving goods and services (video recorder, outpatient 
care or fast food for example). A new business start-up can mean new 
income and employment as well as expanded trade with other'local 
businesses. It can also capture sales that might otherwise go to other 
communities. An example of a community action to assist in business 
formation is to provide counselling and intensive education for those 
interested in forming new businesses.

De\’elopment
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• Increase State and Local Funding: A community may want to strive to 
get back some of the dollars taxed away by the state and federal gov-f 
ernment and perhaps acquire tax dollars from other areas of the state! 
or nation. State and federal agencies can be major employers providing 
good paying jobs. In addition, they have a variety of programmes that! 
provide funding to local governments and residents. Social security! 

Medicare and Medicaid payments are major sources of personal income 
in most communities. Communities may want to at least be aware of 
the importance of state and federal government funding to their local * 

and consider the potential for expanding this funding. Arleconomy
example of a community action to increase state and federal govern!- 
ment revenues is developing procedures to actively monitor govern
ment programmes to obtain assistance whenever it is appropriate. *

A Toolbox for Community Economic Development 

In community economic development, the regional economist has at his / 
her disposal a set of tools to analyze the regional economy to determine this 

economic development needs of the community. These tools include:
• Impact models: Can be constructed on the county, regional, state ( x* 

national level. Models show how dollars flow through the economy an d. 
the impact in a change in the level of economic activity.
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The Social and Economic 
Concept of Development• Budgeting for public services: Changes in the level of economic 

activity will result in changes in demand for public services. Budgeting 
can be used to forecast changes in costs.

•. Business retention and expansion: These programmes can target 
specific businesses to retain or .expand in a region.

• Industry targeting: Communities can select what types of businesses 
that they would like to attract and make the resources available to them.

Commonly Used Terms in Community Economic Development
• Community—A group of people in the same geographic location with 

specific geographic, demographic or social boundaries.
. • Community Economic Analysis—“examines how a community is put 

together economically and how it responds to external and internal 
stimuli”. (Shaffer)

• Development—is a fluid concept that incorporates the existing
resources base of the local economy and its level of change over time. 
Another term, closely linked to development is “vitality” which is; used 
to describe the ability of a community’s level of development to adapt 
to outside change. , ' .

• Economic Development—“is the sustained, progressive attempt to 
attain individual and group interests through expanded, intensified 
and adjusted use of available resources.” (Shaffer).

• Economic Growth—is more economic activity, but that does not always 
mean that the activity is sustainable. Economic growth can occur with 
less economic activity.

• Resources—Inputs-or commodities used production to be transformed 
into outputs. Resources can be social, political, economic or physical.

NOTES

2.4. SUMMARY

India’s development communication experience over the past 51 years has 
taught us a lot about the role of communication in development. The main les
son probably has been the recognition of the need to move from communication 
practices based on the one-and-only model of information transmission removed 
from the community processes, to practices involving the grassroots in their 
development. Our experience in India shows us that the point of departure for 
development communication is-not the dissemination of an innovation or of a 
new idea that is full of promise, but the grassroots expression of its needs. It fol
lows that the communication models based exclusively on models of information 
transmission removed from community processes clearly are doomed to failure. 
Participation, by putting the emphasis on the needs and the viewpoints of the 
individuals and groups, becomes the key concept of development communication
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in India. Recourse to a systemic methodology and the implementation of hori
zontal processes - in which the people are directly associated with the communi-. 
cation process and are thus more likely to formulate their problems themselves, 
become aware of new possibilities, and take their knowledge and their view
points into consideration in the communication process—constitute the major 
elements of its methodology. The implementation processes are essentially 
interactive and participatory at all levels, and coincide with the fundamental 
mission of International Research Development Centre (IRDC), India - Empow
erment through Knowledge: “Empowerment is often seen as something one can 
do to another person. This is not so. People are empowered by an environment 
that gives them the freedom to express themselves”.

Where the orientations to be pursued are concerned, a major line is the 
communication support of the concept of “new development,” emphasizing 
decentralization, access to communication, and participation..

Several researchers in India also emphasize the reinforcement of insti: 
tutional and individual skills, ways of approaching decision-makers^ and 
grassroots communication. However, the fact remains that to be durable, 
development must take into account human factors and make it possible for 
the communities in question to decide for themselves what objectives they 
want to aim for and what means they want to use. Development communica
tion is the tool that makes this process possible. As a corollary, the directions 
to be pursued are predicated on knowing the needs of the target group and 
their channels of communication, stimulating the processes of community par-1 
ticipation and'decision-making, reinforcing the action of agents of change, and! 
influencing the development of institutional and national policies.'

Historically, where research themes are concerned in India, attention 
has always been paid to the jeffects of the mass media. This focus has corre
sponded to a modernization paradigm and the utilization of the media to create 
a global environment for development and the transmission of ideas, know! 
edge, and new attitudes. It has led to research and intervention with a view te * 
intensifying and developing the contribution of the mass media to formal and 

informal education.
■ It is interesting to note that in the 1970s, people turned to the role of com 

munication in supporting development activities and specific projects (family" 
planning, oral rehydration, basic health care, agriculture, etc.). Attention then, 
turned to the potential of small media and community media: participatory vid
eos, audio cassette forums, and traditional media (theatre, puppet shows, stories, 
etc.). People also placed more emphasis on the contribution of communication tt> 
the promotion of democratic and social rights, which led to the development df 

community radio and communication agencies dedicated to these aspects.
Finally, during these past few years, interest in India has focused ori 

various areas like the impact of new communication technologies (satellit^.

Development
Communication

NOTES

telephone, E-mail, etc.), and each of these areas has its respective importance 
and has been contributing to stimulate and support development communica
tion interventions. .
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One must also recognize the fact that development communication is 
expensive especially when it comes to satellites or computer communications. 
However, there is need to establish a basic infrastructure for media in the third 
world. Without doubt, it would only pay if essential investments are made 
towards infrastructure in this field as the benefits would only pay in the long 
run. The vast disparity and widening inequalities and the reasons why they 
have occurred must be recognized and all tools of development communication 
should be first geared to tackle these issues. Until then the concept of global 
village would remain an elusive myth. What is also crucial is the vital question 
as to what the role of media in a system is which has given us Bosnia, Chech
nya, Darfur, Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan, Kashmir or many such examples.

Development communication,is not merely concerned with providing 
information on development activities. Besides creating opportunity for the 
people to know about the technical nature of new ideas and on how they work 
and with what effect, development communication plays the more important 
role of creating an atmosphere for understanding how these new ideas fit into 
the real social situation in which the people operate. Its ultimate goal is to 
catalyze local development activities, local'development planning and imple-7 
mentation, and local communication to smoothen the path to development. 
Communication here should not stop with conventional mass media. If devel
opment communication must succeed, it must include strong components of; 
social organization and interpersonal as well as traditional modes and media. 
In addition, those in charge of planning development communication must be 
those who understand the social structure (those who have entered into the 
socio-cultural contexts of the people) and how change can take place in it, not 
merely how development messages can be disseminated.

The Social and Economic 
Concept of Development

NOTES

2.5. GLOSSARY

Economic Development: Economic development generally refers 
to the sustained, concerted actions of policy makers and communities that 
promote the standard of living and economic health of a specific area. Eco
nomic development can also be referred to as the quantitative and qualitative 
changes in the economy.

Social Development: Social change refers to an alteration in the social 
order of a society. Social change may include changes in nature, social institu
tions, social behaviours, or social relations.

2.6. REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What is the concept of development?
2. Discuss the social concept of development.
3. Write a note on the economic concept of development.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

The word “communication” is derived from the Latin word 'communi- 
care1 that means to impart, to participate, to share or to make common. Thus 
communication is a way by which we exchange our views and ideas. In other 
words, we can say that it is the process of exchange of facts, ideas, opinions and 
as a means that an individual or an organization shares meaning and under
standing with one another. It is the ability of mankind to communicate across 
barriers and beyond boundaries that has ushered in the progress of mankind. 
It is the ability of fostering speedy and effective communication around the 
world that has shrunk the world and made ‘globalization’ a reality.
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Communication plays a vital role in ensuring that people belonging to a 
particular country or a culture or a linguistic group interact with and relate to 
people belonging to other countries or culture or linguistic group. Let’s know 
what communication does for us. •

Communication: f
• adds meaning to human life.
• helps to build relationship and
• fosters love and understanding.
• enriches-our knowledge of the universe and 

' • makes living worthwhile.
The need to communicate is a part of man’s inherent, being. Since the 

beginning of time the human race has communicated using different tech
niques and methods. Circumstances and available technology have dictated 
the method and means of communications. Many early forms of communica
tion were writing, depicted on cave walls. Then communication advanced by 
the development of language and the use of symbols. Papyrus and paper were 
used to record communication for later use. Smoke signals of the early Ameri
can Indians; the drums of African tribes; and the towers of the Chinese wall 
are indications of the desire to communicate beyond the immediate physical 
boundaries of space. Story tellers around the camp-fire are a good example of 
communication, using animation, gestures and sound to communicate their 
message to other members of the tribe. , . ~

Development
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NOTES

• Key points
• In 1948, a model of communication was proposed by Claude Shannon.
• Shannon worked for the Bell Telephone Company in America, and was 

concerned with the transmission of speech across a telephone line. .
• . Warren Weaver, in association with Shannon, wrote a preface to this

model and it was published as a book in 1949. Weaver saw the applicabil
ity of Shannon’s model of communication to a much wider sphere than just 
telephony, and it has served as a basis for explaining communication since . 
that time.

In any communication there is noise, which affects the message as it 
travels across the channel from the sender to the receiver. Shannon proposed 

' building in redundancy, which was added to the transmitted message in order 
for it to be reliably detected at the receiver. Communication requires a sender, 
a message, and an intended recipient. However, the. receiver need not to be 
present or be aware of the sender’s intent to communicate at the time of com
munication; thus, communication can occur across vast distances in time and 
space. Communication requires that the communicating parties share an area 
of communicative commonality. The communication process is complete once

i
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the receiver has understood the message of the sender. Feedback is critical for 
effective communication between parties.

Models of Development 
Communication

Words are the most powerful drug used by mankind
NOTES—Rudyard Kipling.

Hence we can conclude that communication is a part and parcel of our 
day-to-day professional as well as social life. It is interwoven in all nursing 
activities and is an inseparable part of the nursing process. The nurse has to 
communicate patient information and other facts to the members of health 
care team to achieve health-related goals of the patient. Similarly, she has to 
communicate with the patients while assessing, planning, implementing, and 
evaluating nursing care.

3.2. MEANING OF DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION

It can be simply defined, when communication is used to promote social 
development. Systematically applying the processes, strategies, and principles 
of communication to bring out positive social changes is called development 
communication.

The term “development communication” was coined in 1972 by Quebral, 
who defines the field as:

...the art and science of human communication linked to a society’s planned 
transformation from a state of poverty to one dynamic socio-economic growth that 
makes for greater equality and the larger unfolding of individual potentials.

Erskine Childers defined it as:

Development support communications is a discipline in development 
planning and implementation in which more adequate account is taken of 
human behavioural factors in the design of development projects and their 
objectives.

Here, in ‘development communication’, you see that there are two words- 
‘development’ and ‘communication’. By now, you know what communication 
means. You have also learnt that communication is a message understood 
or sharing of experience. When we refer to communication, in the context of 
development, we refer to various types of communication like interpersonal, 
group and mass communication.

Now let’s try and understand the term ‘development’. It is -not easy to 
define this as it depends on the context. Development is about change. It is 
about changing for the better. It could be about social dr economic change for 
improvement or progress.

When we refer to development communication, it is about such commu
nication that can be used for development. It is about using communication 
to change or improve something. Here we use different types of messages to
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service/goods providers also attended. Some state governments employed 
this model. Community radio was used in rural India. NGOs and educational 
institutions created local stations to broadcast information, advisories and 
messages on development. Local participation was encouraged. Community 
radio provided a platform for villagers to publicize local issues, offering the 
potential to elicit action from local officials. The widespread adoption of mobile 
telephony in India created new channels for reaching the masses.

The African school of development communication sprang from the con
tinent’s post-colonial and communist movements in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. Anglophone Africa employed radio and theatre for community educa
tion-, adult literacy, health and agricultural education.

In 1994 the FAO project “Communication for Development in South
ern Africa” was a'pioneer in supporting and enhancing development projects 
and programmes through the use of participatory communication. The FAO 
project, placed under SADC, developed an innovative methodology known as 
Participatory Rural Communication Appraisal (PRCA), which combined par
ticipatory tools and techniques with a strong communication focus needed to 
enhance projects results and sustainability. FAO and SADC published a hand
book on PRCA that was used in projects around the world. •

Radio maintained a strong presence in research and practice into the 
21st century. Radio was especially important in rural areas, as the work of the 
non-governmental organization Farm Radio International and its members 
across sub-Saharan Africa demonstrated. Knowledge exchange between devel
opment partners such as agricultural scientists and farmers were mediated 
through rural radio.

Systematic study and practice began at the University of the Philip
pines Los Banos in the 1970s, through the establishment of the Department 
of Development Communications in the College of Agriculture, which offered 
undergraduate and master’s degrees. ‘ *

Quebral coined the term “development communication” while at the uni
versity’s Office of Extension and Publications, now the College of Development 
Communication (CDC). According to Felix Librero, the term was first used by 
Quebral in her 1971 paper, “Development Communication in the Agricultural 
Context,” presented in at a symposium at the University of the Philippines Los 
Banos. In her. paper, Quebral argued that development communication had 
become a science, requiring the tasks associated with communicating develop
ment oriented issues be based on' scientific inquiry. At the time the field was 
limited to agricultural and rural development. i

At the time the term ‘development support communication’ was used in I 
UNDP programmes under Erskine Childers, with coauthor and wife, Malicca 
Vajrathron. This area of research focused on the functions of communication 
in promoting UN agricultural and development programmes. Development 
communication at Los Banos became an academic field rather than a tech
niques programme. Quebral cited Seers’s definition of development in arguing 
for the term, as opposed to Childer’s ‘development support communication’,

NOTES
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which was used in public and in scientific literature for the first time. Librero 
recounted that colleagues in agricultural communications in Los Banos agreed _ 
with Quebral, but colleagues from the field of mass communication in the Uni
versity of the Philippines Diliman, and from countries in North America, did 
not initially agree, although they ultimately relented. In 1993, in the Institute 
of Development Communication’s faculty papers series, Alexander Flor pro
posed expanding the definition of development communication to include the 
perspective of cybernetics and general systems theory:

If information counters entropy and societal breakdown is a type of 
entropy, there must be a specific type of information that counters societal 
entropy. The exchange of such information—be it at the individual, group, or 
societal level—is called development communication.

Participatory Development Communication «
The evolution of the participatory development communication school 

involved collaboration between First World and Third World development 
communication organizations. It focused on community involvement in devel
opment efforts and was influenced by Freirean critical pedagogy and the Los 
Banos school (Besette, 2004).

Models of Development 
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External and Internal Communication
When people within the organization communicate with each other, it 

is internal communication. They do so to work as a team and realize the com
mon goals. It could be official or unofficial. Modes of internal communication 
include face-to-face and written communication. Memos, reports, office order, 
circular, fax, video conferencing, meeting, etc., are the examples of internal 
communication.

When people in the organization communicate with anyone outside the 
organization, it is called external communication. These people may be clients 
or customers, dealers or distributors, media, government, general public, etc., 
They are the examples of external communicators.

3.3. CONCEPT OF DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION

Development Communication is a communication with a social con
science. It takes humans into account. Development communication is primar
ily associated with rural problems, but is also concerned with urban problems. 
It has two primary roles: a transforming role, as it seeks social change in the 
direction of higher quality of values of society. In playing its roles, development 
communication seeks to create an atmosphere for change, as well as provid
ing innovations through which society may change. This paper tries to explain 
the concept, theory and practice of development communication, especially 
in Indian context. Different approaches to development communication have 
been discussed and their relevance to Indian model of development communi
cation has been analyzed and interpreted.
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Development communication has been defined in several ways by eco
nomic development experts, sociologists and communication experts. The ter
minology development communication originated in Asia, the definitions given 
by the-communication experts of this region gained currency. Definitions differ 
from region to region depending on the definers’ view of development. Nora 
Quebfal (1975) defined development communication as the art and science of 
human communication applied to the speedy transformation of a country from 
poverty to a dynamic state of economic growth which makes possible greater 
economic and social equality and the larger fulfilment of human potential. 
Quebral describes the genesis of the term Development. Communication and 
its parameters which grew out of the field of agricultural communication. 
The term was coined to include under it apart from agricultural development, 
areas of national development such as population, nutrition, health education 
housing and employment, etc. Development communication was considered an 
appropriate term to describe the scope, direction and structure of the discipline.

Development Communication is a communication with a social con
science. It takes humans into account, Development communication is primar
ily associated with rural problems, but is also concerned with urban problems. 
It .has a primary role: a transforming role, as it seeks social change in the 
direction of higher quality of values of society. In playing its roles, development 
communication seeks to create an atmosphere for change, as well as providing 
innovations through which society may change.

Development
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Philosophy and Goal of Development Communication 

Three main ideas, which define the philosophy of development com
munication and make it different from general communication are: Develop
ment communication is a purposive communication, it is value-laden; and it 
is pragmatic. In the development context, a tacit positive value is attached 
to what one communicates about, which shall motivate the people for social 
change. Development communication is goal-oriented. The ultimate goal of 
development communication is a higher quality of life for the people of a soci
ety by social and political change. We should not view the goal of development 
communication purely in economic terms, but also in terms of social, political, 
cultural, and moral values that make a person’s life whole, and that enable 
a person to attain his or her full potential'. The goal of development commu
nication in a specific society will be influenced by the ends and values of that 
society.

Development communication has to deal with two types of audience: i) 
the communicators comprising development bureaucracy, media practitioners 
and professionals, and ii) the people, i.e., the audience who can be informed or 
uninformed; educated or semi-literate or literate.

Wilbur Schramm (1964) was the first to recognize that communication 
could play an important role in the national development of the third world 
countries. He believed that mass media could better the lives of people by 
supplementing the information resources and exposing people for learning 
opportunities. Schramm’s conceptualization of the interaction between mass
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communication and development became the focus of many development 
programmes. He was occupied with the practical problems of using mass 
communication to promote economic growth and social development in third 
world countries. He conceptualized a relationship between development com
munication and economic growth, which has been the main guiding paradigm 
for development programmes. He suggested that as economic activity spreads, 
knowledge must be gathered more broadly, information shared widely and 
transferred swiftly. For this the developing nations must be prepared to sup- 

. port enormous increase in the day-to-day communication within the system.
The specific concept of development communication identifies informa

tion, education and communication (identified by the acronym IEC) about 
development plans. Development theorists and practitioners realized that 
merely disseminating information about development plans would not result 
in development as UNESCO termed it, nations needed communication (IEC) 
for development within the cultural matrix. Later it was realized that the orig
inal formula of information, education and communication for development 
programmes was itself insufficient to achieve the desired results. In addition, 
people need motivation to accept development. Development motivation and 
Development Awareness are essential aspects of development communication.

Approaches to Development Communication
There are varied approaches to handle development communication 

which are not exclusive to each other.
The main approaches are:

1. Diffusion/extension approach
2. Mass Media approach • -
3. Development support communication approach
4. Instructional approach ,
5. Integrated approach
6.. Localized approach to Dev Com
7. Planned strategy to Dev Com

Diffusion/ extension Approach to Development Communication: The 
main focus of this approach is the adoption of technological and social innova
tions through diffusion of new ideas, services and products. The diffusion of 
both material and social innovations is necessary for development. Material 
innovations refer to economic and technological innovations and social innova
tions pertain to social needs and structure. The process of diffusion starts with 
the need assessment of the community and the need fulfilment of community 
in a better way through innovations. The individual and community decisions 
for acceptance and rejection of innovations depend primarily on the needs of 
the adopters. What is communicated about the innovations and how it is com- 

' municated are very important.
The resultant consequences of diffusion can be direct/indirect, latent/ 

manifest, and functional/dysfunctional. The early models of diffusion focussed
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only on material growth. But'it was soon realized that social growth along with 
material growth was necessary for diffusion of products, ideas and services. 
Therefore, diffusion decisions have to handle the economic, technological and 
social constraints.

Mass Media in Development Communication: A well-defined developed 
mass media and interpersonal communication infrastructure is necessary for 
development communication. It is .necessary that these infrastructures should 
be accessible to the' people, both physically and socially. The content of the. 
messages should be balanced. The content should be both rural and urban ori
ented and addressed to masses in both sectors. The messages should be need- 
based and they should appeal to the audience.

1. The integrated approach to development communication emphasizes 
the need to avoid duplication and waste in development efforts. The 
balance in the spread of information facilities must be maintained both 
for rural and urban, backward and prosperous areas.

2. Institutional approach focuses on education for development. The 
• emphasis is on literacy-universal education, adult education, formal

and non-formal education. There is emphasis on need-based training 
^ and development—oriented programmes conducive to development.
Development support communication: Communication is used for per

suasion, transmission of-knowledge and information, for personal expression, 
and as a vital instrument for social and political change associated with sec
toral development. It is established that development support communication 
system will continuously emphasize the appropriate motivation for the ongo
ing support to sectoral development programmes.

In the development context, communication strives not only to inform 
and educate but also to motivate people and secure public participation in- 
the growth and change process. A widespread understanding of development' 
plans is an essential stage in the public cooperation for national development. 
Methods of communication must give people messages in simple language for 
understanding. The development plans must be carried in every home in the 
language and symbols of the people and expressed in terms of their common 
needs and problems. If obstacles are encountered and things go wrong, some
where people must be informed and acquainted with the steps taken to set 
things right.

NOTES

»

Basic Needs Model of Development 

The marginal position of the common man due to dependency relation
ships necessitated the need for the “Basic Needs Model” (BNM). But it will 
be fallacious to assume that the BNM approach is a development strategy by 
itself. It is rather an essential element of patterns or growth underlying the 
development strategy. Essentially, it refers to the situation where large sec
tions of country’s population do not participate in social, cultural, economic 
and political activities of that country. The concept of marginality gave rise 
to the idea that the depressed groups have the right to enjoy the products of
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society be it goods, services, cultural values or any other results of moderniza
tion. The dominant group must cooperate so that change is possible through 
gradual extension of these products. The evident underlying attitude is pater
nalistic and giving to the needy.

The attributed causes of underdevelopment are that the marginal sec
tor is devoid of basic needs and'people are living below subsistence level. The 
Bariloche Foundation in Argentina (1972) first developed a world model to 
show the feasibility of meeting the basic needs of people all over the world on 
the basis of certain assumption regarding resource availability and environ
mental constraints, development must enhance the welfare of the poor and 
satisfy minimum needs. It was an attempt to deal directly with world poverty 
by meeting the basic needs of the lowest 40% income groups in the fields of 
food, nutrition, health, education, housing through employment and income.

Models of Development 
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Indian Perspective of Development Communication
India is in the midst of the sixth development decade. The five develop

ment decades have witnessed various developments philosophies and experi
ments in development communication. During the first development decade 
the stress was on national development through social growth. The models of 
community development and Panchayati Raj were essential in participatory 
communication. At that time most of the international development com
munities were adopting the Dominant Paradigm. In the second development 
decade, India switched over to the Dominant Paradigm and the stress was 
on modernization through industrialization. In the 1970s and also currently, 
the two development models of participatory communication and basic needs 
models-formally labelled as New Paradigm and Basic Minimum Needs Model 
by the international development community are operating in the Indian 
society.

The three parameters relevant to the development process in India have 
been political leadership, development administration and the rural/urban. 
masses. The roles of these three depend on the function and responsibility 
assigned to each in viable terms. The characteristics of the masses and the 
media status in the country at a given time have been significantly relevant to 
the development and change process. At this point it will be relevant to men
tion the current Indian masses profile and the media profile.

Masses profile: The reality of traditional of traditional Indian society is 
fatalism, which may be characterized as contentment—a passive acceptance of 
things as they are; individual dependency an attitude of looking to others, both 
for instructions and provision of goods and services rather than self—reliance 
or initiative; .the existence of what UNESCO called exploitative linkages—pat
terns of social relations in which the masses are regularly exploited by the local 
elites; ignorance about modern innovations, including facts about birth control, 
local health hazards and economic opportunities and participation in the social 
hierarchy which fosters dependency on local leaders.

There is a low rate of literacy, mass poverty and large scale unemploy
ment and pressure of population growth. The majority of the urban population
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migrate from surrounding rural areas and create slum pockets in the urban 
areas. There is greater disparity between the quality of life of have’s and 
have-nots.

Development
Communication

Media profile: A majority of the people have low exposure to the mass 
media." The various mass media channels do not have wide physical reach 
to the masses. A majority of the masses don’t have access to these channels 
because of low purchasing power. The existing media used for development 
purposes are radio, films, TV and print. Satellite communication and the use 
of folk media for development communication are being widely experimented 
and used specifically for rural population in areas where TV reaches but owing 
to economic and infrastructural reasons access is denied to the.people. Inter
personal channels are used for motivating people for development and change. 
The content of the media too is urban oriented. The current effort is to give 
regional and local character to some of the TV channels because of the dispar
ity in development needs of different regions. The cable TV since 90s has been 
changing the electronic media scenario and giving access to international news 
and views. Radio too has been diversified with the introduction of F.M. Chan
nel in number of metropolitan towns and cities.

The Indian experience of development has been highly idiosyncratic by 
deliberate choice of government. To .intercept the spiral of discontent, the gov
ernment has relied on mass media and government agents. The researchers 
indicate that these are least effective means of communication biit perhaps the 
best available in the social structure of rural and urban communities.

Indian Models of Development Communication: The Gandhian plan of 
rural reconstruction was the meta-model of Indian development. It empha
sized three dimensions: socio-economic development of localized need; village 
participation for self-development and self-reliance; and rural industrializa
tion. The Etawah experiment in 1948-52; assessed the first two dimensions 
and the lessons learned from these experiments emphasized awareness, moti
vation and achievement.

Community development programmes were initiated in 1952, where 
village was focus of development. The political leadership of the country 
envisioned community development (CD) programmes as physical and social 
reconstruction of the community by developing relationship between groups 
and individuals that enabled them to create and'maintain facilities and agen
cies for common welfare. These programmes emphasized people’s support and 
participation as integral part of development effort by contributing in kind, 
labour and cash. It became an exercise in transplanting ideology of the pro
gressive and developed environment to less development and fatalistic rural 
setting.

For the first time, the extension approach was adopted for develop
ment communication and block development infrastructure was utilized for 
development administration. The National Five Year Development Plans 
articulated the rationale, objectives of the specific development plans over 
a period of time. Community development programmes operated in the first

NOTES
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five-year plan (1951—56). It was the adoptive administrative phase of it. The 
development communication model advocated top-down dependency on gov
ernment though the attempt was to base the development programmes on 
the felt needs of the people. During the plan, the assigned role of communica
tion was to develop interpersonal and media channels technologically and to 
develop suitable development information to inform, educate, motivate people 
for development participation. Today, the masses are much more aware of 
development needs and projects, and are discontented because their demands 
have not been met. The masses are also much more knowledgeable about the 
development bureaucracy than they used to be. They seem to have a much 
improved notion of which channels of communication ought to be useful to 
them. '
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The development imagery and reality in Indian context is presented in 
two contexts: the socio economic development and communication perspective. 
The framework for development imagery is one’s own perceived needs and 
resources, the communication perspective is of one’s own and that of others. 
The different groups of people have certain preconceived notions of develop
ment, aspirations and expectations—from themselves as well as from those 
who are planning development for them. The planners too have certain precon
ceived notions of development aspirations for its people and expectations from 
the people themselves to deliver goods. Every nation has certain images of 
development as its target to do development. The nations have an organizing 
principle for what development should be. Therefore, the development imag
ery may differ among nations. The development perspective of various groups 

. will vary because of the opportunity gaps among the groups to form a relevant 
development image.

3.4. DEFINITION OF DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION

The term “development communication” was coined in 1972 by Quebral, 
who defines the field as:

...the art and science of human communication linked to a society’s 
planned transformation from a state of poverty to one dynamic socio-economic 
growth that makes for greater equality'and the larger unfolding of individual 
potentials.

Erskine Childers Defined It As:
Development support communications is a discipline in development 

planning and implementation in which more adequate account is taken of 
human behavioural factors in the design of development projects and their 
objectives.

The World Bank currently defines development communication as the 
“integration of strategic communication in development projects” based on a 
clear understanding of indigenous realities.
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The Thusong-government center described it as “providing communities 
with information they can use in bettering their lives, which aims at making 
public programmes and policies real, meaningful and sustainable”.

Bessette (2006) defined development communication as a “planned and 
systematic application of communication resources, channels, approaches 
and strategies to support the goals of socio-economic, political and cultural 
development”. » “ "

Development communication, is essentially participatory, because, 
according to “Ascroft and Masilela” participation translates into individuals 
being active in development programmes and processes; they contribute ideas, 
take initiative and articulate their needs and their problems, while asserting 
their autonomy.

The elements in the communication process determine the quality of 
communication. A1 problem in-any one. of these elements can reduce communi
cation effectiveness. For example, information must be encoded into a message 
that can be understood as the sender intended. The selection of the particular 
medium for transmitting the message can be critical, because there are many 
choices.

Development 
Communication '
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For written media, a school administrator or other organization members 
may choose'from memos, letters, reports, bulletin boards, handbooks, newslet
ters, and the like. For verbal media, choices include face-to-face conversations, 
telephone, computer, public address systems, closed-circuit television, tape- 
recorded messages, sound/slide shows, e-mail, and so on. Non-verbal gestures, 
facial expressions, body position, and even clothing can transmit messages. 
People decode information selectively.

Individuals are more likely to perceive information favourably when . 
it conforms to their own beliefs, values, and need's. When feedback does not 
occur, the communication process is referred to as one-way communication. 
Two-way communication occurs with feedback and is more desirable.

Communication is a two-way process of reaching mutual understanding,
. in which participants not only exchange information, news, ideas and feelings 
but also create and share meaning. In general, communication is a means 
of connecting people or places. In business, it is a key function of manage
ment—an organization cannot operate without communication between levels, 
departments and employees. See also communications.

Communication is the exchange of opinion, ideas, information, facts, feel
ings, and values between two or more persons with the help of some channels 
to accomplish the. desired purpose. It is a cyclic process that involves initiation, 
transmission, and reception of information. The reception of information is fol
lowed by the feedback, which in turn can repeat the cycle of communication. 
The success of any business to a large extent depends on efficient and effective 
communication. It takes place among business entities, in market and market 
places, within organizations and between various group of employees, owners 
and employees, buyers and sellers, service providers and customers, sales per
sons and prospects and also between people within the organization and the
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press persons. All such communication impacts business. Done with care, such 
communication can promote business interests. Otherwise, it will portray the 
organization in poor light and may adversely affect the business interest.

Communication is the life blood of any organization. Its main purpose 
is to effect change to influence action. In any organization the main problem 
is of maintaining effective communication process. The management problem 
generally results in poor communication. Serious mistakes are made because 
orders are misunderstood. The basic problem in communication is that the 
meaning which is actually understood may not be what the others intended to 
send. It must be realized that the speaker and the listener are two separate 
individuals having their own limitations and number of things may happen to 
distort the message that passes between them.

•Communication can be defined as the process of transmitting infor
mation and common understanding from one person to another. The 
word communication is derived from the Latin word, communis,, which 
means common. The definition underscores the fact that unless a com
mon understanding results from the exchange of information, there is no 
communication.

Communication may be defined as interchange of thought or informa
tion between two or more persons to bring about mutual understanding and 
desired action. It is the information exchange by words or symbols. It is the 
exchange of facts, ideas and viewpoints which bring about commonness of 
interest, purpose and efforts.

American Management Association defines,
‘Communication is any behaviour that results in an exchange of meaning’.
Peter Little defines communication as,
‘Communication is the process by which information is transmitted between 

individuals and/or organizations so that an understanding response result’.
Newman and Summer Jr. state that,
‘Communication is an exchange of facts, ideas, opinions or emotions by 

two or more persons’.
According to Keith Davis,
‘The process of passing the information and understanding from one 

person to another. It is essentially a bridge of meaning between the people. By 
using the bridge a person can safely cross the river of misunderstanding’.

Louis A. Allen defines,
‘Communication is the sum total of all the things that a person does, 

when he wants to create an understanding in the mind of another. It involves 
a systematic and continuous process of telling, listening and understanding’.

Vestal defined communication as
“the exchange of meanings between and among individual through a 

shared system of symbols (verbal and non-verbal) that have the same meaning 
for both the sender and the receiver of the message.”
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Murphy and Hildebrandt defined communication as 
“a process of transmitting and receiving verbal and non-verbal messages 

that produce a response.”
Joseph A. Devito mentioned that
“communication refers to the act by one or more persons of sending and 

receiving messages'that are distorted by noise, occur within a context, have 
some effect, and provide some opportunity for feedback.”

Therefore, the main purpose of communication is to inform, or-to bring 
around to a certain point of view or to elicit action.

Purpose of Communication
Communication may be of different types and of different purposes 

depending upon the context in which the term ‘communication’ is used. The 
important purposes of communication are given below:

1. Communication is made for instruction: The instructive function 
does not vary and importantly deals with the commanding nature. It is 
more or less of directive nature. Under this, the communicator trans
mits with necessary directives and guidance tp the next level, so as to 
enable the communicator to accomplish his particular tasks. In this, 
instructions basically flow from top to the lower level.
Communication is used for integration: It is a consolidated func
tion under which integration of activities is endeavoured. The inte
gration function of communication mainly involves to bring about 
inter-relationship among the various functions of the business organi
zation. It helps, in the unification of different management functions.
We make communication for information: The purposes or func
tion of communication in an organization is to inform the individual 
or group about the particular task or company policies and procedures 
etc. Top management informs policies to the lower level through the 
middle level. In turn, the lower level informs the top level the reaction 
through the middle level. Information can flow vertically, horizontally 
and diagonally across the organization. Becoming informed or inform 
others is the main purpbse of communication.
We need communication for evaluation: The examination of 
activities to form an idea or judgement of the worth of task is achieved 
through communication. Communication is a tool to appraise the indi
vidual or team about their contribution to the organization. Evaluat
ing one’s own inputs or other’s outputs or some ideological scheme 
demands an adequate and effective communication process.

5. Communication is done for direction: Communication is necessary 
to issue directions by the top management or manager to the lower 
level. Employee can perform better when he is directed by his senior. 
Directing others may be communicated either' orally or in writing. An 
order may be common order, request order or implied order.
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6. Communication is used for teaching: The importance of personal 
safety on the job has been greatly recognized. A complete communica
tion process is required to teach and educate workers about personal 
safety on the jobs'! This communication helps the workers to avert acci
dents, risk, etc., and avoid cost, procedures, etc.

7. We need communication for influencing: A complete communica
tion process is necessary in influencing others or being influenced. The 
individual having potential to influence others can easily persuade 
others. It implies the provision of feedback which tells the effect of 
communication.

8. Communication is made for image building: A business enterprise 
cannot isolate from the rest of the society. There is interrelationship 
and interdependence between the society and an enterprise operat
ing in the society. Goodwill and confidence are necessarily created 
among the public. It can be done by the communication with the differ
ent media, which have to project the image of the firm in the society. 
Through an effective external communication system, an enterprise 
has to inform the society about its goals, activities, progress and social 
responsibility.

9. Communication is used for employees* orientation: When a 
new employee enters an organization, at that time he or she will be 
unknown to the organization programmes, policies, culture etc. Com
munication helps to make people acquainted with the co-employees,

' superior and with the policies, objectives, rules and regulations of the 
organization.

10. Communication is used for various other purposes: Effective 
decision-making is possible, when.required and adequate information 
is supplied to the decision-maker. Effective communication helps the. 
process of decision making. In general, everyone in the organization 
has to provide with necessary information so as to enable to discharge 
tasks effectively and efficiently.

NOTES

3.5. DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION

Development and communication are two terms heavily loaded with dif
ferent conceptions and a richness of uses and functions shaped by their various 
theoretical underpinnings. Such richness often leads to ambiguities and a lack 
of clarity that affects the field of development communication. The wide range 
of interpretations of key terminology and the rapid evolution of some concepts 
have led to inconsistencies in the way basic terms are understood, and used. 
What we have here, in fact, is more of an approach than a discipline. As far as 
its definitions are concerned, they usually consist of general statements. Thus, 
the communication media, in the context of development, are generally used to
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support development initiatives by the dissemination of messages that encour
age the public to support development-oriented projects. Although develop
ment strategies in developing countries diverge widely, the .usual pattern for 
broadcasting and the press has been predominantly the same: informing the 
population-about projects, illustrating the advantages of these projects, and 
recommending that they be supported. A typical example of such a strategy 
is situated in the area of family planning, where communication means such 
as posters, pamphlets, radio, and television attempt to persuade the public to 
accept birth control methods. Similar strategies are used in campaigns regard
ing health and nutrition, agricultural projects, education, and so on.

The concept of development-communication arose within the framework 
of the contribution that communication and the media made to development 
in the countries of the Third World. Development communications are orga
nized efforts to use communications processes and media to bring social and 
economic improvements, generally in developing countries. The field emerged 
in the late 1950’s amid high hopes that radio and television could be put to use 
in the world’s most disadvantaged countries to bring about dramatic progress. 
Early communications theorists like Wilbur Schramm and Daniel Lerner 
based their high expectations upon the apparent success of World War II pro
paganda, to which academia and Hollywood had contributed.

Also with World War II came dozens of new, very poor, countries, left by 
their former colonial overseers with little infrastructure, education, or political 
stability. It was widely accepted that mass media could bring education, essen
tial skills, social unity, and a desire to “modernize.” Walt Rostow theorized that 
societies progress through specific stages of development on their way to moder
nity, what he termed “the age of high mass consumption.” Lerner suggested 
that exposure to Western media would create “empathy” for modern culture, 
and a desire to move from traditional to modern ways. Early development com
munications, especially that sponsored by the U.S. government, was also seen 
as a means of “winning hearts and minds” over to a capitalist way of life.

These early approaches made a number of erroneous assumptions, 
and have been largely forsaken in contemporary approaches to development. 
Obstacles to development were naively seen as rooted in developing countries, 
not as products of international relationships. Modernization was presumed to 
equate to Westernization, and to be a necessary prerequisite to meet human 
needs. Development was seen as a top-down process, whereby centralized 
mass media could bring about widespread change. Producers of development 
media often failed to ask if the audience can receive the message (television 
penetration in developing countries is minimal and radio penetration in the 
early days of development communication was light), understand the message 
(a problem in countries with dozens of languages and dialects), act upon the 
message (with the necessary tools or other forms of structural support), and 
want to act upon the message. And because it was based upon a propaganda 
model, development communications efforts were often seen as propaganda 
and distrusted.
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Projects embodying these philosophies have enjoyed little success. In the 
1970s and 1980s, a new paradigm of development communication emerged 
which better recognized the process of deliberate underdevelopment as a func
tion of colonialism, the great diversity of the cultures involved, the differences 
between elite versus popular goals for social change, the considerable political 
and ideological constraints to change, and the endless varieties of ways differ
ent cultures communicate.

But in some instances mass media technologies, including television, have 
been “magic multipliers” of development benefits. Educational television has been 
used effectively to supplement the work of teachers in classrooms in the teaching 
of literacy and other skills, but only in well designed programmes which are inte
grated with other educational efforts. Consumer video equipment and VCRs have 
been used to supplement communications efforts in some small projects.

Some developing countries have demonstrated success in using satellite 
television to provide useful information to portions of their populations out of 
reach of terrestrial broadcasting. In 1975 and 1976, an experimental satellite 
communications project called SITE (Satellite Instructional Television Experi
ment) was used to bring informational television programmes to rural India. 
Some changes in beliefs and behaviours did occur, but there is little indication 
that satellite television was the best means to that end. The project did lead to 
Indian development of its own satellite network. China has also embarked on 
an ambitious programme of satellite use for development, claiming substantial 
success in rural education. When television has succeeded as an educational 
tool in developing countries, it is only when very specific viewing conditions are 
met. For example, programmes are best viewed in small groups with a teacher 
to introduce them and to lead a discussion afterwards.

Several types of organizations work with local governments to develop 
communication projects. The United Nations provides, multilateral aids to 
governments. Non-profit non-governmental organizations (NGOs) conduct 
development projects worldwide using U.N., government, or private funding. 
And government agencies, such as the U.S. Agency for International Develop
ment (USAID) provide assistance to developing countries, but with political 
strings attached. There are three common types of development campaigns: 
Persuasion, changing what people do; Education, changing social values; and 
Informing, empowering people to change by increasing knowledge. This third 
approach is now perceived as the most useful. Instead of attempting to mod
ernize people, contemporary efforts attempt to reduce inequality by targeting 
the poorest segments of society, involving people in their own development, 
giving them independence from central authority, and employing “small” and 
“appropriate” technologies. The emphasis has shifted from economic growth to 
meet basic needs.

In this new view of development, communication becomes an impor
tant catalyst for change, but not its cause. Local folk media, for example, 
are employed to reduce media’s bias towards literacy and provide informa
tion in a traditional, familiar form. Development journalism provides people
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with information on change in their society, and works at the local level t o 
advocate change. Where mass media is now employed in developing societies, 
community newspapers and radio prove far more accessible and useful thaarx 
television. The rapid spread of entertainment television, in the developing 
world is proving to be more a disruption to traditional social structures thaSn 

an agent of progress. One emerging genre of television does show promise 
for contributing to development. The telenovela, pioneered in Brazil, hats- 
demonstrated some success in disseminating “pro-social” messages. Sucftx 

programmes are now being evaluated in many countries for their effective - 
ness in contributing to population control, health education, and other devel
opment goals. ■ [

Thus, Development communication refers to the uses to which conp.- 
munication are put in order to further development.” It can thus be said to 
be an approach .to communication which provides, communities with infolr- 
mation they can use in bettering their lives. Development communicatic|xx 

has two primary roles, that is transforming role, as it steps social change irx 
the direction of the hygiene taste of today’s generation in this competitive 
market and a socializing role by seeking to maintain some of the established 
values of the society. We have learnt that effective communication is a twl^- 

way process. So far, we have seen that the term ‘communication’ suggests 
the use of different forms of media such as printed materials, radio, televi
sion and so on.

You must also know that communication is used as an empowerment 
tool. In other words, communication is used as a tool to facilitate the par
ticipation of people in development activities. Knowledge and information ar*e 
essential for people to successfully respond to the opportunities and challenges 

of social, economic and technological changes. But to be useful, knowledge arxci 
information must be effectively communicated to people.
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Key points
‘ The term “development communication” was coined in 1972 by Quebral, 

who defines the field as: -
• The art and science of human communication linked to a society's planned 

transformation from a state of poverty to one dynamic socio-economic 
growth that makes for greater equality and the larger unfolding of indi
vidual potentials.

Development communication is the integration of strategic communica
tion in development projects. Strategic communication is a powerful tool that 
can improve the chances of success of development projects. It strives for behav
iour change not just information dissemination, education, or awareness-rais
ing. While the latter are necessary ingredients of communication, they are r .ot 
sufficient for getting people to change long-established practices or behaviours.
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All developments require some kinds of behaviour change on the part 
of stakeholders. Research shows that changing knowledge and attitudes do 
not necessarily translate into behaviour change. In order to effect behaviour 
change, it is necessary to understand why people do what they do and under- 

j stand the barriers to change or adopt new practices. It is not enough to raise 
| awareness of the “benefits”, it is critical to understand peoples’ barriers or the 

“costs” they perceive such a change would entail.
Meaningful communication is about getting information out to par

ticular audiences, listening to their feedback, and responding appropriately. 
Whether discussing a development project or broader economic reforms— 
from health, education or rural development to private sector development, 
financial reform or judicial reform—the idea is to build consensus through 
raising public understanding and generating well-informed dialogue among 

• stakeholders. ‘ ■
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Well-conceived, professionally implemented communication programmes 
that are tied directly to reform efforts or development project objectives that 
bring understanding of local political, social and cultural realities to bear in 
the design of development programmes can make the difference between a 
project’s success and failure. Here, in ‘development communication’, you see 
that there are two words ‘development’ and ‘communication’. By now, you 
know what communication means. You have also learnt that communication is 
a message understood or sharing of experience. When we refer to communica
tion, in the context of development, we refer to various types of communication 
like interpersonal, group and mass communication.

Development of Communication Using Various Media
Media plays an important role in development communication through 

. circulation of knowledge, providing forum for discussion of issues, teaching 
ideas, skills for a better life and creating a base of consensus for stability of 
the state. From the early stages of the introduction of the media in India vari
ous attempts were made to exploit their potential for development purposes. 
The history of development communication in India can be traced to 1940s 
when radio broadcast was done in different languages to promote development 
communication through various programmes, like—Programmes for Rural 
Audience, Educational Programmes and Family Welfare Programmes. Today 
television in our country is also used as a medium for social education, weapon 
against ignorance and awareness among the people, through different pro
grammes like Educational Television (ETV), Countrywide Classroom (CWC), 
Teleconferencing, etc. Experiments in Satellite technology have been conducted 
in recent years to bring about Social change and development. This has been 
done in the form of SITE Programme and Kheda Communication Projects.

Later in 1975, when India used satellites for telecasting television pro
grammes what is known as SITE (Satellite Instructional Television Experi
ment), the programmes on education and development were made, available 
to 2400 villages in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Karnataka, Madhya 
Pradesh, Odisha and Rajasthan.
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' As far as the print media is concerned, after Independence when trie 
Five-Year Plans were initiated by the government for planned developmeiit:, 
it was the newspapers which gave great importance to development themes]

They wrote on various government development programmes and how 
the people could make use of them. If the print media have contributed jbo 

development communication, the electronic media—radio and television espe
cially All India Radio and Doordarshan have spread messages on developme; “xt 
as the main part of their broadcasts.

However, among all the media that are used for development commur .1- 
.cation, traditional media are the closest to people who need messages of dev< :1- 
opment like the farmers and workers. Such forms of media are participate: 7y 
and effective.

NOTES

Radio as a Means of Development Communication 

Radio from its very inception played an important role in development 
communication; this is mainly due to its advantage of reaching to a large num
ber of people from different sections of the society. Universities and other edu
cational institutes especially agricultural universities, through their extensic n 
networks and international organizations under the UN umbrella carried tl 
development communication experiment.

Community radio is another important medium, which is growirig- 
in importance especially in rural India. Here, NGOs and educational 
institutions are given license to set up a local community radio station to 

broadcast information and messages on developmental aspects. The par
ticipation of local community is encouraged. As community radio provides 
a platform to the villagers to broadcast local issues, it has the potential co 
get positive action. .

Efforts are being constantly made to use radio for social change. Apa: 
from radio rural forum, other continuous efforts are being made to bring in 
development. As in the case of project taken up to promote adult literacy in tl e 
1980s.

Television as a Medium for Development Communication 

TV in India was introduced in 1959, on an experimental basis. Its 
very inception was with the aim to see what TV could achieve in community 
development and formal education. From this we can very well understand 
the importance of television for development communication. Today, after 
50 years of Indian television, we see that broadcasters still broadcast pro
gramme with an eye on social responsibility, serials that incorporate socially 
relevant themes, interactive talk shows and open forums with governmeri-t 
representatives responding to audience queries are popular programme. lln 
1967, Delhi Television centre launched Krishi Darshan Programme at thfe 

behest of Dr. Bikram Sarabhai and Prof R. S. Swaipinathan. The object o£ 
■ this programme was to popularize modern method in agriculture througti 
the television..
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* TV has been used as an aid to satellite communications technology to
effectively bring in development. Satellite communications' technology offers 
unique capability of being able to reach out to very large numbers spread 
over large distances even in the most remote corners of the country. In India, 
ISRO has continuously pursued the utilization of space technology for edu
cation and development. This has been done through different projects like 
Educational TV (ETV), SITE, Kheda project and Country wide classroom 
(CWC) project.

New Media as a Means of Development Communication
New media or computers started creeping in the Indian Society around 

1986. The actual transition in India happened after 1996 when several inde
pendent media houses brought out news website. Today, new media has 
become an active tool in the run to development communication. This takes 
various forms like E-governance, E-choupal, Telecentres, etc.

Models of Development 
Communication

NOTES

E-Goveritance
In simple terms, electronic governance is the delivery of public services 

and information at the doorstep of the people with the help of computers. Citi
zens can use the Information Community Technology (ICT) as administrative 
tools to pave the way for a silent, social change. E-governance can play the role 
of a catalyst for sustainable inclusive growth.

E-governance uses the ICT for planning, implementation, and monitoring 
of government programmes. Through e-governance, government can carry out 
effective Management Information System (MIS) and get real time information

i

and reports of activities at the Block level. The Karnataka government’s Bhoomi 
project has led to the computerization of the centuries-old system of handwrit
ten land records in the rural area. E-medicine, through use of new media, can 
reach quality healthcare in a remote village. A Kolkata-based hospital leverages 
e-governance for tropical medicine. The hospital employs telemedicine to assist 
doctors in rural areas. This method does away with patients having to travel 
all the way to Kolkata, from remote villages, for treatment. A villager gets the 
benefit of being treated by both a local doctor and a specialist in the state capital.

Over a period of last 30 years, these programmes have been designed 
to cater, to the country’s need for education, training, and general awareness 
among the rural poor. Among them few efforts shall be discussed in the follow
ing categories.

These are meant to:
• improve the rural primary education.
• provide training to teachers.
• improve agriculture, health, hygiene, and nutritional practices, and
• contribute to family planning and national integration.

The success of SITE can be judged from the fact that, after the comple
tion of the project evaluation studies showed that exposure to developmental
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messages through television had contributed to the widening of horizon of the. 
villagers.

Some Important facts about the development of communication

NOTES The Phoenicians develop an alphabet. The Sumerians develop 
cuneiform writing ■ pictographs of accounts written on clay tab
lets. The Egyptians develop hieroglyphic writing.

3500 BC to 2900 BC

1775 BC Greeks use a phonetic alphabet written from left to right.

1400 BC Oldest record of writing in China on bones.

The first encyclopaedia is written in Syria.1270 BC

900 BC The very first postal service—for government use in China.

776 BC First recorded use of homing pigeons used to send message—the 
winner of the Olympic Games to the Athenians.'

530 BC The Greeks start the very first library.

500 BC to 170 BC Papyrus rolls and early parchments made of dried reeds—first 
portable and light writing surfaces.

200 BC to 100 BC Human messengers on foot or horseback common in Egypt and 
China with messenger relay stations built. Sometimes fire mes
sages used from relay station to station instead of humans.

Tsai Lun of China invents paper as we know it.105BC

305 First wooden printing presses invented in China - symbols 
carved on a wooden block.

First movable type invented - clay - invented in China by Pi 
Sheng.

1049

Newspapers appear in Europe.1450

Johannes Gutenberg invents a printing press with metal mov
able type.

1455
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First daily newspaper—Leipzig.1650 NOTES

Englishman, Henry Mill receives the first patent for a 
typewriter.

1714

Claude Chappe invents the first long-distance semaphore (visual 
or optical) telegraph line.

1793

Joseph Nicephore Niepce achieves the first photographic image.1814

Charles Wheatstone reproduces sound in a primitive sound 
box — the first microphone.

1821

Joseph Henry invents the first electric telegraph.1831

Samuel Morse invents Morse code.1835 .

. /

Samuel Morse invents the first long distance electric telegraph 
line. Alexander Bain patents the first fax machine.

1843

United States starts the Pony Express for mail delivery. Cole- 
ftian Sellers invents the Kinematoscope - a machine that flashed 
a series of still photographs onto a screen.

1861

American, Sholes the first successful and modern typewriter.1867

Thomas Edison patents the mimeograph - an office copying 
machine. Alexander Graham Bell patents the electric telephone. 
Melvyl Dewey writes the Dewey Decimal System for ordering 
library books.

1876

Thomas Edison patents the phonograph - with a wax cylinder as 
recording medium. Eadweard Muybridge invents high speed pho
tography - creating first moving pictures that captured motion.

.1877

Emile Berliner invents the gramophone - a system of recording 
which could be used over and over again.

1887
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Communication George Eastman patents Kodak roll film camera.1888

Almon Strowger patents the direct dial telephone or automatic 
telephone exchange.

1889' .NOTES

Guglielmo Marconi improves wireless telegraphy.1894

1898 First telephone answering machines.

Valdemar Poulsen invents the first magnetic recordings * using 
magnetized steel tape as recording medium - the foundation for 
both mass data storage on disk and tape and the music recording 
industry. Loudspeakers invented.

1899

1902' Guglielmo Marconi transmits radio signals from Cornwall to 
Newfoundland - the first radio signal across the Atlantic Ocean.

1904 First regular comic books.

1906 Lee Deforest invents the electronic amplifying tube or triode • 
this allowed all electronic signals to be amplified improving all 
electronic communications, i.e., telephones and radios.

1910 Thomas Edison demonstrated the first talking motion picture.

First cross continental telephone call made.1914

1916 First radios with tuners • different stations.

1923 The television or iconoscope (cathode-ray tube) invented by 
Vladimir Kosma Zworykin - first television camera.

1.925 John Logie Baird transmits the first experimental television 
signal. '

Warner Brothers invented a way to record sound separately from 
the film on large disks and synchronized the sound and motion 
picture tracks upon playback - an improvement on Thomas Edi
son’s work.

1926
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CommunicationNBC start's two radio networks. CBS founded. First television 

broadcasts in England. Warner Brothers release “The Jazz 
Singer”, the first successful talking motion picture.

1927

NOTES
Radio popularity spreads with the “Golden Age” of radio. First 
television broadcasts in the United States. Movietone system 
of recording film sound on' an audio track right on the film 
invented.

1930

Joseph Begun invents the first tape recorder for broadcasting - 
first magnetic recording.

1934

Television broadcasts able to be taped and edited - rather than 
only live.

1938

Scheduled television broadcasts begin.1939

Computers like Harvard’s Mark I put into public service - gov-, 
ernment owned - the age of Information Science begins.

1944-

Long playing record invented - vinyl and played at 33 rpm. 
Transistor invented - enabling the miniaturization of electronic 
devices.

1948

1949 Network television starts in U.S. 45 rpm record invented.

Computers are first sold commercially.1951

Chester Carlson invents the photocopier or Xerox machine. Inte
grated Circuit invented - enabling the further miniaturization of 
electronic devices and computers.

1958

Zip codes invented in the United States.1963

1966 Xerox invents the Telecopier - the first successful fax machine.-

1969 ARPANET - the first Internet started.

1971 The computer floppy disc invented. The microprocessor invented 
considered a computer on a chip.
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Apple I home computer invented. First nationwide programmes- 
ming • via satellite and implemented by Ted Turner.

1976NOTES

First cellular phone communication network started in Japan.1979

1980. Sony Walkman invented.

1981 IBM PC first sold. First laptop computers sold to public. Com
puter mouse becomes regular part of computer.

1983 Time magazines names the computer as “Man of the Year.” First 
cellular phone network started in the United States.

1984 Apple Macintosh released. IBM PC AT released.

Cellular telephones in cars become wide-spread. CD-ROMs in 
computers.

1985

1994 American government releases control of internet and WWW is 
born — making communication at light speed.

3.6. MODELS OF COMMUNICATION

Models of-communication refer to the conceptual model used to explain the 
human communication process. The first major model for communication came in 
1949 by Claude Eiwood Shannon and Warren Weaver for Bell Laboratories. Fol
lowing the basic concept, communication is the process of sending and receiving 
messages or transferring information from one part (sender) to another (receiver).

Shannon and Weaver Model
The new model was designed to mirror the functioning of radio and 

telephone technologies. Their initial model consisted of three primary parts: 
sender, channel, and receiver. The sender was the part of a telephone a person 
spoke into, the channel .was the telephone itself, and the receiver was the part 
of the phone where one could hear the other.person. Shannon and Weaver also 
recognized that often there is static that interferes with one listening to a tele
phone conversation, which they deemed noise. The noise could also mean the 
absence of signal.
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In a simple model, often referred to as the transmission model or stan
dard view of communication, information or content (e.g., a message in natural 
language) is sent in some forms (as spoken language) from an emisor/ sender/ 
encoder to a destination/ receiver/ decoder. This common conception of commu
nication views communication as a means of sending and receiving informa
tion. The strengths of this model are simplicity, generahty, and quantifiability. 
Social scientists Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver structured this model 
based on the following elements:

• An information source, which produces a message.
• A transmitter, which encodes the message into signals.
• A channel, to which signals are adapted for transmission.
• A receiver, which 'decodes, (reconstructs) the message from the signal.
• A destination, where the message arrives.

According to Adler and Towne (1978), all that ever has been accomplished 
by humans and all that ever will be accomplished involve communication with 
others. Many social and organizational problems derive from unsatisfactory 
relationships brought about by inadequate communication between people.

Success on and off the job often stems from one’s ability to transfer 
information and express ideas to others. Effective communication frequently 
results in friendships that are more meaningful, smoother and more reward
ing relationships with people on and off the job, and increased ability to meet 
personal needs. Psychologist Abraham Maslow (1970) suggests that the capa
bility to satisfy personal needs arises mainly from the ability to communicate.

Adler and Towne describe communication as a process between at least 
two people that begins when one person wants to communicate with another. 
Communication originates as mental images within a person who desires to 
convey those images to another. Mental images can include ideas, thoughts, 
pictures, and emotions. The person who wants to communicate is called the 
sender (see figure). To transfer an image to another person, the sender first 
must transpose or translate the images into symbols that receivers can under
stand. Symbols often are words but can be pictures, sounds, or sense informa
tion (e.g., touch or smell). Only through symbols can the mental images of a 
sender have meaning for others. The process of translating images into sym
bols is called encoding.

Once a message has been encoded, the next level in the communica
tion process is to transmit or communicate the message to a receiver. This 
can be done in many ways: during face-to-face verbal interaction, over the 
telephone, through printed materials (letters, newspapers, etc.), or through 
visual media (television, photographs). Verbal, written, and visual media are 
three examples of possible communication channels used to transmit mes
sages between senders and receivers. Other transmission channels include 
touch, gestures, clothing, and physical distances between sender and receiver 
(proxemics). . •

Models of Development 
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NOTES
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When a message is received by another person, a decoding process 
occurs. Just as a sender must encode messages in preparation for transmission 
through communication channels, receivers must sense and interpret the sym
bols and then decode the information back into images, emotions, and thoughts 
that make sense to them. When messages are decoded exactly as the sender 
has intended, the images of the sender and the images of the receiver match, 
and effective communication occurs.

Development
Communication

NOTES

Constructionist Model
There is an additional working definition of communication to consider 

that authors like Richard A. Lanham (2003) and as far back as Erving Coff
man (1959) had highlighted. This is a progression from LasswelTs attempt to 
define human, communication through this century and revolutionized into 
the constructionist model. Constructionists believe that the process of com- 

. munication is.in itself the only messages that exist. The packaging cannot be 
separated from the social and historical context from which it arose, therefore, 
the substance to look at in communication theory is style for Richard Lanham 
and the performance of self for Erving Coffman.

Lanham chose to view communication as the rival to the over encom
passing use of CBS model (which pursued to further the transmission model). 
CBS model argu'es that clarity, brevity, and sincerity are the only purpose to 
prose discourse, therefore communication.

Lanham wrote, “If words matter too, if the whole range of human motive 
is seen as animating prose discourse, then rhetoric analysis leads us to the • 
essential questions about prose style”. This is saying that rhetoric and style 
are fundamentally important; they are not errors to what we actually intend to 
transmit. The process which we construct and deconstruct meaning deserves 
analysis.

Erving Coffman sees the performance, of self as the most important- 
frame to understand communication. Coffman wrote, “What does seem to be 
required of the individual is that he learn enough pieces of expression to be 
able to ‘fill in’ and manage, more or less, any part that he is likely to be given”. 
Coffman is highlighting the significance of expression.

The truth in both cases is the articulation of the message and the pack
age as one. The construction of the message from social and historical con
text is the seed as is the pre-existing message is for the transmission model. 
Therefore, any look into communication theory should include the possibilities 
drafted by such great scholars as Richard A. Lanham and Erving Coffman that 
style and performance is the whole process.

Communica.tion stands so deeply rooted in human behaviours and 
the structures of society, that scholars have difficulty thinking of it while 
excluding social or. behavioural events. Because communication theory 
remains a relatively young field of inquiry and integrates itself with other 
disciplines such as philosophy, psychology, and sociology, one probably 
cannot yet expect a consensus conceptualization of communication across 
disciplines.
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Communication Model Terms as provided by Rothwell:

• Noise; interference with effective transmission and reception of a mes
sage. For example, physical noise or external noise which are envi
ronmental distractions such as poorly heated rooms, startling sounds, 
appearances of things, music playing somewhere else, and someone 
talking really loudly near you.

• Physiological noise is a biological influence that distracts you from 
communicating competently such as sweaty palms, pounding heart, 
butterfly in the stomach, induced by speech anxiety, or feeling sick, 
exhausted at work, the ringing noise in your ear, being really hungry, 
and if you have a runny nose or a cough.

• Psychological noise is a preconception bias and assumption such as 
thinking someone who speaks like a valley girl is dumb, or someone 
from a foreign country can’t speak English well so you speak loudly and 
slowly to them.

• Semantic noise includes word choices that are confusing and distract
ing such as using the word tri-syllabic instead of three syllables.

• Sender; the initiator and encoder of a message
• Receiver; the one that receives the message (the listener) and the 

decoder of a message
• Decode; translates the sender’s spoken idea/message into something 

the receiver understands by using his knowledge of language from per
sonal experience.

• Encode; puts the idea into spoken language while putting their own 
meaning into the word/message.

• Channel; the medium through which the message travels such as 
through oral communication (radio, television, phone, in person) or 
written communication (letters, email, text messages)

• Feedback; the receiver’s verbal and non-verbal responses to a message 
such as a nod for understanding (non-verbal), a raised eyebrow for 
being confused (non-verbal), or asking a question to clarify the message 
(verbal).

• Message; the verbal and non-verbal components of language that is 
sent to the receiver by the sender which conveys an idea.

Linear Model
It is a one-way model to communicate with others. It consists of the sender 

encoding a message and channeling it to the receiver in the presence of noise.

Interactive Model
It is two linear models stacked on top of each other. The sender chan

nels a message to the receiver and the receiver then becomes the sender and 
channels a message to the original sender. This model has added feedback,

• Models of Development 
Communication

NOTES
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. indicates that communication is not a one-way but a two-way process. It. also 
has “field of experience” which includes our cultural, background, ethnicity 
geographic location, extent of travel, and general personal experiences accu
mulated over the course of your lifetime. Drawbacks — there is a feedback but 
it is not simultaneous.

The Interactive Model '
• For example—instant messaging. The sender sends an IM to the 

'receiver, then the original sender has to wait for the IM from the origi- . 
nal receiver to'react. Or a question/answer session where you just ask 
a question, you get an answer.

NOTES '

Transactional Model
It assumes that people are connected through communication; they 

engage in transaction. First, it recognizes that each of us is a sender-receiver, 
not merely a sender or a receiver. Secondly, it recognizes that communica
tion affects all parties involved. So communication is fluid/simultaneous. This 
is what most conversations are like. The transactional model also contains 
ellipses that symbolize the communication environment (how you interpret 
the data that you are given). Where the ellipses meet is the most effective com
munication area because both communicators share the same meaning of the 
message.

/

3.7. PROBLEMS OF COMMUNICATION

Good communication practices are at the heart of every successful busi
ness. Without successful internal communications, work processes’slow down 
or grind to a halt and customers are not served properly. When processes do 
break down, you’ll more than likely find some common communication issues 
at the root of the problem for managers and employees alike.

^.Misunderstandings, resulting from poor communication, can easily cause 
a conflict or make it worse. Further, once a conflict has'Started, communication 
problems often develop because people in conflict do not communicate with each 
other as frequently, as openly, and as accurately as they do when relationships 
are not strained. Thus communication is central to most conflict situations.

Communication involves at least two parties—the speaker and the lis
tener. Sometimes there are third parties: in-between people who carry mes
sages from one person to another, or the media, for example, which has such 
transmission of information as its primary goah Problems can develop at all 
three of these sources.

Speakers often are not clear themselves about what they mean, which 
almost assures that what they say will be unclear as well. Even when people 
know what they mean, they often do not say it as clearly as they should. 
They may hide their true feelings or ideas intentionally or unintentionally. 
Either way, people often get confused about other people’s messages. This is
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especially common when people from different cultures try to communicate. 
Even if their languages are the same, culture acts like a lens through which 
we see and interpret the world. If their cultures are different, it is easy for 
the same statement to mean one thing to one person and something differ
ent to someone else. Thus intercultural communication is especially prone to 
errors.

NOTES

Listeners also are sources of communication problems. People often fail 
to listen carefully. They may assume they know what the other person is say
ing or will say (because they have heard it before, or they assume that one per
son is “just like” another person from the same group). Also, when people are in 
conflict, they often concentrate more on what they are going to say in response 
to their opponent’s statement, rather than listening to their opponents’ words 
with full attention. The result, again, is misunderstandings, and often unnec
essary escalation of a conflict.

Third parties can make communication better, or they can make it worse. 
Skilled third parties can help speakers clarify what they are saying, and they 
can help listeners hear what is really meant. They can act as go-betweens, car
rying messages between people who cannot or will not meet face-to-face.

Unskilled third parties, or third parties with a different agenda can 
make matters worse. The media’s goal, for example, is often not to help people 
understand each other better, but rather, presenting the story to meet the 
media’s own goals which may be to inflame the readers’ anger in order to sell 
more newspapers, or to support the publisher’s or government’s own interests 
and views.

Communication problems in the workplace can cost your company 
productivity and money. Without efficient communication, your company is 
unable to exchange information essential to daily operations and create a 
communication network to carry new product data. Understanding examples 
of workplace communication issues can help you to create piolicies that will 
address problems and create an efficient communication network in the office.

Some of the major problems during communication are due to:
Wrong Audience or Methods: Effective communication begins with 
understanding the audience and the method of communication that serves 
it best. Do your homework first to get to know the audience, the questions 
that might be raised and any objections beforehand. Sound research can 
avoid issues with communication,before they arise. Use the communica
tion method best suited to the information being conveyed. Face-to-face 
meetings are better for important changes taking place at work.
Confusing Information: Verify the information being conveyed 
before sharing it. If your information is unclear, confusing or flat out 
incorrect, the message sent will be wrong. Double-check information 
you plan to share in the workplace to ensure its authenticity, clarity 
and correctness. When you share information that is wrong or confus
ing, people will not receive the intended message.

1.

2.
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3. Too Much, Too Little, Too Late: One of the major communication 
problems at work is that there is usually not enough information,'there is 
too much information or it is delivered after-the-fact. For communication 
to be helpful, it must be timely and in the amount needed for people to 
become knowledgeable without causing them to overreact or misconstrue.
Misinterpretation or Misapplication: When communication is 
vague or ambiguous, it can lead to misinterpretation or misapplication 
in the workplace. To convey material effectively, it must be concise, 
clear and to the point. Have a clear understanding of the facts, the 
order of information and its intended use before sending a message 
that can’t be retracted.

5. Listening Skills, Questions and Feedback: Verbal communication 
requires focused listening skills of the audience. When you don’t have 
the full attention of your audience, your message won’t be received. 
For face-to-face'meetings, a good practice is to avoid distractions dur
ing the meeting. Have people leave their cell phones at their desks and 
hold the meeting in a conference room or other quiet location. Allow 
interaction after the meeting to develop clarity and obtain feedback.

. Answering questions honestly can help to clear up any confusion or 
misunderstandings.

NOTES

4.

Barriers to Effective Communication , ^
Every step in the communication process is necessary for effective and 

good communication. Blocked steps become barriers. Recognizing barriers to • 
. effective communication is a first step in improving communication style. Do 
you recognize these barriers from your own personal and professional experi
ence? The process of selecting and organizing symbols to represent a message 
requires skill and knowledge. Obstacles listed below can interfere with an 
effective message. ' •

1. Lack of Sensitivity to Receiver: A breakdown in communication 
may result when a message is not adapted to its receiver. Recognizing 
the receiver’s needs, status, knowledge of the subject, and language

' skills assist the sender in preparing a successful message. If a .cus
tomer is angry, for example, an effective response may be just to listen 

. to the person vent for awhile.
2. Lack of Basic Communication Skills: The receiver is less likely to 

understand the message if the sender has trouble choosing the precise 
words needed and arranging those words in a. grammatically-correct 
sentence.

3. Insufficient Knowledge of the Subject: If the sender lacks specific 
information about something, the receiver will likely receive an unclear 
or mixed message. Have you shopped for an item such as a computer, 
and experienced how some salespeople can explain complicated terms 
and ideas in a simple way? Others cannot.
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Information Overload: If you receive a message with too much 
information, you may tend to put up a barrier because the amount of 
information is coming so fast that you may have difficulty comfortably 
interpreting that information. If you are selling an item with twenty- 
five terrific features, pick two or three important features to emphasize 
instead of overwhelming your receiver (ho-hum) with an information 
avalanche.

' Emotional Interference: An emotional individual may not be able 
to communicate well. If someone is angry, hostile, resentful, joyful, or 
fearful, that person may be too preoccupied with emotions to receive 
the intended message. If you don’t like someone, for example, you may 
have trouble “hearing” them.

Models of Development 
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4.

NOTES

5.

Transmitting Barriers
Things that get in the way of message transmission are sometimes called^ 

“noise.” Communication may be difficult because of noise and some of these 
'problems:

Physical Distractions: A bad cellular phone line or a noisy restau
rant can destroy communication. If an e-mail message or letter is 
not formatted properly, or if it contains grammatical and spelling 
errors,- the receiver may-not be able to concentrate- on the message 
because the physical appearance of the letter or e-mail is sloppy and 
unprofessional.
Conflicting Messages: Messages that cause a conflict in perception 
for the receiver may result in incomplete communication. For example, 
if a person constantly uses jargon or slang to communicate with some
one from another country who has never heard such expressions, mixed 
messages are sure to result. Another example of conflicting messages . 
might be if a supervisor requests a report immediately without giving 
the report writer enough time to gather the proper information. Does 
the report writer emphasize speed in writing the report, or accuracy in 
gathering the data?
Channel Barriers: If the sender chooses an inappropriate channel 
of communication, communication may cease. Detailed instructions 
presented over the telephone, for example, may be frustrating for both 
communicators. If you are on a computer technical support help line 
discussing a problem, it would be helpful for you to be sitting in front of 
a computer, as opposed to taking notes from the support staff and then 
returning to your computer station.
Long Communication Chain: The longer the communication chain, 
the greater the chance for error. If a message is passed through too 
many receivers, the message often becomes distorted. If a person starts 
a message at one end of a communication chain of ten people, for exam
ple, the message that eventually returns is usually liberally altered.

1.

2.

3.

. 4.
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Decoding Barriers
The communication cycle may break down at the receiving end for some 

of these reasons:
1. Lack of Interest: If a message reaches a reader who ,is not interested 

. in the message, the reader may read the message hurriedly or listen to 
the message carelessly. Miscommunication may result in both cases.

* 2.. Lack of Knowledge: If a receiver is unable to understand a message 
filled with technical information, communication will break down. 
Unless a computer user knows something about the Windows environ
ment, for example, the user may have difficulty organizing files if given 
technical instructions.

3. Lack of Communication Skills: Those who have weak reading and 
listening skills make ineffective receivers. Oh the other hand, those 
who have a good professional vocabulary and who concentrate on lis
tening, have less trouble hearing and interpreting good communica
tion. Many people tune out who is talking and mentally rehearse what 
they are going to say in return.

4. Emotional Distractions: If emotions interfere with the creation 
and transmission of a message, they can also disrupt reception. If you 
receive a report from your supervisor regarding proposed changes in 
work procedures and you do not particularly like your supervisor, you 
may have trouble even reading the report objectively. You may read,

■ not objectively, but to find fault. You may misinterpret words and read 
negative impressions between the lines. Consequently, you are likely to 
misunderstand part or all of the report. •

5. Physical Distractions: If a receiver of a communication works in an 
area with bright lights, glare on computer screens, loud noises, exces-

' sively hot or cold work spaces, or physical ailments, that receiver will 
probably experience communication breakdowns on a regular basis.
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Responding Barriers
• The communication cycle may be broken if feedback is unsuccessful.

* *
1. No Provision for Feedback: Since communication is a two-way pro

cess, the sender must search for a means of getting.a response from, 
the receiver. If a team leader does not permit any interruptions noi 
questions while discussing projects, he may find that team members

• may- not completely understand what they are to do. Face-to-face ora . 
communication is considered the best type of communication sines: 
feedback can be both verbal and non-verbal. When two communicators; 
are separated, care must be taken to ask for meaningful feedback.

2. Inadequate Feedback: Delayed or judgmental feedback can interfen 
with good communication. If your supervisor gives you instruction^ 
in long, compound-complex sentences without giving you a chance to
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speak, you may pretend to understand the instructions just so you can 
leave the stress of . the conversation. Because you may have not fully 
understood the intended instructions, your performance may suffer.
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3.8. SUMMARY

Communication is the process of transmitting information and common 
understanding from one person to another. The elements of the communica
tion process -are the sender, encoding the message, transmitting the message 
through a medium, receiving the message, decoding the message, feedback, 
and noise. A number of barriers retard effective communication. These can 
be divided into four categories: process barriers, physical barriers, semantic 
barriers, and psychosocial barriers. To improve the effectiveness of communi
cations, schools must develop an awareness of the importance of sender’s and 
receiver’s responsibilities and adhere to active listening skills.

The need to communicate is a part of man’s inherent being. Since the 
beginning of time the human race has communicated using different tech
niques and methods. Circumstances and available technology have dictated 
the method and means of communications. Many early forms of communica- 

• tion were writing, depicted on cave walls. Then communication advanced by 
the development of language and the use of symbols. Papyrus and paper were 
used to record communication for later use. Smoke signals of the early Ameri
can Indians; the drums of African tribes; and the towers of the. Chinese wall 
are indications of the desire to communicate beyond the immediate physical 
boundaries of space. Story tellers around the camp-fire are a good example of 
communication, using animation, gestures and sound to communicate their 
message to other members of the tribe.

Communication is the exchange of opinion, ideas, information, facts, feel
ings, and values between two or .more persons with the help of some channels 
to accomplish the desired purpose. It is a cyclic process that involves initiation, 
transmission, and reception of information. The reception of information is fol
lowed by the feedback, which in turn can repeat the cycle of communication. 
The success of any business to a large extent depends on efficient and effective 
communication. It takes place among business entities, in market and market 
places, within organizations and between various group of employees, owners 
and employees, buyers and sellers, service providers and customers, sales per
sons and prospects and also between people within the organization and the 
press persons. All such communication impacts business. Done with care, such 
communication can promote business interests. Otherwise, it will portray the 
organization in poor light and may adversely affect the business interest.

Communication is the life blood of any organization. Its main purpose 
is to effect change to influence action. In any organization the main problem 
is of maintaining effective communication process. The management problem 
generally results in poor communication. Serious mistakes are made because
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4.1. Introduction 

- 4.2. Barriers of Communication
4.3. Rural Development
4.4. Agricultural Communication
4.5. Summary
4.6. Glossary
4.7. Review Questions
4.8. Further Readings

4.1. INTRODUCTION

The history of development communication in India can be traced back 
to rural radio broadcasts in the 1940s in different languages. Have you ever 
heard a rural programme on radio? If you come from a rural area, you prob
ably have heard. People who present these programmes speak in a language 
or dialect that the people in your area speak. The programmes may be about 
farming and related subjects. The programme may comprise interviews with 
experts, officials and farmers, folk songs and information about weather, mar
ket rates, availability of improved seeds and implements. There would also^e 
programmes on related fields. During the 1950s, the government started huge 
developmental programmes throughout the country. In fact, when Doordarshan 
started on 15th September 1959; it was concentrating only on programmes on 
agriculture. Many of you might have seen the ‘Krishi Darshan’ programme on 
Doordarshan. Later in 1975, when India used satellites for telecasting televi
sion programmes in what is known as SITE (Satellite Instructional Television
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Experiment), the programmes bn education and development were made 
available to 2400 villages in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Karnataka, 
Madhya Pradesh, Odisha and Rajasthan.

As far as the print media is concerned, after Independence when the 
Five-Year Plans were initiated by the government for planned develop
ment, it was the newspapers which gave great importance to development 
themes. They wrote on various government development programmes 
and how the people could make use of them. If the print media have con
tributed to development communication, the electronic media—radio and 
television especially All India Radio and Doordarshan have spread messages 
on development as the main part of their broadcasts. However, among all 
the media that are used for development communication, traditional media 
are the closest to people who need messages of development like the farmers 
and workers. Such forms of media are participatory and effective. You may 
have seen construction workers cooking their meal of dal and rice over open 
fires in front of their tents set up temporarily on the roadside. They need to 
be educated about the values of balanced nutrition, cleanliness, hygiene and 
water and sanitation. Have you wondered how messages on such issues are 
communicated?

In various parts of India, groups of volunteers use street theatre as 
a medium for development communication. This is done through humor
ous skits and plays through which the importance of literacy, hygiene, 
etc., are enacted. The content for the skits is drawn from the audience’s 
life. For example, they are told about “balanced nutrition”. This means 
supplementing their staple diet of dal and rice with green leafy vegetables 
known to cure night blindness, an ailment common among construction 
Workers. Similarly, female construction workers and their children are 
taught how to read and write. However, problems in communicating a 
message in an effective way have been a matter of concern to development 
workers. How can people be taught new skills at a low cost? What would 
be a good way to deal with sensitive topics such as health issues? How can 
complicated new research,.like that in agriculture, for example, be simpli
fied so that ordinary people can benefit? One option has been the use of 

. comics. But, in order to achieve the desired results, these comics should 
be created locally. But what are comics? You must have all at some point 
of time read a comic. Comics involve story telling using visuals which 
must follow local ideas and culture in order to be understood correctly by 
people. The important thing about.comics is that they are made by people 
on their own issues in their own language. So, readers find them closer to 
their day-to-day lives.

Programmes are organized in the remote areas of Jharkhand, Rajast
han, Tamilnadu, and the North East to provide training to rural communica
tors to enable them to use comics in development communication. Information 
on sensitive health issues such as HIV/AIDS has been communicated through 
the medium of comics in several states. However, you must understand that
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development communication using various media is possible only with the 
active involvement of the following:

• Development agencies like departments of agriculture.
• Voluntary organizations
• Concerned citizens
• Non-governmental organizations (NGOs)

Whenever we speak about development, the contribution of voluntary 
groups, concerned citizens and non-governmental organizations cannot be 
ignored. Actually, these groups help the government in implementing devel
opment programmes. Of course the governments, both central and state have 
various departments to reach out to people on various issues. The NGOs 
undertake studies, conduct research and develop appropriate’messages for. 
spreading awareness on various issues pertaining to development.

In the main, mass media approach to the use of communication for devel
opment finds expression in two methods: the Centralized Mass Media method 
and the Localized,' or Decentralized, Mass Media method.

In development communication, planning is a deliberate, systematic 
and continuous effort to organize human activity for the efficient use of com
munication resources and for the realization of communication policies in the 
context of a particular country’s development goals, means and priorities and 
subject to its prevailing forms of social, econohiic and political organization. 
Development communication planning, therefore, must take into account the 
development environment and goals of the country in which the planning 
takes place. In addition, the country’s political ideology, social issues, com
munication facilities and systems, as well as available resources must'all be 
properly studied before planning the communication strategy that would suit 
the environment.

Unfortunately, communication is usually brought in to the planning of. 
development programmes only as an afterthought. Emphasis in most develop
ing countries is always on publicity. For the authorities in such countries, there 
is no difference between information .(provision of facts and figures) and com
munication (exchange of ideas). No serious thought is given to the importance ' 
of communication mass, interpersonal, traditional and folk, in development. 
Provisions are usually made.for publicizing development plans arid objectives, 
but very little is done for feedback and for discussions. Hence, a common com
plaint of communication researchers and practitioners is that communication 
policies and plans are too often in the hands of those who do not know enough 
about communication to set up or contribute to the communication systems' 
that best serve the development needs of their-countries.

In development communication planning, communication should not 
be seen only as a tool, a supporting mechanism or an independent variable in 
development. Communication should be viewed as an integral part of develop
ment plans, one of whose major objectives is to create communication systems 
or models that could provide opportunity for people to have access to means of
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communication, and to make use of these means in improving the quality of 
their lives. Therefore, in seeking solutions to the problems of communication 
in development, it is imperative to first look at the larger development process, 
and then at the role or roles of communication within the larger system. In, 
order to put the beginning of development planning on a sound footing, it is 
necessary to answer relevant questions like: What are the country’s develop
ment goals and objectives, particularly with respect to communication? .

Integrated Approach
This is the approach which combines interpersonal and mass media 

approaches into one, avoiding their limitations and problems but taking 
advantage of their potentials. The integrated approach uses the mass media 
and interpersonal communication at the same time. Not only does the inter
personal component involve the use of the extension and community develop
ment method as well as the ideological and mass mobilization method, but 
the mass media component also involves the use of centralized and localized 
methods. All these are then linked up with traditional channels and modes of 
communication.

The structure of communication in any society is largely determined 
by the growth and development of technology and by economic and cultural 
institutions. To the extent that societies differ in their patterns of economic 
and socio-cultural heritage, their communication patterns are also likely to 
differ from one another. In traditional societies or rural communities, direct 
face to face communication is valued as the most reliable and authentic form of 
communication. In such societies, the purpose of communication is usually to 
promote social harmony rather than individual well-being; to reinforce stabil
ity and order rather than to bring about change and growth.

However, the ultimate goal of development communication is to cause 
positive and effective change through the provision of necessary information 
(backed up by physical inputs) that would create understanding and build self- 
confidence and motivation to change. The thrust of the integrated approach, 
therefore, is to feed the -interpersonal and traditional network with informa
tion that would generate discussions which, in turn, would lead to intelligent ■ 
understanding of development objectives and each person’s role in achieving 
these objectives. To feed the interpersonal channels, development communica
tion depends on the mass media which have the potential for rapid dissemi
nation and wide-area coverage. The limits of interpersonal channels are soon 
reached if development takes on a national character. Then the importance of 
the mass media becomes obvious. They have the power to disseminate infor
mation and development messages rapidly and, across the nation, but they are 
generally not able to change peoples’ attitudes. Interpersonal channel lacks 
the enhancing characteristics of the mass media, but is relatively effective in 
inducing attitude change and effective development behaviours, largely due to 
the impact of opinion leaders and of peer-group pressures. Hence the need for 
a communication model (integrated approach) that would link the mass media 
to interpersonal channels.
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In rural India, no communication strategy is likely to succeed unless it 
takes into account the five basic principles that underlie the system of tradi • 
tional communication—supremacy of the community, respect for old age, util • 
ity of the individual, sanctity of authority and religion as a way of life. These 
principles infuse relevance and.context into communication within rural com
munities. Therefore, any communication strategy which completely ignores 
traditional modes and channels cannot successfully win and retain the people’s 
attention for long. Any communication message which completely ignores thk 
values that underlie the context in which the people communicate cannot prj- 

duce the attitude and behavioural changes necessary for rural development. 
As research has shown, not only are two media better than one medium fo[r 

effective communication, but also a combination of the .mass media and inter- 
.personal communication is better than using either alone.

To be effective, integration of all the approaches and systems must be 
based on existing traditional channels and modes of communication which are 
usually a reflection of the socio-cultural, economic and environmental condi
tions. Rural communities, especially those that most need development mes
sages, by virtue of their conditions, still rely heavily on traditional media fox* 
information and messages. These traditional media and modes are what they 
have relied upon for years, and they have very strong confidence in them. Oniy 

the mass media strategies which utilize these traditional media and modes in 
collecting materials to be included in their modern media programmes, and m 
disseminating further, interpreting and consolidating mass media messages 
would prove effective in rural development. The mass media are most effective 
when combined with interpersonal media as in'media forums or with tradir 
tional media such as village theatre and, travelling storytellers.
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4.2. BARRIERS OF COMMUNICATION

An Introduction to Communication 

Communication comes from Latin ‘communicare’, which means to shax*e 
or make common. For that this is rather a process than a state. This process 
is usually more or less reciprocal and involves at least two entities between 
which communication may take place.

If they communicate, it means that they share and exchange information. 
Usually, communication takes place in already established relations! xiip 

or if not, it is in the position to create one temporarily or permanently. Ttxe 
ease of communication is the essence of any relationship and as a matter of fact 
communication itself is all about relationship and relating.

Everything that exists remains in some kind of relations with anyth: .rig 
else but, of course, we cannot say that the sun is telling the earth to stay firnmly 
on its orbit so we understand communication as a process involving rather .iv- 
ing things, especially people. While communicating,-people use symbols *.ricl
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actions, which are specific for any particular culture, nation or even social 
group. The symbols used are different, which an evident while comparing 
written and spoken words from different languages. Body language, which 
represents unspoken part of symbols and actions, is different as well. The phe
nomenon of language is what human race has invented and developed through 
centuries for the purpose of communication. This is a unique set of word-sym
bols and grammatical rules for all kind of possible situation where communi
cation may take place. But still it is not all as use of a language means much 
more and includes intonation, stress, special grammatical arrangements, 
metaphors and body language.

Communication needs medium or media, the means through which infor
mation goes, and use of bur senses to create and receive information. There 
may be many different ways information travels through from the sender to 
the recipient. We are using ‘communication channels’ expression while talking 
about these things.

Communication is a matter of everyday interactions among the people. 
As some of these situations repeat frequently, there are specific rituals to be 
performed for each of them. This is specially, true in formal communication 
which means “people performing symbols according to normative forms to 
achieve social ends.”

Because of some rigid rules, rituals, and formal channels, which most of 
the societies tend to develop, communication becomes subject-like entity and * 
may lose its main purpose i.e., serving people to experience one another and to 
establish mutual relationship.

By performing too many rituals and using rigid communication rules 
and channels people become objects in the process. As those, they are used and 
manipulated by the communication process, its networks and its machinery. 
This puts people in the role of the slave while they should play the role of the 
master.
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Of course, rituals and specialized communication channels are somehow 
necessary because they simplify and accelerate communication, nevertheless 
they shouldn’t create artificial barriers, by avoiding directedness and- by cre
ating structures, which delay, distort or make communication difficult, even 
impossible.

Barriers to Communication
There are many barriers to communication and these may occur at- 

any stage in the communication process, Barriers may lead to your message 
becoming distorted and you therefore risk wasting both time and/or money by 
causing confusion and misunderstanding. Effective communication involves 
overcoming these barriers and conveying a clear and concise message.

To approach the subjects well analyze a simple model of a communica
tion process consisting of two communicating units (people) and a communi
cation channel linking them. In the simplest example both interlocutors are 
close in the space so they can talk, see one another and they can undertake 
any actions.
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Communication Channel
First, let’s clarify some terms. By communication channel or channels w< 

will understand a set of means and mediums used to pass information amonj 
the entities that attempt to communicate. In our case two persons communi 
cate verbally and visually. They are also using body.language, i.e., body move 
ments, gestures and facial expressions instead of, or in addition to, sounds 
verbal language, or other forms of communication.

Providing that there is no problem with communication channels, effi ■ 
ciency.of communication depends on the persons’ abilities to understand one 
another and on their specific personal skills. These types of barriers then caix 
be presented as follows:

Linguistic barriers: interlocutors don’t speak the same language, speak on 
different level or use different vocabulary-, which’means that symbols (words[) 
used to pass information and their arrangement may have no meaning ot* 
different meaning.

Cultural barriers: interlocutors cultural origins are different, which means that the ✓• 
may have:

Different models/images of the world and their relations.
—Different values and their hierarchy

—Different social norms, rules and rituals formal and informal that 
affect behaviour and regulate an entire system of interactions.
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Social barriers: interlocutors represent different social groups which may differ* 
their:

—General behaviour as effect of different social -norms, rules and cu: 
toms, standards, beliefs and priorities,

—Background and education 

—Use of language and level of its knowledge.
—Interlocutor is categorized and assigned to a specific position in tl Ce 

social or cultural grid, which causes the communication to be per
ceived as impossible or useless.

—Conversational Misalliance

Individual/personal barriers: interlocutors have different personal qualities 
similar to ones already mentioned through the points 1 to 3, however they a ce 
not necessarily consequences of different linguistic, cultural or social origin [of 

the individuals. They are the following:
Physical and mental abilities ..
—Preferences
—Values and their hierarchy . -
—Different model/image of the world
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—General behaviour and emotional states 

—Background and education, unnecessary projection 

—Different uses of language and the level of its knowledge 

—Different communication skills, which can be divided as follows:
—Knowledge of:

• Interlocutor.
• Purpose.
• Topic.

—Abilities to:
• Anticipate objections

* ✓
• Achieve credibility

* • Give full attention, give and get feedback.
• Follow through what was said

. • Communicate a little at a time
• Use multiple communication techniques
• Present information in several ways
• Detect emotional states

. • Understand possible differences in perception 

—Abilities to avoid:
• Muddled messages
• Stereotyping
• Wrong sub-channel
• Wrong language

—Other attitudes: ,
• Making eye-contact
• Giving prompts, i.e., nodding, smiling, etc.

Structural Barriers: Structural barriers are set in order to avoid communication 
perceived as unwanted, unimportant, unnecessary and useless or possibly 
overloading. The purpose of the barriers may be to put a dam in the place where 
communicational flood might be expected, for example: to make our VIPs life 
reasonably quiet.

The problem starts when the value of information to pass is evaluated 
by its origin and not by its content. It turns the gate/barrier sensor from the 
position “what” to the position “Who”. These phenomena exist not only in our 
establishments and public institutions, damaging our democracy, but are pres
ent in everybody’s life.

In fact, before any communication starts we attempt to categorize our 
interlocutor. . ♦ .
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We want to evaluate how much it is worth to communicate with and how dip 
. we want to go in. Usually, used schemata are saving our time. Simple evaluation cjf 
the interlocutor’s position in the social/cultural grid can tell us what we may expeci-

The creation of such barriers is dangerous for any society. It leads tjo 

separation, ghettoization and social/political conflicts as well: People never 
were socially equal arid never will be, some even might not be interested in, bat 
we should give them equal possibilities to move through the grid if they warit 

to and categorize them rather after the communication has taken place.
The structures cannot be avoided, they are too important and necessary bu.t 

making them more dynamic, flexible, pervious and transparent will allow the: m 
and people within to progress. By setting up Grid Opening Project we can make our 
society able to overcome the most difficult challenges of the future. Why not try?

Why Barriers are Present .
Most of those communication barriers despite of their origins may be, in 

fact, explained by difference in perception. Our mind organizes and process ss 
all received information accordingly to specific rules determined by our genetic 
matrix, our life experience and resulting personality. It creates a mental mlip> 
that represents our perception of reality. | ' "

In no case are the perceptions of different persons identical. The mental 
images of the same event, different persons may have, are different as the per
ception Of each of them is unique accordingly to their personality.

. While communicating, we are choosing details that are important 3 Tor 
us. This is called selective perception. Using it, we are trying to send our mes
sage as relevant as we can. However we shouldn’t forget that our perceptijon 

remains always personal. While receiving Vnessage, we try to fit given inforrria- 
tion in our existing mental pattern. If something doesn’t fit, we tend to distort 
information rather than modify the pattern. •

. To control communication and correct eventual errors we provide feedback:, - 
which is the most important tool to determine by sender whether or not'the mes
sage has been received as intended. The methods and channels for feedback ni.a.y 
be different. We may give feedback by repeating received information or asking 
additional questions in order to clarify the meaning, or by giving signs of the st ate 

' of our understanding by nodding, smiling, producing specific sounds, etc.

Barriers Related to Communication Channels
Unfortunately, in the real life we must face much more complicated situ

ations than present in our simple communication model. As a matter of : iact 
we’ve taken good properties of communication-channel as granted which is not 
always the case. There are several elements that influence qualities of those 
channels, which may be caused by a distance in space and time in general, lack 
of medium, noise, interferences, distortions, structural barriers, filtering and. 
.so on. Our communication may become difficult or even impossible.

While some of these problems can be avoided others may persist duo to 
more or less permanent structures and phenomena in place. Let’s have a ! ook 
at some of these barriers.
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Space/time Distance Barriers
It is evident that physical distance requires special communication tools 

to make communication happen. The same is required within distance in time.. 
There are many tools created in order to deal with physical distance. They are 
subject of interest of telecommunication companies, postal and other delivery 
services.
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Distance in time poses more difficulties as we can communicate only in 
real time and forward in time. That is evident that we cannot do it back in 
time. The fact that we can communicate forward in time and that we do not, 
want unnecessary communication encourage us to create different structures, 
which process, filter or eliminate sent information. The question whether they 
are effective is a separate question. It seems that mostly not!

Postal service, Internet e-mail, telephone service are all targeted by the 
people who want to communicate with us in their interest, not necessary ours. 
This type of information is called spam. How much time we have to spend try
ing to separate what is important for us from what is unwanted? How to dis
tinguish what to accept and what to reject without knowing the content? The 
situation is getting worst continuously. We are still very lucky that our mobiles 
do not deliver too much spam but it might be a matter of time they’ll do.

There are a lot of structures typical for business that can create barriers 
to communication. More intermediates, more secretaries, and our communica
tion channel become very long and narrow. That looks good if it comes to spam, 
but in reality it may create situation when originaly wanted information has 
no chance to go through. The history of civilization knows many examples of 
governors who have been given relevant information only and exclusively just 
before they have been abolished. Business is a sensitive matter and its stagna
tion, dissolution or progress depends on communication, so special attention to 
this matter should be paid.

The problem with structures delivering and processing information, no 
matter necessary or not, is that they are usually happy with what they are 
dealing with, no matter what it is.

They make intensive effort to justify their existence and have immense 
tendency to grow. They often overtake as many communication channels as 
they can, creating structures, nobody can avoid or ignore. In fact, they are usu
ally authors of new formal communication rules and rituals created in their 
interest. As a result, communication channels are less and less direct and 
instant communication becomes impossible.

Let’s name and analyze some problems they create.

Noise—Noise is whatever disturbs communication. In this sense any unwanted 
communication is also considered as a noise. Noise disturbs us and makes 
important information lost, inaccessible, jammed.

Distortion—As information travels from through intermediates, it can be 
transformed, shorted or changed more or less intentionally. The final version 
may differ from the originally sent. This phenomenon is called distortion.
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Filtering—Filtering is screening out before a message is passed on to someone 
else. The purpose of filtering is usually to block irrelevant information, clear 
information from redundancy, i.e., make it shorter and easier to remember and 
understand. That makes information more resistible for noise and distortion) 
and easy to handle. There are many different filters in business, secretaries, 
assistants, receptionists, answering machines, etc. Unfortunately, thos6| 
gatekeepers may eliminate important message as irrelevant, delay messages as 
not very important, ‘translate’ ideas and may respond before passing anything 
on to the addressee.

To overcome incorrect filtering barriers, we are trying to establish more 
than one communication channel and eliminate as many intermediaries as 
possible. We try also to avoid distortions by making our messages shorter ana. 
condensed to the bare essentials (prior filtering). We may also use formalizing 
and ritualizing. I

Formalizing and ritualizing—In order to avoid bad translation, misinterpretation 
and other misfortune, formal communication is often based on special forms 
and procedures. This helps yes/not decisions make easy. It requires only 
simple check in the right place in the form. Forms are very useful and-they 
save time and money. Nevertheless, sometimes they are not able to cover all 
-imaginary situations and more traditional way of communication must be 
used. Additionally, they separate parties, what in some cases might be a major* 
mistake.

Hiding/screening and generalizing—Hiding is making a part of whc le 
information undelivered, so it is a special kind of filtering/screening. Generalizing 
is making information deprived of important details, making it universal, i|e., 
good or interested in everybody.

If made intentionally, these forms of distorting communication are clie 
most disturbing and dangerous. The intentions might be different. In a simple 
case it may be done in order to get attention of as many as possible and to 
induce farther actions that advertiser desires. Sometimes, people with specific 
or desperate needs are targeted. To get any more details they have to register 
or perform other actions. Unfortunately, this method is also used in selling/ 
advertising jobs. The advertisers do not care; the time is not their money! Vor*y 
often such methods are used to swindle personal data. .

Resulted disinformation process involves social cost-and should no ^ loe 
tolerated. Direct meaningful communication can stop it.

Specializing—21st century.has started what is called information era, w^xiclx 
means more and more people are working with information. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t mean that communication is getting easier and more direct. SpecialpizecL 
firms overtake particular information fields to build their own empires^ jot> 
agencies, training companies, research companies, marketing compaiiies, 
consulting companies and so on. What we expect from them is not necess warily 
what we get. We want fast, reliable, possibly direct communication, instead
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of that we get often, time consuming, complicated, unclear process delivering 
vague, or unclear information which might be just a fake as well.

One-way communication—Time/space distance and general character can make 
communication looked as of one-way type. One-way communication may be 
intended or not. If intended, it means that we get a message but nobody expects 
our answer or we send a message without expecting any response directly. If not 
intended, such situations may be created because of the presence of barriers. As 
communication is about relations and relating, normal true one-way communication 
usually happens only forward in time when recipient of information is not able to 
respond because the sender does not exist any more. Of course, usual barriers may 
also be present but no feedback can be used to make any corrections.

Development Support 
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Information sharing problems—Most of the progress made in the history of 
civilization has been done by sharing knowledge and experience, which means 
sharing information. It is not necessary to explain the role of communication 
in this case.

Most people agree that information, which may contribute to the 
improvement of well-being of the man, should be shared widely and freely. 
Unfortunately, others perceive it as one more kind of goods for sale. The prob
lem is that the profit goes usually to the proprietors of communication barriers 
instead of gratifying original creators who may not even know about it.

We usually agree to pay for information when some value is added. This 
is why we have no objection to pay for books but we don’t want to pay only 
because the access has been barred and information channel has been blocked 
discordantly to the intentions of the creators of information.

Sharing information is very important as it permits progress while 
resources are limited; it has similar properties to money. Its fast circulation 
makes the things happen. But exchange information for money should be 
avoided, as in this case its miraculous properties are lost.

Information/communication access problems—Nobody denies that access to 
information is important and the consequences of lack of it can be dangerous 
and disastrous especially in real time situations.

Access to information is also important when time/distance factor is 
involved. Information intended to be free should remain free. Information pos
sessing all attributes qualifying it as important for public should become and 
remain free as well. '

There are many commonly known problems of the contemporary world 
requiring fast effective solutions. In order to find these solutions international 
cooperation of many smart individuals is required. In order to make it possible, 
special communication tools are needed. The Internet, primarily intended for 
military purpose, then used to create free communication for scientific commu
nity, and finally used as universal communication tool for everybody, has all 
necessary qualities to make a platform for such communication. Many people 
expect that despite of several problems, it will.
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This common positive thinking is dashed by attempts to commercialize 
whatever still remains free. Specialized websites created to facilitate access tc 
information are .doing this but for to.much money. The access to “free” informa 
tion became one of saleable goods.

There are many people, willing to share information but the access is 
being jammed by commercial noise. People use Internet forums to overcome 
the problem but it does not resolve all problems.

If we want to communicate effectively, the access'to information is 
needed, should we have it? Or should we give up?

Fraud, spying and spamming—Activities related to fraud, spying an<L 
spamming are the most dangerous and socially harmful. They create barriers 
to communication and related enormously large social loss of time, energy an<k 

money. They are present everywhere but the Internet has become current! ? 
their main target.

This problem is also related to previously mentioned specializatior . 
Internet, this fantastic communication platform became a tool for making easy 
money. Some people consider it as “Hide Park for doing.” It is impossible to 
distinguish honest websites from fraudulent. Even though some provide their* 
service as required, they cannot resist the temptations to get more out of it.

The problem concerns some agencies, which are much more concen
trated on guttering personal data of their clients than on the services they are 
expected to provide. People are told to give their personal data for contact and 
security reasons but after receiving bunches of spam every day, they realis e 
the real motive of this.

Nobody wants to be called by name by the people we have no interest fco 
communicate with. Unfortunately, Internet mailing centres and websites spe
cialized in spamming people, infecting personal computers with spywares aijd 

addwares are still tolerated. They are growing and there is no formal place to 
complain about. Not many software companies .can resist the opportunity to 
get some information from activities of our computers and their powerful lot> - 

bing opposes the legislative regulations. Information about us is gold, whicti 
everybody wants. Nobody takes care of our communication needs any more

Needs to Communicate
Free communication is one of the main attributes of freedom. This is 

why, people feeling lost in over structured reality full of communication barri
ers need new free ways to communicate.

The phenomenon of the Internet has taken place because of the presence 
of these gigantic needs which have never been fulfilled before. Unable to corn- 
municate around them people are now trying to communicate outward th4ix*
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usual life-space.
Many of them, discredited or discriminated, despite their insulation 

in often small societies, sometimes enchained by cultural or religious rul ss, 
are trying to get a feeling of freedom through the new way of communication. 
Thanks to the Internet, this is possible for many.
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The same phenomenon of continuously growing communication needs 
emerged currently as plethora of cell phones in every pocket.

Sociological Needs to Communicate
High importance given to social communication is usually perceived as 

related to development of democracy. This is, of course, true but social commu
nication, no mater what was the political or social system in place was always 
the main tool to create those systems. In fact, social communication is the main 
creator of our civilization.

The society is an organized system. Such a system functions, while 
autonomous, on behalf of itself and its members. Additionally, Democratic Sys
tems in general consider interest of the individuals and set it as their priority. 
There are many different systems claiming to be democratic; you can find a lot 
of information about them on the Internet. What is important for us now, that 
all rules, norms, structures, everything created to support and maintain any 
political or social system are created by the means of social communication.

The health of the system of any given society depends mainly on the way 
it was established and its internal integration. Its coherence depends on the 
quantity and quality of the common elements. Its authenticity is determined 
by the presence of direct relations, cooperation, communication and harmoni
ous progress.

The process of adaptation of the individuals in order to meet the require
ments of the society is based on the creation of behavioural rules. One should 
learn those rules, respect them and use them as the comportment matrix. All 
these rules, called social norms, constitute a system which covers all aspects of 
life, for example, the order and hierarchy of values, standard acceptable man
ners and behaviours, moral code, etc., including the norms created by political 
system like the law and other obligations.

The norms determine and control the social behaviour of individuals 
and groups but the social system evolves so the same happen to its norms. The 
constant evolution of social systems is necessary for their self-improvement 
and adaptation to internal and external changes. If this evolution and related 
changes improve well-being of all members of the society and functioning of the 
system itself we are talking about the progress.

The society should progress, which involves the changes of the norms in 
order to adapt them to the new environment. Social communication is the main 
tool to take care of this job. It ensures the participation of citizens in the process 
while providing access to information. The various programmes implemented 
by the government give priority to several formal regulations which support 
indirect communication in the social communication sector. Cross-cultural and 
ethnic communication barriers usually inhibit information flow making neces
sary processes difficult. This slows down the progress and waist social energy. 
The social energy, itself, known also as synergy is derived from the social inter
action and makes gigantic powerful tool to handle incoming challenges and 
problems in positive way. Neglected, it does not contribute to people’s satisfac
tion and happiness and cannot support and encourage integration.
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Psychological Needs to Communicate
It is unquestionable that language is a part of being human. Commurii - 

cation, which means language in action, is one of major functions of the human, 
mind. Human needs for communication are therefore basic needs, i.e., those 
that are essential for our existence and very survival.

Communication is inscribed in Human Nature. For individual it fulfils 
needs for self-expression and recognition. It creates a place in family and soci
ety. It gives importance of every individual’s life and existence.

Inability to communicate creates a feeling of powerlessness about Ihe 
world around and a sense of isolation and loneliness. Unable to be listened toL 

one becomes useless and unimportant.
Communication is a fundamental social necessity. The gift of language 

is the gift of freedom, where freedom means being part of life. The inability to 
communicate creates a feeling of inferiority and may regress into farther loss 
of freedom. Communication allows access to resources, self-expression ancl 
ideas exchange.

Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights*proclaims: 
“Everyone has the right to freedom of expression and opinion; this right 
includes the freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive 
arid impart information and ideas through any media and regardless o±* 
frontiers.”

NOTES

Genuine freedom may be experienced^only if we can encounter others 
and communicate without barriers.

The most severe punishment known to the human race is isolation. Peo
ple may be isolated or feel isolated for many reasons. Nevertheless, there are 
two main classes'that causes of isolations may belong to. First, the difference 
of people themselves and secondly, the difference of their current situations i^i 
life which may be incorrect and abnormal.

People may be different because of their age, lack of companion, dis
abilities, culture, religion, background, race, ability of expression, etc. Theilr 

different life situations are social positions, wealth, unemployment, etc. Unem
ployment and misemployment are typical and well-known causes of such situ - 
ations. Combined with elements from the first class, i.e., differences of people 
themselves may create disaster for individuals and groups.

Loneliness is relative; it may be real or self-perceived mentally. The last one 
is usually, related to the feeling of social or economic deprivation. It hurts peopl 2 
of different ages, young and old. All of them perceive themselves at the periphery* 
of life, as useless and unwanted. Of course, their chance to return to normal life 
might depend on their age and social networks providing necessary help.

Fighting loneliness is very important. Citizenship cannot be founded 0]i 
social uselessness. Integration cannot be possible. People function correctly* 
only in correct social networks around them, no matter whether it is family*, 
circle of friends, co-workers or general society. -

People have to develop a sense of belonging, which is not possible if* 
nothing belongs to them and they do not belong to anything. It is a social
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responsibility to allow them to feel as part of common society. Personal loneli
ness creates barriers to communication in a vicious circle, which is hard to be 
broken as weak communication increases loneliness, which as a result creates 
more barriers, and communication gets worst.

People trapped by loneliness become spectators in the life; they cannot' 
contribute to the development of the society they live in. They have no food 
for their mind and their positive emotions. Nobody wants their commitment; 
nobody needs their contribution.

Young people handle these situations better, which does not mean that 
the ways they choose are socially accepted and welcomed. Older people manage 
worst; they may suffer personal tragedy or even finish by premature death. It 
is commonly known that the life expectancy drops significantly after people’s 
retirement followed by lack of farther social activities. While we witness family 
degradation nowadays, other social environments and activities become more 
and more important. The distribution of work over life cycle has changed radi
cally. Education process takes longer so youngsters enter labour market later. 
Additionally, they have difficulty, to find proper jobs. Activities after the age of 
55 are significantly dropped.

Progressing globalization causes further damage to the employment 
market. Countries are deprived of the possibilities to diverse their economic 
activities. This hurts especially professionals. Due to open markets a lot of 
them seem to be no more needed.

Technological progress combined with constraints in distribution of 
knowledge and unadapted educational systems are adding more and more 
problems to the existing situation. Despite the increased possibility of working 
abroad, new problems arise as professional associations block opportunities 
through legislature. Only simple and precarious employment remains acces
sible, which pose a considerable risk of impoverishment and social exclusion.

It seems that just a few global development centres can handle creative 
jobs, which were previously done in every country before the globalization 
started. Of course, there is.no doubt that this is not illusionary but there is a 
hope that people wake up won’t permit to transform themselves in simple cus
tomers of just one centralized system.

This approach was present in communist systems and I hope nobody 
wants it anymore. I also hope that people will want to keep their rights for cre
ativity and intellectual adventure, at least some of them, therefore our social 
system, which is still very far from providing necessary conditions, should 
remove the increasing gap between sociology'and technology.

As Earth population grows, ecological problems increase, decisions can
not be left for closed entities. This requires global transformation of the system 
to open a way for intellectual contribution of many single individuals from all 
around the world.

As working lifetime was truncated from both ends so other means have 
to be provided. People are excluded from the labour market not because they 
are not necessary any more but because the current socio-economical systems
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have failed, which means that we are wasting human resources, human energy 
and possibility to do much better.

We do not compete for recognition as human beings but nowadays the 
ancient battle for territory has evolved into competition for shares in global; 
mind. To be a part of it we all have to communicate. It is the very reason why 
I am writing this myself and not just thinking about.

• The impossibility of practising an occupation^ premature retirement in 
collective judgement triggers negative social perception. Retirement is the 
time for those who cannot work anymore but must not be socio-economically 
banishment from life.

Accepting that a huge part of world population will reach at age of 50 
and more in 2015 due to so called baby-boomers effect means that we agree to 
condemn this part of population for exclusion from life which leads to acceler
ated aging process and human degradation.

Many people who lost their job or job opportunities are declared as belong
ing to the Old Economy. This is only partially true. As a mater of fact this New 
Economy is just unable to acquire as many profession as it is really needed.

Monopolization of IT related activities and decreasing access to scientific 
information for individuals make good examples. Fact that highly educated 
people take simple jobs and shortly trained ignoramuses fill responsible posi
tions means that the system is sick and has to be replaced.

Professional loneliness for usually active people hurts as much as per
sonal one. Inability to share and discuss and exchange ideas, the fact of lack of 
colleagues around to talk, creates a feeling of powerlessness.

This phenomenon is also well known just after* graduation and-can per
sist if professional ambitions of individuals are not fulfilled. In fact, they are 
rather dashed by unrelated job taken in place of the proper one. McDonald’s 
network cannot resolve the problems nf young engineers seeking a place to 
contribute using their learned skills.

The presence of these problems proves that communication process 
in this part of our civilization system does not function correctly and more 
research has to be done to identify existing barriers. It seems that many para
site intermediate structures have evolved taking opportunities from the tech
nological and organizational changes. These structures are building barriers 
to communication and reflect distorted image of the real problems. All these in 
the name of the New Economy, ignore the fact that even in the New Economy 
old truths are still valid.

Finding a place in this world seems to be more difficult for many individuals 
but if we want our civilization to progress, new form of efficient communication 
must be found and this is not a technological problem. Currently existing, mostly 
artificial, barriers have to be removed. We have to return to the concept of creat
ing civilization wealth as sum of the wealth of individuals. This includes physical 
and mental parts otherwise we will be drifting to systems that have already failed.
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In very simple terms, rural development refers to development of the 
rural areas and raising the standard of life of the rural people. In our country 
more than 70 % of the people live in rural areas or villages whose main profes
sion is agriculture and related trades. In a similar situation like agriculture 
the villages or rural communities are also characterized by a low or almost 
absent literacy rate, lack of modern means of transport and communication, 
lack of innovativeness, etc. These factors have rendered our rural areas and 
communities into islands of underdevelopment.

We all know that the government and society have been trying their best 
to develop ourselves into the status of a developed nation in an adequate point 
of time. But how can the country go forward as a whole with such a major bur
den of illiterate and underprivileged people who form the bulk of the Indian 
population as a whole.

One important aspect of this entire episode is that if a majority of the. 
population in any nation remain underdeveloped how can we think of develop
ing. Of course, at the same time this is also true that this sort of underdevelop
ment prevails in many Indian cities and towns also. However, as in the towns 
and cities there are quite a few agencies and avenues for taking up develop
mental schemes'the situation is somewhat better than to the rural areas. The 
backwardness of rural and village areas is characterized by several aspects. 
These include—poor transport and communication, orthodoxies given birth by 
the lack of literacy and exposure to information and education, in many cases 
schools and other educational institutions in very dilapidated conditions unfit 
for teaching purpose, non-availability of health and medical facilities, etc. But 
apart from all this, there is another very important aspect of rural develop
ment. It is agricultural development and it can infact be called the most impor
tant aspect of development in rural areas. This is because agriculture being 
the main source of income of the rural people, improvement of agricultural can 
directly and indirectly facilitate development in many other areas: We will dis
cuss communication for agricultural development in the next section.

NOTES

4.4. AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATION

Agricultural communication (or agricultural communications) is a field 
of study and work that focuses on communication about agriculture-related 
information among agricultural stakeholders and between agricultural and 
non-agricultural stakeholders. It is done formally and informally by agricul
tural extension and is considered a subset of science communication. However, 
it has evolved into its own professional field.

By definition, agricultural communicators are science communicators 
that deal exclusively with the diverse, applied science and business that is
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agriculture. An agricultural communicator is “expected to bring with him or 
her a level of specialized knowledge in the agricultural field that typically is 
not required of the mass communicator”. Agricultural communication also 
addresses all subject areas related to the complex enterprises of food, feed, fibre, 
renewable energy, natural resource management, rural development and oth
ers, locally to globally. Furthermore, it spans all participants, from scientists to 
consumers—and all stages of those enterprises, from agricultural research and • 
production to processing, marketing, consumption, nutrition and health.

A growing market for agricultural journalists and broadcasters led to 
the establishment of agricultural journalism and agricultural communication 

.academic disciplines. *
The job market for agricultural communicators includes:

• Farm broadcasting
• Journalists and editors of agricultural/rural magazines and newspapers
• . Communication specialist, public relations practitioner, or Web devel

oper for agricultural commodity organizations, businesses, non-profits
• Sales representative for agricultural business
• Science journalist
• Land-grant university communication specialist
• Public relations or advertising for firms that specialize in or have agri

cultural clients
The academic field originated from communication cours.es that taught 

students in the agricultural sciences how to communicate. Originally, agricul
tural journalists were needed to report farm news for a much larger agricul
tural and rural audience. As people moved from the farm to cities and suburbs, 
a much greater proportion of the population had less direct knowledge and • 
experience regarding agriculture. While a need still exists for agricultural 
journalists, an equal, if not greater need exists for agricultural communicators 
who can act as liaisons between an industry with deeply rooted traditions and 
values and a public with little to no understanding of how agriculture operates • 
and why it is the way it is.

Theoretically speaking, agricultural communication is an applied theo
retical field. The academic curriculum and scholarly endeavours typically stay 
within the context of agriculture, natural resources, and occasionally,.the life 
sciences. It examines communication and human dimension issues as they 
relate to a variety of issues in agriculture and natural resources. Agricultural 
journalism is not always differentiated from agricultural communications in 
research. One could argue that when research focuses on media coverage of 
agricultural issues or when it examines issues within agricultural journalism 
specifically (i.e., what influences editors of agriculture magazines to publish 
risk information), then it is more within the realm of agricultural journal
ism. Journalism is often seen as a subset of communication that is supposed 
to be fair and balanced like traditional journalism, whereas the broader ■
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field of agricultural communication could potentially be viewed as advocacy 
communication.

Agricultural communicators are expected to have a’ certain amount of 
knowledge and familiarity with agriculture. One could also add to that defini
tion and say the communicator also brings with him or her an appreciation, 
or even affection, for the agriculture industry. While this is also probably true 
of agricultural journalists, they at least need to be cognizant of their potential 
bias to ensure they ask critical questions and present unbiased information. 
Agricultural journalists are trained like traditional journalists, but bring with 
them an understanding of agricultural systems and science either through 
experience and/or academic training.

It is needless to repeat the fact that India is a country where agriculture 
plays a major role in her economy. Traditionally, we are an agriculture-based 
economy though in the last few decades the share of agriculture in our economy 
has gone down considerably. Here are a few characteristics which have kept it 
at an important and prime position in the Indian economic sector. These include:

• It is still the largest sector of employment and also a disguised 
employment,

• It is still based on old and not very productive techniques of production '
with advanced cultivation happening only in case of a marginal per
centage of farmers, • .

• Most of the people engaged in it live in rural and semi-urban areas of 
the country,

• All these rural areas are mostly devoid of a good transport and com
munication system,

Due to all these factors and despite a highly adequate emphasis on this 
sector in several Of the five-year plans of the country, our agriculture has been 
largely lagging behind all other economic sectors over the years. And so is,the 
case of the people involved with this profession. Most of them are underprivi
leged, illiterate, living in not so desirable conditions normally associated with 
an uncomfortable living standard. Hence, we need the services of development 
communication to push the developmental factor in the agriculture sector as 
much as possible. * *

Being an agriculture-based economy, the governments—both the Centre 
and the States have been trying their best to carry out ambitious plans and 
strategies for development of agriculture in the country since Independence. In 
fact, the first Five Year plan had agriculture as the most important focus. Even 
though it may not have been given-the primary status in other five-year plans, 
yet it was accorded a major position in terms of developing it.

So we have agriculture, universities, veterinary colleges in almost every 
state of the country as well, as the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
(ICAR) based at Delhi. These institutions, particularly the ICAR has been 
spearheading an all-round development and research strategy in this field for 
the last several decades.
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Now, these institutions and other related research organizations have 
been regularly carrying out many high profile researches into various aspects 
of agriculture and veterinary. For example, researchers in these institutions 
may be engaged in finding out high-yielding variety seeds for better productiv
ity, seeds which may grow even in very adverse conditions, livestock and poul
try which may yield better and more quantity of milk, meat, etc.

But the problem is how to make such ‘knowledge5 or' ‘information5 avail
able to the actual target audience who is expected to be benefited by these 
research findings. We are developing these findings only for the benefit of 
the farmers engaged in agriculture in remote, areas of the country. Until and 
unless they can derive any advantage from these new findings, what is the util
ity or justification of achieving these positive results.

These are basically applied research which is.expected to help a specific 
community or target audience. We have already said that most of the aver
age farmers are usually illiterate, underprivileged, devoid of any proper and 
effective information for taking up something innovative in their , profession. 
Thus it is the utmost duty of the society to facilitate transfer of these research 
findings or knowledge to the farmers. This will ensure that the latter can take 
benefits from it by applying this information to their practice. And thereby 
manage to attain a better living standard in due course of time. So there is 
the express requirement of having an agricultural communication system for 
development of the farming community.

This is agricultural communication. It is the process by which we try to 
disseminate the research findings to our farmers and teach them how to apply 
these in practice

NOTES

Suitable Media
In a society we must carry out any developmental communication activity 

only with all the resources (in our case—media) available with us for the pur
pose. At this point thisds to be noted seriously that each and every mass media, 
or other forms of media may not be equally suitable and comfortable for carrying 
out the task of development communication. We will have to look for a suitable 
media out of all these and implement the task with a judicious ‘media planning’.

You must be curious about the term-‘media planning’. It means prepar
ing a finely-balanced mixture of different types of media for dissemination of 
the desired information to the actual target audience. This planning is based 
on the findings on what type of media is available at that specific place, how 
many people have access to any particular type of media, preference of a spe
cific media agency by the people from different age groups, etc.

In other words, we can’t ignore any single media setting it aside on the 
basis of its lower level of penetration of the masses. We must consider all of 
them even if they are able to provide exposure to only a smaller percentage of 
the masses. Besides, we must also be highly careful and impartial in selecting 
the right kind of media mix for delivering the information to the people. This 
is because an imbalanced media planning will prove only detrimental rather 
than delivering the goods to the people.
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Everything that exists remains in some kind of relations with anything 
else but of course we cannot say that the sun is telling the earth to stay firmly 
on its orbit so we understand communication as a process involving rather liv
ing things, especially people. While communicating, people use symbols and 
actions, which are specific for any particular culture, nation or even social 
group. The symbols used are different, which are evident while comparing 
written and spoken words from different languages. Body language, which 
represents unspoken part of symbols and actions, is different as well. The phe
nomenon of language is what human race has invented and developed through 
centuries for the purpose of communication. This is a unique set. of word-sym
bols and grammatical rules for all kind of possible situation where communi
cation may take place. But still it is not all as use of a language means much 
more and includes intonation, stress, special grammatical arrangements, 
metaphors and body language.

Communication needs medium or media, the means through which informa
tion goes, and use of our senses to create and receive information. There may be 
many different ways information travels through from the sender to the recipient. 
We are using ‘communication channels’ expression while talking about these things.

Communication is a matter of everyday interactions among the people. 
As some of these situations repeat frequently, there are specific rituals to be 
performed for each of them. This is. specially true in formal communication 
which means “people performing symbols according to normative forms to 
achieve social ends.”

Rural development refers to development of the rural areas and raising 
the standard of life of the rural people. The backwardness of rural and village 
areas are characterized by several aspects. These include - poor transport and 
communication, orthodoxies given birth by the lack of literacy and exposure 
to information and education, Poor infrastructure of schools and other educa
tional institutions, non-availability of health and medical facilities, etc.

Agricultural development is the most important aspect of development in 
rural areas. We need the services'of development communication to mobilize devel
opment in agriculture. Both central and state governments have always emphasized 
the importance of development of agriculture in the country since Independence. 
The first Five Year plan had agriculture as the most important focus.

There are agriculture universities, veterinary colleges in almost every 
state of the country as well as the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
(ICAR) based in Delhi. These institutions, particularly the ICAR has been 
spearheading an all-round development and research strategy in this field for 

. the last several decades.
Media planning means preparing a finely-balanced mixture of different 

types of media for dissemination of the desired information to the actual target 
audience. Print medium is mainly an urban medium and it can’t be exactly 
termed as an ideal medium for rural and agricultural development.

Among the electronic media, Radio is found to be the most suitable one 
for rural as well as agricultural target audiences.
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A new concept which is becoming popular in our country which has a 
high potential for being used for furthering the cause of development commu
nication is Community radio. .

Community radio is a small-calibre FM radio station with a limited range 
used for local purposes for disseminating information. This is a very ideal tool 
for development communication. Because they enjoy the scope of broadcasting 
programmes in their local languages, comprehensive and easily-understand- 
able programme contents for the local'masses, and concerning itself with only 
those aspects which have a direct and indirect relevance for the community.

NOTES

4.6. GLOSSARY

Agricultural Communication: Agricultural communication is a field 
of study and work that focuses on communication about agriculture-related 
information among agricultural stakeholders and between agricultural and 
non-agricultural stakeholders.

Communication Barriers: A “communication barrier” or “a barrier tc 
communication” is anything that interferes with the transfer of intended infer-j 
mation from a sender to a receiver. This can include anything from static on! 
a radio, preventing the listener from hearing the programme, to a third party 
interfering in a conversation between two people.

4.7. REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Write a note on the development support of communication.
2. Discuss the barriers of communication.
3. What is meant by agricultural communication?

• 4. Briefly explain the rural communication.
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6. Boone, K., Meisenbach, T.,' & Tucker, M. (2000), Agricultural communication 5: 

Changes and challenges, Iowa State University Press.
7. Evans, J. (2008), Agricultural Communication Oral History Project, Agricultur *.1

Communications Documentation Center. - '
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5.4. Summary
5.5. Glossary
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5.7; Further Readings

5.1. INTRODUCTION

An extension agency is an organization that practises extension in the 
context of community development. An example is the Cooperative Extension 
Service, which aims to assist individuals or groups in defining and achieving 
their goals in rural communities in the USA. Extension agents are trained in 
the skills of extension, such as communication and group facilitation, and usu
ally in technical areas of the sector they serve (for example agriculture, health, 
or safety). Agricultural extension agencies promote more profitable and sus
tainable farming, while health extension agencies promote improved health.

Extension agents are represented by professional organizations such 
as the Australasia-Pacific Extension Network and publish in journals such, 
as the Journal of Extension. Every state and many local governments have 
economic development agencies dedicated to assist new and established busi
nesses start, grow and succeed. Services provided by these agencies typically 
include:

• Start up advice, training and resources
• 1 Financial assistance with loans, grants and tax-exempt bonds
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• Business location and site selection assistance
• Employee recruitment and training assistance

Development
Communication

Community Development and Rural Extension 

Community development is the method,'and rural extension is the 
agency through which the five year plan seeks to initiate a process of transfor
mation of the social and economic life of the villages. The plan provides ? 90 
crore for community projects and proposes' the establishment over a period of 
about ten years of a network of extension workers throughout the country. The • 
object of this unit is to indicate briefly the significance of the two programmes 
and their places in national reconstruction. )

For some three decades rural development work has been undertaken by 
different branches of the administration in the States. Until a few years agoL 
the expenditure on development was meagre and rural development work was 
thought of largely in terms of particular items of improvement in.village lifs 
and in agricultural practice, and special attention was given, for instance, to 
the number of wells sunk or repaired, for the supply of irrigation or drinkin g 
water, the supply of seeds or fertilizers, or the number of manure pits du^. 
Starting of rural credit societies etc. These are essential items in any ruri.1 

programme, but there was no coordinated approach to village life as a whole.
If one goes back to the study of the efforts made before World War II i n. 

individual Provinces and States and considers, the experience gained in lat ^r* 
years in Sevagram in Madhya Pradesh, in the Firka Development scheme a.n

Etawah and Gorakhpur jin 

Uttar Pradesh and other centres which are perhaps less well known, certain 
broad conclusions emerge. These are:

When different departments of the Government approach each villagpir, 
from the aspect of its own work, the effect on the villager is apt to t>e 
confusing and no permanent impression is created. The peasant’s life 
is not cut into segments in the way the Government’s activities are 
to be; the approach to the villager has, therefore, to be a coordinate cl 

one and has to comprehend his whole life. Such an approach has to Toe 
made,jiot through a multiplicity of departmental officials, but throu.gli 
an agent common at least to the principal departments engage^ in- 

rural work, whom it is now customary to describe as the village level 
worker. ...
Programmes which have been built on the cooperation of the. people 
have more chances of abiding success than those which are forced down 
on them.

(Hi) While the official machinery has to guide and assist, the principal 
responsibility for improving their own condition must rest witn tlie 
people themselves. Unless they feel that a programme is theirs' ancl 
value it as a practical contribution to their own welfare, ho substantial 
results will be gained. • .

NOTES

Madras, in the Sarvodaya centres in Mumbai, in

(0

(ii)
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Programmes, largely dependent on expenditure by the Government, in 
which the elements of self-help and the mutual cooperation on the part 
of villagers are present only in a nominal degree, are shortlived. The 
essential idea should be the reduction of chronic unemployment which 
is a feature of rural life—through the practice of scientific agriculture 
and cottage and small-scale industries.
Advice and precept are of no avail unless they are backed by practical 
aids—supplies of seed and fertilizer, finance and technical guidance for 
solving the farmer’s immediate problems.
Whatever the measures of the effort which the Government wishes to 
make, the best results will be gained if the programmes are pursued 
intensively, and practically every agriculturist family has its own con
tribution to make through a village organization.
The approach to the villager would be in terms of his own experience 
and problems, conceived on the pattern of simplicity, avoiding elabo
rate techniques and equipment until he is ready for them.
There has to be a dominant purpose round which the enthusiasm of the 
people can be aroused and sustained, a purpose which can draw forth 
from the people and those who assist them on behalf of the Government 
the will to work as well as a sense of urgency. The aim should be to 
create in the rural population a burning desire for a higher standard of 
living—a will to live better.

Community Development Programme
These lessons from the experience of the past have been brought together 

in the conception and concrete formulation of the community development pro
gramme, which has been launched during 1952. While the concept is not a new 
one, progress has in the past been hampered by insufficiency of available funds.

Size of the unit
For each community project, as at present planned, there will be approx

imately 300 villages with a total area of about 450 to 500 square miles, a 
cultivated area of about 150,000 acres and a population of about 200,000. The 
project area is conceived as being divided into three Development Blocks, each 
consisting of about 100 villages and a population of about 50,000 to 70,000. 
The Development Block is, in turn, divided into groups of 5 villages each, each 
group being the field of operation for a village level worker.

Location of Units
The initial programme has been started with approximately 55 projects 

of rural development located in select areas in the several States of India. A 
certain degree of flexibility is allowed in the actual allotment of projects. Thus, 
while many are complete projects of about 300 villages each, some are also 
independent development blocks of about 100 villages each, depending upon 
the needs and conditions of the particular areas chosen for development.

(iv) Development and 
Extension Agencies

NOTES

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)
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As increased agricultural production is the most urgent objective, one 
of the basic criteria in the selection of this first set of project areas has been 
the existence of irrigation facilities or assured rainfall. In assessing irrigation 
facilities and the possibilities of development, irrigation from river valley proj
ects, from tube wells, as well as from minor irrigation works, have been taken 
into account. In States like West Bengal and Punjab, with a large population 
of displaced persons, the selection of project areas aims also at helping the 
resettlement of these persons. Seven areas have been selected on the ground 
of the areas being inhabited predominantly by the scheduled tribes. In every 
field of activity, whether social or economic, urban and rural development are 
complementary, for, neither towns nor villages can advance alone. Where the 
existing urban facilities are inadequate or where large numbers of displaced 
persons have to be rehabilitated, the intention is that the urban development 
should take the form of new townships. Six such projects have been proposed 
to be taken up under the current programme.

Under such rural-CMW-urban development, new towns will come into 
existence to serve as centres which will draw sustenance from the surround- - 
ing countryside and, in return, carry to it new amenities and the spirit of a 
developing and changing economy. The creation of new centres of small-scale 
industrial production, closely coordinated wilh rural development, is funda-l 
mental to national development, in no other way can the present occupational^ 
imbalance between agriculture and industry, between village and town, be cor-! 
rected. With the development of power resources and communications and th^ 
growth of basic industries, the scope for establishing such centres will steadilv 
increase and, as the economy develops, this programme will gain importance! 
During the first few years, however, it is inevitable that by far the greatest 
stress in community development, as indeed in national planning, should be 
on rural areas. The intensive development of agriculture, the extension o|f 

irrigation, rural electrification and the revival of village industries, wherevejt* 
possible, with the help of improved techniques, accompanied by land refornn 
and a revitalized cooperative movement, are programmes closely related to 
one another, and together calculated to change the face of the rural economy

Main lines of activity
The main lines of activity which will be undertaken in a community prop - 

ect, can be briefly divided into following: I
Agriculture and related matters, Irrigation, Communications, Education.; 

Health, Supplementary Employment, Housing, Training, and Social Welfare.

Agriculture and related matters

The programme includes reclamation of available \Hrgin and waste lar cl; 
the provision of commercial fertilizers and improved seeds; the promotion of 
fruit and vegetable cultivation of improved agricultural technique and la ci.cL 
utilization; supply of technical information, improved agricultural impjLo- 

' ments, improved marketing and credit facilities, provision of soil surveys 
prevention of soil erosion, encouragement of the use of natural and compost

Development
Communication
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manures and improvement of livestock, the principal emphasis here being on 
the establishment of key villages for breeding pedigree stock and the provision 
of veterinary aid, as well as artificial insemination centres. For attaining this 
objective, agricultural extension service will be provided at the rate of one agri
cultural extension worker for every five villages.

One of the important functions of the agricultural extension worker will 
be to encourage the growth of a healthy cooperative movement. The aim will be 
to see that there is at least one multipurpose society in every village or group of 
villages on which practically every agriculturist family is represented.

It is expected “that the cooperative principle, in its infinitely varying 
forms, will be capable of adaptation for finding a solution to all problems of 
rural life.” Multipurpose societies will therefore have to be used for practi
cally every development activity in the community project area, including the 
encouragement of rural arts and crafts.

Irrigation

The programme visualizes provision of water for agriculture through 
minor irrigation works, e.g., tanks, canals, surface wells, tube wells, etc., the 
intention being that at least-half of the agricultural land, if possible, be served 
with irrigation facilities.

Development and 
Extension Agencies
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Communications

The road system on the country side is to be so developed as to link every 
village within the project area upto a maximum distance of half a mile from the . 
village, the latter distance being connected by feeder roads through voluntary 
labour of the villagers themselves, only the main roads being provided for and 
maintained by the State or other public agencies.

Education

It has been realized that the full development of a community cannot 
be achieved without a'strong educational base, alike for men and women. The 
community projects have been planned to provide for social education, expan
sion and improvement of primary and secondary education and its gradual 
conversion to basic type, provision of educational facilities for working chil
dren and promotion of youth welfare. Vocational and technical training will be 
emphasized in all the stages of the educational programme. Training facilities 
will be provided for imparting improved techniques to existing artisans and 
technicians, both in urban and rural areas. Training centres which already 
exist in any area, will be strengthened and developed, and new ones will be 

• established to meet the requirements of the project area.

Health

The Health Organization of the Project area will consist of three primary 
health units in the Development Blocks and a secondary health unit equipped 
with a hospital and a mobile dispensary at the headquarters of the project area 
and serving the area as a whole. It would aim at the improvement of environ
mental hygiene, including provision and protection of water supply; proper
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disposal of human and animal wastes; control of epidemic diseases such as 
Malaria, Cholera, Small-pox, Tuberculosis, etc. the provision of medical aid 
along with appropriate preventive measures, and the education of the popula
tion in hygienic living and in improved nutrition.

Supplementary Employment

The unemployed and the under-employed persons in the village commu
nity will be provided'with gainful employment to such an extent as is possible, 
by the development of cottage and small-scale industries, construction of brick 
kilns and saw mills and encouragement of employment through participation 
in the tertiary sector of the economy.

Development
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Housing

Apart from the provision of housing for community projects personnel 
steps will be taken, wherever possible, to provide demonstration and trainings 
in improved techniques and designs for. rural housing. In congested villagesL 
action in the direction of development of new sites, opening of village parks 
and playgrounds and assistance in the supply of building materials, may also 
be necessary. •

Training

The training of village level'workers, project supervisors and other* 
personnel for the Community Development Programme will be carried oy.-fc 
in 30 training centres .which have been set up with the assistance of the For cl 
Foundation of America. Each training centre will have facilities for about ^O 

Each centre will have double training staff so that the trainees cin. 

be divided into two groups. One group will be getting practical and supervisory 
work experience, while the other group will be utilizing the centres’ facilitijes 

■for lectures, demonstrations and discussions. In view of the great demand pn 
the training centres to turn out people quickly for the opening of new projects, 
the training period will, in the first instance, be limited to six months. In adcLi- 
tion to the training of village level workers and supervisors, the agricultural 
extension service workers in the Project areas will take steps for the training 
of the agriculturists, panches and village leaders.

Social welfare

There will be a provision for audio-visual aid for instruction and recreat orx, 
for organizations of community entertainment, sports activities and melos.

trainees.

Organization

Centre For the Implementation of the Community Development Pro- 
indicated above, the Central Organization will consist of a Centra.!gramme as

Committee (the Planning Commission has been designated as the Central 
Committee) to lay down the broad policies and provide general supervision., 
and an Administrator of Community'Projects under the Central Commifctoe. 
The Administrator will be responsible for planning, directing and co-ordifnat-
ing the Community Projects throughout India under the general supervision
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of the Central Committee and in consultation with appropriate authorities in 
the various States. He will be assisted by a highly qualified executive staff to 
advise him on administration, finance, personnel, community planning and 
other matters.

State—At the State level, there will be a State Development Committee 
or a similar body consisting of the Chief Minister and such other Ministers as 
he may be considered necessary. There will also be a State Development Com
missioner or a similar official who will act as the Secretary to the State Devel
opment Committee and will .be responsible for directing community projects 
in the State. Where the work justifies it, there may, in addition, be a Deputy 
Development Commissioner specifically in charge of community projects. -

District—At the District level, there will be, wherever necessory, a 
District Development Officer responsible for the Community Development 
Programme in the district. This officer will have the status of an Additional 
Collector and will operate under the directions of the Development Commis
sioner. He will be advised by a District Development Board consisting of the 
officers of the various departments concerned with Community Development, 
with the Collector as Chairman and the District Development Officer as execu
tive Secretary.

Project—At the Project level, each individual project unit (consisting of 
a full project or one or more Development Blocks where there is not a full proj
ect) will be in charge of a Project Executive Officer. In the selection of Project 
Executive Officers, special regard will be paid to experience, general outlook, 
understanding of the needs and methods of Community Development, capacity 
for leadership and ability to secure both official and non-official co-operation. 
Each Project Executive Officer in charge of a full project, will have on his staff 
approximately 125 supervisors and village level workers, who will be respon
sible for the successful operation of all activities at the Project Level.

This organizational pattern will be adapted to suit local conditions and 
needs as may be deemed necessary by the Administrator and the respective 
State Governments.

Development and 
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People’s participation—The Crux of The Programme 

While on the subject of organization, it is necessary to stress the impor
tance of ensuring, right from the start, the people’s participation, not merely in 
the execution of the Community Development Project but also in its planning. 
This, in fact, is the very essence of the programme.

The Community Development Programme aims at the establishment of a 
suitable organ to ensure participation of the villagers at the planning stage. It con
tains provisions for the setting up of a Project Advisory Committee. It is intended 
that the Project Advisory Committee should be as representative as possible of all 
the non-official elements within the project area. In securing participation of the 
villagers in the execution of the programme, the Community Projects Organiza
tion will avail of all non-official local voluntary organizations and especially the 
Bharat Sevak Samaj, which is likely to be set up in the project area on the lines 
indicated in the pamphlet recently circulated by the Planning Commission.
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Villager’s Contribution to the Programme
The pattern of the project as drawn'up includes major items of works 

normally implemented through Government agencies. This is bound to 
involve higher expenditure’through elaborate administrative staff, middle
men’s fees and possibly in certain cases, questionable practices. If thef 
people are to be trained to be the builders of the future, the works have to 
be entrusted, even at certain risks, to the people themselves through their 
representative agencies, the Governmental organization furnishing the 
technical assistance and the essential finance. It is intended that a qualify^ 

ing scale of voluntary contribution, either in the form of money or of labour ,
condition precedent to

development schemes being undertaken under the Community DevelopJ- 
ment Programme. I

In all these cases, contributions may be in the form, either of voluntarfy 
labour or of cash. In respect of backward areas and areas predominanrfy' 
populated by scheduled castes and scheduled tribes it may not be possible fir 
the villagers to make any financial contribution. In these areas, the villagers 

should be asked to contribute by way of labour effort required for executiag 
the works programme under various heads. The agency of the Bharat Sevik 

Samaj is hoped to become a major avenue for the organization of the voluntary- 
effort on the part of the villagers. ■

Finance

Development
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should be laid down and this contribution will be a

The estimated expenditure on a basic type of a rural community project, 
i.e., a project without the provision for an urban unit, is ^ 65 lakh over a peritoci 
of three years. Of this amount, about ? 58.47 lakh will be rupee expenditure, 
and f 6.53 lakh will be dollar expenditure. The estimated cost of an urban unit 
(which it is intended to provide in a few projects) is ? in .lakhs. Of this amount, 
the estimated rupee expenditure is about ? 95.55 lakh and the dollar expendi
ture is ? 15.45 lakh. I

In order to enable expansion of the programme in future years, tl^Le 
Central Committee felt that some reduction in the estimated cost off a.

3L-rural community project, basic type, should be. made and, after examin 
tion of the question, has now decided that oil community projects shoialcL 
be operated on the basis of a reduced total of ? 45 lakh per project. Sol far 
as the existing projects are concerned, this would mean that the area of 
operations under each project on a population basis of 2 lakh per prof) ocfc
should be so revised or adjusted as to conform to the new expendifnre
pattern.

The Community Development Programme imposes financial obligatiioris 
on the Centre as well as on the State Governments. Broadly, the proportions 
which have been fixed are 75 per cent for the Centre'and 25 per cent for -ttio 
State in respect of non-recurring expenditure, and 50 per cent each for C* .ntx*© 
and States in'respect of recurring expenditure. This applies to ‘grants-in aid.’. 
Loan amount is totally found by the Centre. After the three-year perioq, -ttio
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Community Project areas are intended to become Development Blocks on the 
lines recommended for adoption in Chapter VI of the Grow More Food Enquiry 
Committee’s Report. It is expected that in so far as the Community Project 
areas are concerned, the expenses of such development blocks will be borne 
entirely by State Governments after the third year. The expenditure, mostly 
recurring, is likely to be about ? 3 lakh per project.
Supporting projects

The Community Development Programme is related to and supported in 
part by most of the other projects under the Indo-American Technical Coopera
tion Programme. The fertilizer required by the Community Development Pro
grammes will be acquired and distributed in accordance with the Operational 
Agreement No. I which deals with the “Project for Acquisition and Distribu
tion of Fertilizer”. Similarly, the iron and steel needed for farm implements 
and tools will be acquired and distributed in accordance with the “Project for 
the Acquisition and Distribution of Iron and Steel for Agricultural purposes”. 
The tube wells to be constructed in the project areas will be allocated from the 
“Project for Ground Water Irrigation”. Information and services with respect' 
to soils and fertilizer application will be made available from the “Project for 
distribution of soil fertility and fertilizer use”. Assistance in Malaria control 
in the project areas will be forthcoming from the, “Project for malaria control 
planned under the Technical Cooperation Programme”. The training of Village 
Level Workers and Project Supervisors will be carried out under the ‘Village 
Workers Training Programme.”

Development and 
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Evaluation

A systematic evaluation of the methods and results of the Community 
Development Programme will, no doubt, make a significant contribution by 
pointing up those methods which are proving effective, and those which are 
not; and furnishing an insight into the impact of the Community Develop
ment Programme upon the economy and culture of India. In order that it may 
be useful to those administering the Community Development Projects and 
serve as a basis for informed public opinion regarding the programme, the 
evaluation work is being arranged to be conducted by the Planning Commis
sion in close cooperation with the Ford Foundation and the Technical Coop
eration Administration.

National Extension Service
In setting out our proposals on the subject of administration of district 

development programmes, we have already attempted to analyze the organi
zational features of extension work in the district. The entire subject has been 
carefully reviewed recently by the Grow More Food Enquiry Committee. After 
examining the results of the campaign for increased food production, which 
has been in progress for several years, the Committee has stated the problem 
which extension workers have to meet in the following words :
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“No plan can have any chance of success unless the millions of small _ 
farmers in the country accept its objective, share in its making, regard it as 
their'own, and are prepared to make the sacrifices necessary for implementing 
it. The integrated production programme has failed to arouse enthusiasm for 
the reasons we have given. The food problem is a much wider one than mere 
elimination of food imports. It is the problem of bringing about such a large 
expansion of agricultural production as will assure to an increasing popula- 

' tion progressively rising levels of nutrition. In other words, the campaign for 
food production should be conceived as part of a plan for the most efficient 
use of land resources by the application of modern scientific research and the, 
evolution of a diversified economy. In its turn, agricultural improvement is 
an integral part of the much wider problem of raising the level of rural life 
The economic aspects of village life cannot be detached from the broadei 
social aspects; and agricultural improvement is inextricably linked up wit!. 
the whole set of social problems. The lesson to be derived from the working of 
the G. M. F. programmes thus confirms the experience of States and privat^ 
agencies engaged in village development. It is that all aspects of rural life ar4 - 
interrelated and that no lasting results can be achieved if individual aspect^ 

of it are dealt with in isolation. This does not mean that particular problems 
should not be given prominence but the plans for them should form parts ot, 
and be integrated with, those for achieving the wider aims. It is only by plac
ing this ideal—of bringing about an appreciable improvement in the standards 
of rural life and making it fuller and richer—before the country and ensuring 
that the energies of the entire administrative machinery of the States and th!e 
best nonofficial leadership are directed to plans for its realization that we ca^n . 
awaken mass.enthusiasm and enlist the active interest and support of the mil
lions of families living in the countryside in the immense task of bettering their* 
own condition.”
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5.2. GOVERNMENT AND NON-GOVERNMENT 

ORGANIZATIONS

Governmental Organizations
■ The organizations of Indian Government assist the Indian administra

tion to pursue realistic development goals. Most of the Indian'government 

organizations take the form of co-operatives.. --
The organizations of Indian Government are engaged in the betterment 

of the Indian economy. The co-operatives are independent legal entities dncl 
are capable of taking independent crucial decisions. Almost all of the organi
zations of Indian Government are controlled by its members. The contimkecL 
success of these organizations is a pointer to their success of intimate contjatct 

with the common Indian populace. The gamut.of Indian government organi
zations runs from agriculture to culture. Modern thrust areas such as sports.
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tourism and health also come under the ambit of the organizations of Indian 
Government. ' '

Development and 
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The Indian Government licensed co-operatives are divided into two 
empirical types: central co-operatives and state co-operatives. The non-' 
comprehensive list of organizations of Indian Government includes the 
following:

NOTES

• Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Develop
ment Authority. (APEDA): APEDA is an autonomous organization 
attached to the Ministry of Commerce of the Government of India. The 
main function of APEDA is to build links between Indian producers 
and the global markets.

• Agriculture and Rural Developments: The progress made by agri
culture in the last four decades has been one of the biggest success 
stories of free India.

• Anganwadi: Andhra Pradesh is one of the few states in the country, 
where a separate directorate and a separate department in the secre
tariat are functioning to look after the welfare of women and children.

• Army Welfare Housing Organization: AWHO was formed in Dec. 
1978 under the Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860. The aims and 
objectives of the Organization are to construct houses for serving/ 
retired Army personnel and their widows in selected stations through-. 
out the country.

• Border Roads Organization (BRO): Border Roads Organization 
(BRO) established as a road construction executive force, partly inte
gral to and in support of the Army and primarily conceived to meet its 
strategic requirements.

• • Census Kerala: This site provides information about history of census 
in Kerala and census statistics of Kerala.

• Central Organization for Railway Electrification: Central Orga
nization for Railway Electrification.

• Central Pension Accounting Office: The Central Pension Account
ing Office along with Ministries/Departments of Government of India 
including Department of Pensions and Pensioners Welfare, Public Sec
tor Banks and HDFC play a role in pension matters only as regards 
Civil employees.

• Community Information Centre: Community Information Cen-
. tre is a major initiative from the government of India to utilize IT - 

(Information Technology) as a cutting edge tool of development for the 
North Eastern States including Sikkim. The Government of India had 
planned to establish 487 CICs by 15th August 2002. Through these 
CICs people in that region would avail the benefits of Global connectiv
ity through Internet.
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Non-governmental Organizations 

. The term ‘non-governmental organization’ (NGO) normally refers tc 
organizations that are neither a part of a government nor conventional for| 
profit businesses. Usually set up by ordinary citizens, NGOs may be funded 
by governments, foundations or businesses. Some avoid formal funding alto£ 

gether and are run primarily by volunteers. NGOs are highly diverse group 
of organizations engaged with a -wide range of activities, and take different 
forms in different parts of the world. Some may have charitable status, whili 

others may be registered for tax exemption based on recognition of social pur - 
poses. Others may be fronts for political, religious or other interest groups.

The number of NGOs operating in the United States is estimated at 
1.5 million. Russia has 277,000 NGOs. India is estimated to have had aroun'l 
3.3 million NGOs in 2009, just over one NGO per 400 Indians, and many time s 
the number of primary schools and primary health centres in India.

NGOs are difficult to define, and the term ‘NGO’ is not used consistently-. 
As a result, there are many different classifications in use. The most commo n 
focus on ‘orientation’ and ‘level of operation’. An NGO’s orientation refers t o 
the type of activities it takes on. These activities might include human rights, 
environmental, or development work. An NGO’s level of operation indicates 
the scale at which an organization works, such as local, regional, national c x* 
international.

One of the earliest mentions of the term “NGO” was in 1945, when tl e 
United Nations (UN) was created. The UN, which is an inter-governmental 
organization, made it possible for certain approved specialized internationli.1 

non-state agencies - or non-governmental organizations - to be awarded observer 
status at its assembhes and some of its meetings. Later the term became us^d 
more widely. Today, according to the UN, any kind of private organization th; 
is independent from government control can be termed an “NGO”, provided it jis 
not-for-profit, non-criminal and not simply an opposition'political party.

One characteristic these diverse organizations share is that their no n- 
profit status means they are not hindered by short-term financial objectives. 
Accordingly, they are able to devote themselves to issues which occur across s 
longer time horizons, such as climate change, malaria prevention or a globfal 
ban on landmines. Public surveys reveal that NGOs often enjoy a high degree 
of public trust, which can make them a useful but not always sufficient - proxy 
for the concerns of society and stakeholders.

Types of Non-goyernmental Organization
The types of government and non-government organizations can 

understood by their orientation and level of operation.

By level of orientation:'

• Charitable orientation often involves a top-down paternalistic effox-t 
with little-participation by the “beneficiaries”. It includes NGOs w -tlx 
activities directed towards meeting the needs of the poor.
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• Service orientation includes NGOs with activities such as the provi
sion of health, family planning or education services in which the pro
gramme is designed by the NGO and people are expected to participate 
in its implementation and in receiving the service.

• Participatory orientation is characterized by self-help projects where 
local people are involved particularly in the implementation of a proj
ect by contributing cash, tools, land, materials, labour, etc. In the clas
sical community development project, participation begins with the 
need definition and continues into the planning and implementation 
stages.

• Empowering .orientation aims to help poor people develop a clearer 
understanding of the social, political and economic factors affecting 
their lives, and to strengthen their awareness of their own potential 
power to control their lives. There is a maximum involvement of the 
beneficiaries with NGOs acting as facilitators.
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By level of operation

• Community-based organizations (CBOs) arise put of people’s own 
initiatives. They can be responsible for raising the consciousness of 
the urban poor, helping them to understand their rights in accessing 
needed services, and providing such services.

• City-wide organizations include organizations such as chambers , of 
commerce, and industry, coalitions of business, ethnic or educational 
groups, and associations of community organizations.

• National NGOs include national organizations such as the Red Cross, 
YMCAs/YWCAs, professional associations, Samriddhi Foundation, etc. 
Some have state and city branches and assist local NGOs;

• International NGOs range from secular agencies such as Ducere 
Foundation and Save the Children organizations^ OXFAM, CARE, 
Ford Foundation, arid Rockefeller Foundation to religiously motivated 
groups. They can be responsible for funding local NGOs, institutions 
and projects and implementing projects.

Apart from “GRO/NGO”, there are many alternative of overlapping 
terms in use, including: third sector organization (TSO), non-profit organiza
tion (NPO), voluntary organization (VO), civil society organization (CSO), 
grassroots organization (GO), social movement organization (SMO), private vol
untary organization (PVO), self-help organization (SHO) and non-state actors 
(NSAs).

. Government related organizations / non-governmental organizations 
are a heterogeneous group. As a result, a long list of additional acronyms has 
developed, including:

• BINGO: ‘Business-friendly international NGO’ or ‘Big international 
NGO’
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Campaigning
Campaigning NGOs seek to “achieve large-scale change promoted indi

rectly through influence of the political system”. Campaigning NGOs need 
an efficient and effective group of professional members who are able to keep 
supporters informed, and motivated. They must plan and host demonstra
tions and events that will keep their cause in the media. They must maintain 
a large informed network of supporters who can be mobilized for events to 
garner media attention and influence policy changes. The defining activity of 
campaigning NGOs is holding demonstrations. Campaigning NGOs often deal 
with the issues relating to human rights, women’s rights and children’s rights. 
The primary purpose of an Advocacy NGO is to defend or promote a specific 
cause. As opposed to operational project management, these organizations 
typically try to raise awareness, acceptance and knowledge by lobbying, press 
work and activist event.

Both operational and campaigning
It is not uncommon for NGOs to make use of both activities. Many times, 

operational NGOs will use campaigning techniques if they continually face the 
same issues in the field that could be remedied through policy changes. At the I 
same time, campaigning NGOs, like human rights organizations often have 
programmes that assist the individual victims they are trying to help through 
their advocacy work.

Public relations
Non-governmental organizations need healthy relationships with the 

public to meet their goals. Foundations and charities use sophisticated public 
relations campaigns to raise funds and employ standard lobbying technique^ 

with governments. Interest groups may be of political importance because of 
their ability to influence social and political outcomes. A code of ethics was estab - 
lished in 2002 by The World Association of Non Governmental Organizations.

Project management
There is an increasing awareness that management techniques are 

crucial to project success in non-governmental organizations. Generally, norx- 
governmental organizations that are private have either a community or envi
ronmental focus. They address varieties of issues such as religion, emergency 
aid, or humanitarian affairs. They mobilize public support and voluntary 
contributions for aid; they often have strong links with community groups in. 
developing countries, and they often work in areas where government-to-gov- 
ernment aid is not possible. NGOs are accepted as a part of the international 
relations landscape, and while they influence national and multilateral policy- 
making, increasingly they are more directly involved in local action.

Corporate Structure Staffing
Some NGOs are highly professionalized and rely mainly on paid staff. 

Others are based around voluntary labour and are less formalized. Not! all 
people working for non-governmental organizations are volunteers.
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Many NGOs are associated with the use of international staff working in 
‘developing’ countries, but there are many NGOs in both North and South who 
rely on local employees or volunteers. There are some disputes as. to whether 
expatriates should be sent to developing countries. Frequently this type of per
sonnel is employed to satisfy a donor who wants to see the supported project 
managed by someone from an industrialized country. However, the expertise 
these employees or volunteers may be counterbalanced by a number of factors: 
the cost of foreigners is typically higher, they have no grassroots'connections in 
the country they are sent to, and local expertise is often undervalued.

The NGO sector is an essential employer in terms of- numbers. For 
example, by the end of 1995, CONCERN worldwide, an international Northern 
NGO working against poverty, employed 174 expatriates and just over 5,000 
national staff working in ten developing countries in Africa and Asia, and in 
Haiti.
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Funding
Whether the NGOs are small or large, various NGOs need budgets to 

operate. The amount of budget that they need would differ from NGOs to 
NGOs. Unlike small NGOs, large NGOs may have annual budgets in the hun
dreds of millions or billions of dollars. For instance, the budget of the Ameri
can Association of Retired Persons (AARP) was over US$540 million in 1999. 
Funding such large budgets demands significant fundraising efforts on the 
part of most NGOs. Major sources of NGO funding are membership dues, the 
sale of goods and services, grants from international institutions or national 
governments, and private donations. Several EU-grants provide funds acces
sible to NGOs.

Even though the term “non-governmental organization” implies inde
pendence from governments, many NGOs depend heavily on governments for 
their funding. A quarter of the US$162 million income in 1998 of the famine- 
relief organization Oxfam was donated by the British Government and the EU. 
The Christian relief and development organization World Vision United States 
collected US$55 million worth of goods in 1998 from the American government.

Government funding of NGOs is controversial, since, according to David 
Rieff, writing in The New Republic, “the whole point of humanitarian inter
vention was precisely that NGOs and civil society had both a right and an 
obligation to respond with acts of aid and solidarity to people in need or being 
subjected to repression or want by the forces that controlled them, whatever 
the governments concerned might think about the matter.” Some NGOs, such 
as Greenpeace do not accept funding from governments or'intergovernmental 
organizations.

Overhead costs
Overhead is the amount of money that is spent on running an NGO 

rather than on projects. This includes office expenses, salaries, banking and 
bookkeeping costs. What percentage of overall budget is spent on overhead 
is often used to judge an NGO with less than 4% being viewed as good.
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The World Associatiori of Non-Governmental Organizations states that 
ideally more than 86% should be spent on programmes (less than 20% on 
overhead). The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria has 
specific guidelines on how high overhead can be to receive funding based on 
how the money is to be spent with overhead often needing to be less than 
5-7%. While the World Bank typically allows 37%. A high percentage of 
overhead to total expenditures can make it more difficult to generate funds. 
High overhead costs may also generate criticism with some claiming the 
certain NGOs with high overhead are being run simply to benefit the people 
working for them.

While overhead costs can be a legitimate concern, a sole focus on them- 
can be counterproductive. Research published by the Urban Institute and » 
the Center for Social Innovation at Stanford University have shown .how 
rating agencies create incentives for non-profits to lower and hide overhead 
costs, which may actually reduce organizational effectiveness by starving 
organizations of the infrastructure they need to effectively deliver services. 
A more meaningful rating system would provide, in addition to financial 
data, a qualitative evaluation of an organization’s transparency and gov
ernance: (1) an assessment of programme effectiveness; (2) and an evalua: 
tion of feedback mechanisms designed for donors and beneficiaries; and (3) 
such a rating system would also allow rated organizations to respond to an 
evaluation done by a rating agency. More generally, the popular discourse 
of non-profit evaluation should move away from financial notions of orga
nizational effectiveness and towards more substantive understandings of 
programmatic impact.
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Monitoring and control
In a March 2000 report on United Nations Reform priorities, former U.N. 

Secretary General Kofi Annan wrote in favour of international humanitarian 
intervention, arguing that the international community has a “right to protect” 
citizens of the world against ethnic cleansing, genocide, and crimes against 
humanity. On the heels of the report, the Canadian government launched 
the Responsibility to Protect R2P project, outlining the issue of humanitar
ian intervention. While the R2P doctrine has wide applications, among thd 
more controversial has been the Canadian government’s use of R2P to justify- 
its intervention and support of the coup in Haiti. Years .after R2P, the Worla 
Federalist Movement, an organization which supports “the creation of demo
cratic global structures accountable to the citizens of the world and call for the 
division of international authority among separate agencies”, has launched. 
Responsibility to Protect - Engaging Civil Society (R2PCS). A collaboration, 
between the WFM and the Canadian government, this project aims to bring 
NGOs into lockstep with the principles outlined under the original R2P project.

The governments of the countries an NGO works or is registered ^n. 
may require reporting or other monitoring and oversight. Funders generally 
require reporting and assessment, such information is not necessarily publicly 
available. There may also be associations and watchdog organizations that
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research and publish details on the actions of NGOs working in particular geo
graphic or programme areas.

In recent years, many large corporations have increased their corporate 
social responsibility departments in an attempt to preempt NGO campaigns 
against certain corporate practices. As the logic goes, if corporations work 
with NGOs, NGOs will not work against corporations. Greater collaboration 
between corporations and NGOs creates inherent risks of co-operation for the 
weaker partner, typically the non-profit involved.

In December 2007, the United States Department of Defense, Assis
tant Secretary of Defense (Health Affairs) S. Ward Casscells established an 
International Health Division under Force Health Protection and Readiness. 
The part of International Health’s mission is to communicate with NGOs in 
areas of mutual interest. Department of Defense Directive 3000.05, in 2005, 
required DoD to regard stability-enhancing activities as a mission of impor
tance equal to combat. In compliance with international law, DoD has neces
sarily built a capacity to improve essential services in areas of conflict such as 
Iraq, where the customary lead agencies (State Department and USAID) find 
it difficult to operate. Unlike the “co-option” strategy described for corpora
tions, the OASD(HA) recognizes the neutrality of health as an essential ser
vice. International Health cultivates collaborative relationships with NGOs, 
albeit at arms-length, recognizing their traditional independence, expertise 
and honest broker status. While the goals of DoD and NGOs may seem incon- 
gruent, the DoD’s emphasis on stability and security to reduce and prevent 
conflict suggests, on careful analysis, important mutual interests.

International non-governmental organizations have a history dating 
back to at least 1839. It has been estimated that by 1914, there were 1083 
NGOs. International NGOs were important in the anti-slavery movement 
and the movement for women’s suffrage, and reached a peak at the time of 
the World Disarmament Conference. However, the phrase “non-governmental 
organization” only came into popular use with the establishment of the United 
Nations Organization in 1945 with provisions in Article 71 of Chapter 10 of 
the United Nations Charter for a consultative role for organizations which are 
neither governments nor member-states.

The definition of “international NGO” (INGO) is first given in resolution 
288 (X) of ECOSOC on February 27, 1950: it is defined as “any international 
organization that is not founded by an international treaty”. The vital role of 
NGOs and other “major groups” in sustainable development was recognized 
in Agenda 21, leading to intense arrangements for a consultative relationship 
between the United Nations and non-governmental organizations. It has been 
observed that the number of INGOs founded or dissolved matches the general 
“state of the world”, rising in periods of growth and declining in periods of crisis.

Rapid development of the non-governmental sector occurred in western 
countries as a result of the processes of restructuring of the welfare state. 
Further globalization of that process occurred after the fall of the communist 
system and was an important part of the Washington consensus.
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Globalization during the 20th century gave rise to the importance of 
NGOs. Many problems could not be solved within a nation. International trea
ties and international organizations such as the World Trade Organization 
were centred mainly on the interests of capitalist enterprises. In an attempt.to 
counterbalance this trend, NGOs have developed to emphasize humanitarian 
issues, developmental aid and sustainable development. A prominent example 
of this is the World Social Forum, which is a rival convention to the World 
Economic Forum held annually in January in Davos, Switzerland. The fifth 
World Social Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil, in January 2005 was attended by 
representatives from more than 1,000 NGOs. In terms of environmental issues 
and sustainable development, the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992 was the first 
to show the power of international NGOs, when about- 2,400 representatives 
of NGOs came to play a central role in deliberations. Some have argued that 
in forums like these, NGOs take the place of what should belong to popular 
movements of the poor. Whatever the case, NGO transnational networking is 
now extensive.
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Rural Development Agencies
From a development policy perspective, the investment in extension, 

services and the facilitation of non-government extension, are potentially 

important tools for improving agricultural productivity and increasing 
farmers’ incomes. More than 90% of the world’s extension personnel ar4 
located in developing countries (Umali and Schwartz, 1994), where indeecl 
the majority of the world’s farmers are located. Yet, the record of extensio/i 

-impact on farm performance is, as we will review, rather mixed. The lit!- 

erature contains analyses indicating very high rates of return on extension, 
investment, as well as documentation of cases of negligible.achievement^, 
implying a misallocation of public resources. Clearly, the format by whicti 
extension services are rendered, as well as the circumstances in whicti 
recipients of extension services operate, will affect the. extent of the impact 
that is observed. .1

Productivity improvements are possible only if a differential exist: s 
between the actual productivity on the farm's, and what could potentially be 
produced with better know-how, subject as always, to farmers’ preferences aricL 
resource constraints. In the past, rapid technological advances have creat 
such a differential in many developing countries. This productivity differe 
tial can be broadly classified into two types of “gaps”: a technology gap and a 
'management gap. The former might entail additional investment and high er 
recurring costs (e.g., for inputs such as seeds of improved cultivars or fertil
izers) while the latter may offer the farmer a low-cost means of raising Pro
ductivity by applying improved management practices. These gaps are, in tlxe 
first instance, a manifestation of the difference in the knowledge that farmers 
possess and the best-practice knowledge that exists at any point of time. Bpst 
practice is often, though not always, an embodiment of the latest science-based 
developments addressed to overcome the limitations imposed by traditional 
technology and practices and thereby enhancing productivity. To realize their
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potential impact, however, the scientific advances must be aligned to the local 
agroecological and socioeconomic characteristics of the target areas..

Extension helps reduce the differential between potential and actual 
yields in farmers’ fields by accelerating technology transfer (i.e., to reduce the 
technology gap) and helping farmers become better farm managers (i.e., to 
reduce the management gap). It also has an important role to play in helping 
the research establishment tailor technology to the agroecological and resource 
circumstances of farmers. Extension thus has a dual function in bridging 
blocked channels between scientists and farmers: it facilitates both the adop- 
tion of technology and the adaptation of technology to local conditions. The 
first involves translating information from the store of knowledge and from 
new research to farmers, and the second by helping to articulate for research 
systems the problems and constraints faced by farmers. .

The adoption of technology by farmers is inevitably affected by many 
factors. Adoption can be influenced by educating farmers about such things as 
improved varieties, cropping techniques, optimal input use, prices and mar
ket conditions, more efficient methods of production management, storage, 
nutrition, etc. To do so, extension agents must be capable of more than just 
communicating messages to farmers. They must be able to comprehend an 
often complex situation, have the technical ability to spot and possibly diag
nose problems, and possess insightful economic-management skills in order to 
advise on more efficient use of resources.

Effective extension involves adequate and timely access by farmers to 
relevant advice.

However, while access to appropriate information is necessary to improve 
agricultural productivity, it is not sufficient. In general, farmers will adopt a 
particular technology if it suits their socio-economic and agro-ecological cir- 

- cumstances. The availability of improved technology, access to “modern inputs 
and resources”, and profitability at an acceptable level of risk are among the 
critical factors in the adoption process. Further, farmers often get information 
from a number of sources. Public extension is one such source, but not neces
sarily the most efficient.

Extension can increase the rate at which adoption occurs, but the extent 
and form that an extension service takes should be guided by considerations 
of cost-effectiveness and the nature of extension products. Thus, while exten
sion, including that done in the public sector, can play an important role in 
improving the productive efficiency of the agricultural sector, the virtues and 
limitations of the alternative mechanisms need to be considered in assessing 
the costeffectiveness of delivering information.

Private Extension Services and Cost Recovery
The private-good nature of many extension services has raised interest 

in privatizing extension services. Indeed, as Vernon Ruttan has reminded us, 
this theme takes us back to the initial formal extension efforts in the US Mid- 
West when the Farm Bureaus hired county extension agents to provide the 
information services they demanded. In reality now, most information services
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are provided outside of government, and farmers see public extension as only 
one option perhaps even a last resort in obtaining needed information ser
vices. The government has, however, a major role in establishing policies and 
programmes to encourage development of private extension services, along 
with continued sustenance in some cases, and extension systems need to be 
designed with the understanding that they will be cost-effective only “if the 
public role is defined so as to complement what the private sector can and will 
fund and deliver”. 1

Private Consulting or advisory services generally address needs of com
mercial farmers. ,

Developing private services for small-scale farmers often necessitate 
public investment to develop capacities of service providers and establish mar
kets for services. Veterinarians and para-vets have pioneered private service 
provision in some countries and, in crop agriculture, pest control services pres
ent the same opportunities for private service delivery. Contracting schemes 
are another private-sector mechanism for providing services to small-scale 
farmers (Mullen, Vernon and Fishpool, 2000; Rivera and Zijp, 2002). The 
potential for conflict of interest in such arrangements may warrant a public 
regulatory and monitoring function backed up by public information, for qual
ity checking on information supplied.

User financing mechanisms are a means of obtaining private financing 
to cover at least a portion of the cost of public extension services. Mechanisms 
include levies, direct user charges, or subsidies.for services procured by users] 

Levies are most easily assessed on commercial crops with a highly centralized. 
marketing system and a limited number ofproducers or processors.

User charges are more feasible for highly commercial operations, for mor* 
sophisticated producers, and for services that, provide a clear and immediate 
benefit. Latin America has seen extensive experimentation with co-financing 
and private extension service provision (e.g., Keynan, Manuel and Dinari 
1997; Dinar and Keynan, 2001); and small-scale farmers in various countriei 
have indicated a willingness to pay for extension services that meet their need 
(e.g., Gautam, 2000; Holloway and Eblui, 2001). A possible caveat to privat 
user-pays extension is that, when farmers pay for extension information, the; 
may be less willing to share that information freely with neighbours (van deih 
Ban, 2000). This may significantly slow the spread of innovation. Producers 
may also want less intense service provision than is sometimes offered by
public agencies (Gautam^ 2000). Practical issues that emerge in such changing 
private-public provision of services include an effective crowding out of publib 
provision to the more remote clients when, by losing much of their traditional, 
core business, such public providers incur diseconomies of size (such as fofr* 

training) and scope for the provisioning task they are left with.

Public Financing of Extension
Public investment in extension is justified when the general public 

benefits more than the extension client, when government can provide ser
vices more cheaply or better, when extension services directly facilitate other
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programmes, or when the private sector does not provide needed services. 
These conditions apply when there are positive externalities to innova
tion or market failure in service’provision. Market failure is often due to: 
unorganized demand (small farmers do not recognize potential benefits, 
have limited purchasing power, and are not organized to access services) or 
unorganized supply (few individuals or institutions are capable of providing 
technical services or there is limited opportunity for private firms to charge 
for provision of easily disseminated information). The most important exter
nalities are: positive environmental and health (human, livestock and crop) 
impacts of appropriate technology use; improvements in political stability 
and poverty reduction resulting from improved equity in access to informa
tion; and improved national security, economic development and food secu
rity resulting from increased agricultural productivity, competitiveness and 
sustainability. Consumers often benefit more from increases in productivity 
than do farmers.

Despite the fact that public financing for extension services is often jus
tifiable, the general trend towards fiscal restraint and a reduced role for the 
public sector have led to financial crises in many extension services. Two gen
eral options for improving financial sustainability of public extension involve 
scaling back public programmes and improving cost-effectiveness. Scaling 
back public programmes might involve: reducing coverage to specific target 
farmer groups, reducing intensity of coverage (less frequent visits, fewer ser
vices), devolving service provision to private organizations or requiring cost 
sharing by users. State withdrawal from service provision might entail total 
abandonment of some programmes or shifting of .service responsibilities to oth
ers requiring commercial farmers to arrange their own services; encouraging 
producer organizations to provide services; or promoting private extension by 
input suppliers (notwithstanding potential conflicts of interest in the content 
of advice), produce buyers, NGOs, environmental groups, or others. Improving 
cost effectiveness can be achieved through improvements in programme man
agement, targeting and priority setting, and choice of appropriate extension 
delivery methods (e.g., greater use of mass media).

The sustainability of an extension service depends crucially on its ability to 
provide benefits and generate support from internal and external stakeholders 
(Gustafson, 1994). Improving efficiency and quality of service provision and cli
ent involvement in priority setting help to generate needed support. True farmer 
ownership of programmes adds significantly to programme sustainability.

Public-Private Partnerships
There is a growing recognition that, even where public financing of 

extension is justified, private service delivery is often more efficient in serving 
clients. This leads to strategies for contracting extension services delinking 
funding from service delivery. Contracted extension strategies take many dif
ferent approaches to division of responsibilities for financing, procurement, 
and delivery of services, but most reforms involve public funding for private 
service delivery. Competitive contracting instills a private-sector mentality
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of cost-consciousness and results-orientation, even in public institutions toe 
when they are forced to compete in providing services.

Contracted extension systems seek to reduce costs and improve cost- 
effectiveness of public extension services, but most current reforms go furthei 
and attempt to draw on private sector funding to improve financial sustain 
ability of extension.

A Conceptual Framework for Analyzing Extension Organizations .
Earlier sections established the fact that many aspects of extension worl: 

entail strong public-good characteristics and other market failures that ar^ 
not easy to overcome through taxes, subsidies and regulatory interventions, it 
is thus not surprising that public provision of extension services (whether bt 

central or regional governments) has been common in most countries, at least 
at some stage of their history. While there have been some notable successes, it 

has also been observed, quite often, that public extension systems demonstrate 
weaknesses hampering their effectiveness. A recent worldwide review b^ 

Rivera with Qamar and Crowder refers to extension systems as “failing” anil ‘ 
“moribund”, being in a state of “disarray or barely functioning at all”. Similat* 
observations have been made in the past by others. It is conceivable that therk 

are some generic and universal difficulties in the operation of public extensio: i 
systems, and in the typical bureaucratic-political environment within which, 
they are budgeted and managed. .

Dependence of Extension on the Broader Policy Environment
The effectiveness of extension work is crucially dependent on compk - 

mentary policy and institutional actions on which it has very limited influence. 
Thus, limiting factors such as credit, input and seed supplies, price incentives, 
marketing channels and human resource constraints determine the impadt; 
of the information that extension agents convey to farmers. While extensioin 
agents can adjust their advice, given the overall policy climate, the value of tb[e 

information is diminished when the terms of trade are tilted against agricul
ture, rural infrastructure investment is inadequate, and farmers have irregit-
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far input supplies due to absent input markets. The coordination between, 
agencies that influences these complementary factors and extension manage
ment is costly and difficult, and the degree of leverage that’can be brought l>y
extension is minor. The negative implications of this situation are particularly- 
pronounced when one examines the poor.record of linkages to the knowledge 
generation system, especially the national agricultural research system, whi< Sin. 
is examined separately next, given its importance for extension performance .

Interaction with Knowledge Generation
In contrast to the situation in the US, where the cooperative extension 

service is embedded in the university system, the information on which exte n- 
sion advice is based in most developing countries is not generated within tb.e 
extension organization itself but rather largely with separate systems (nation al 
agricultural research institutes and universities, and increasingly also private
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